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King.
change
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Tills WKKK.

Ac.

Austin II. .!ov—Groceries.
H.
Holt—Wall paper.
c. It. Partridge—Hoots, shoes, hats and caps.
“Priscilla," at Hancock hall.
Lost A pockethook.

John A. Hale has established

We are
excellent

resist.

transacting

an

danuarv business in

stationery

a

circulat-

\

W. C. T. U. meets with Mrs. M. R.
Perry, this (Thursday) afternoon at 2
o’clock.

conse-

N. C. and Mrs. King entertained a
party of friends at their residence last
Dr.

shall relieve the store Saturday evening.
! Quite a number from Ellsworth attendnt' many dollars’ worth ot
ed the dance at Rural hall, East Surry,
If a last Thursday evening.
>tock, a> a result.
we

dollar
eoine

is

your mind,

in

with 7de.— twill do

the dollar’s work

now.
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A FALL IN CLOTHING

There will bean adjourned parish
ing of the Raptist church at the vestry
next Saturday evening at 7.30.
There has been excellent ice boating at
Hraneh pond during the week, and many
have enjoyed this exhilarating sport.
Mrs. George L. Patterson, of Rucksport,
who has been spending a few weeks here
: with her parents, returned home yesterI day.
II. Y. Starred, representing that valuable annual, the Maine liegister, was in
nieet-

|

this

week

j

town

!

publication.

in

the interest of that

Judge A. I*. \Y is well, John P>. Redman
and A. \Y. King returned Tuesday from
w iId and uneera two days’ trip in that
tain region know n as “up river.”

Agnes Scott, a little daughter of George
Scott, w hile coasting on Grant street near
her home Wednesday afternoon of last
week, had

one

of her legs broken.

rehearsal of “Priscilla” will
held at the Pnitarinn vestry next
Monday evening, instead of Tuesday, as
was’given out at the rehearsal last TuesThe next

he

|

duy evening.
Kingman returned to Auand
gusta with her husband last Monday,
Mr. Kingman
will remain two weeks.
represents the Hancock class in the leg1’.

Mrs.

!
1

islature

I..

this winter.

Grand Chief Patriarch Kenwortliy. of
an
has resulted from l. ncle Sam’s the Grand Kncampmeiit, will pay
official visit to Wivurna encampment
knocking out the wool duty this (Thursday) evening, w hen a special
I
which was the foundation of meeting will be held.

!
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former prices.

ing
ing

our

at

e

offer-

are

entire stock of Cloth-

prices that

will

please

you, and every customer
need of an Overcoat, Suit,

l’ants,

List
remaining uncalled (or
at the Ellsworth post-office, Jan. 2S: Mrs.
Paulline,
Hose Mcilenan, George W.
Mrs. Hattie M. Rich, Mrs. Maranda H.
Rich, Charles J. Smith.
of letters

can

make
ot

taking advantage

dollars by
this sale.
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m
or

CO.,
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Mayor Higgins has appointed Moses I.
Mayo day policeman in place o( C. S.
The appointment was
Stover, resigned.
approved by the board of aldermen at the
special meeting Saturday.
I
The members of Lejuk lodge of Odd
Fellows entertained their lady friends at
As
their hall last Thursday evening.
time.
most
a
was
it
usual
enjoyable
|
| Dancing was indulged in after supper in
the hall below.

>ir.

To aid in the benevolent work of the

|
i

A Warm

Welcome
is extended to
you to come
and see tho
many new
and beautiful

things

we

have to offer.
And tho wel-

comewillseem
and
visit

warmer

your

pleasanter

Congregational church, Miss Annie C.
Emery, w ill oiqSaturday evening, Feb. J,
at 7.Jt) o'clock, give some account of an
American woman’s experience at a German university.
Among nominations announced by
Governor Cleaves last Thursday are the
following in Ellsworth: Coroner, D. L.
Fields; notary public, Orrin H. Burnham;
H.
justice of the peace and quorum, John
Brimmer, Orrin R. Burnham.
Dr. Abby M. Fulton left Saturday for
Atlanta, Ga., as a delegate to the National
convention of the Woman's Suffrage
association. Returning Mrs. Fulton will
and will probstop at Washington, D. C.,
ably remain there until spring.

when younote
The monthly meeting of the loan and
the low prices building association will be held next
our careful
Monday evening at the office of A. W.

buying and

experience
make

H.

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH,

ME,

M. FOSTER,
JUSTIN
CARPENTER AND BUILDER.

|

I draw plans, make estimate*, take contracts
for all cIhhml'h of buildings.
First-clast* work

manahip guaranteed.
Special

attention

Water St.

given

to

Sanitary Work.
Ellsworth, Me.

organization
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My Mamma give* ma
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
f or Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, DIohtherla, eto.
| THINK If IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,
;.urtU 11 ymw.rMEUieiHS Co.,Norway.
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school, the teachers of the class and th* from the loan and budding a*** bt
pastor. At the left is a handsome picture
loan
and
The
building as-* iat urn
of the late Dr. Tenney, reproduced from
offer* idtiaUf** to prrwoa* desirous
his favorite photograph
which show*
of saving and Investing small aums
usual

him seated in his chair. The school ha**
entered upon another two years’
course in the study of the early history
of the Apostolic church, the Blakeslee
system. The attendance at the school

burroalnf money at r**ws**n
payable la easy iitatallmeiiu
Jioaaesaed by any other institution
of

or

now

able rates,
not

The Ellsworth association has l*een in
existence four years, and has paid share
holders 6 percent on the money masted,
r*
ar*
I
credite«l every six months
!’■> lb* rui*268 shares now outstanding
of the aaauilitloa *•*. h afean».*■;■ i* r |hfi
fl per month per share
By an invaat men! «-f fl any person can
Vbecome a memls-r, * w nmg on* -i*ar*
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one person can take
m
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Iff I drawer baa called for
ImmI mcobI at. Noh*djr answered the cal' as yet, and the
principal will probably aeltrt those whom
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i* pnid t
representat i\es, and la listi
family in the same manner as
value of his shares

of the mill crew, would have burned to
The chambers were unHolmes, who is rapidly becoming the ground.
woodwork very dry, so
famous as a breeder of tine cattle, has finished and tlie
that the water had to be applied abunjust received from the Hancock county
The damage was
fair association a diploma, a special dantly and quickly.
award fur his thoroughbred Guernsey not very heavy.
Kincaid’s hill is a favorite resort for
bull ••Robinhurst,” No. 3,488, American
Guernsey cattle club. The award was I coasters while the streets are in the icy
made at last fall's fair. The diploma is in condition they have been in of late.
!
of “bobs,” one of them at
pen and ink, and is an excellent sample Several sets
Mr. Holmes’ least manned by “dow n towners,” have
of M. S. Smith’s skill.
Guernsey cow “Lady Sylvia, 3d,” recently vied with each other for the distinction
dropped a heifer calf. The sire of the of being the fastest, and no international
contest ever awakened more enthusiasm
newcomer is “Robinhurst”; she has been
*
registered as “Lady Hazel, No. 7,770, in than these races. No serious accidents
are reported, but winter is not over yet.
the cattle club just referred to.
By the way, it is interesting to note the
Some alarm has been caused among
unruffled attitude of the crowd that is
school
of
children
attending
by
parents
beaten when the victors cheer their
the report that there was a case of scarlet
lustiest and “guy” them. A few years
Haines
and
W.
in
the
Drs.
M.
fever
city.
ago there was likely to be a row on such
Lewis Hodgkins of the board of health,
occasions. Isn’t this one of the straws
after a careful diagnosis of the case, proshowing which way the wind blows?
nounced it a very mild case of scarlet
Shouldn’t w’e be optimistic regarding the
fever, or scarlet rash. Still every precau- rising generation?
tion was taken, the case being isolated,
and the other children in the family beChurch Notes.
ing removed from school. Dr. Haines
The
of Rev. Mr. Wharff’s lecture
subject
in
the
child
is
now
attendance
who
says
No symptoms to young men next Sunday evening will
is recovering rapidly.
have
among other members of be “Bankrupt.”
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the benefiIf anyone is skeptical
cial effect on a community of a business
organization he should read the various
Almost every
local papers of the state.
week we find mentions oi some town getting a new industry through the work of
Ellsworth has recentf he board of trade.
ly organized a board of trade and in last
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that the total number of admissions to
the church for the year was twenty-one,
of which thirteen were by confession and
eight by letter. The number of removals
was eight—six bf death and two by letter.
There were ten baptisms during the year.
The benevolent collections for the year
amounted to f381.00, divided as follows:
American board of foreign missions, |75;
Congregational and church home missionary society, |71; American missionary
association ?72; other charities, *163.

PRICES CONSISTENT
with good goods
and a fair profit.
AUSTIN

:

John H. Brimmer, clerk of the Congregational church, has submitted his
annual report of the church for 1894 for
the State year book. The report shows

THE YEAR 'ROUND.
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fb
held
share
*h«r«
j borrower continue* to pay •! p*
ft*
each montii.Hiid in addition to tnat.
Portsmouth, N. H.. Times says of him: monthly interest "ti hi* loan hi
be
is
toto
A “library party”
given
ai.
; !• 'r *i
ha* f
“During his stay here Mr. Wasgatt has! with any premium
morrow ( Friday) evening at the Cnitarian
*n.a:.
He can pay in one sum. >r in *u
: made many friends, and in society matvestry under the auspices of the Title
ters his presence will be greatly missed. sums as lit* choos**s.
Familiar books will be represented
club.
to
If he chooses not to pay
Always willing to go ahead, and not j
in various original ways, and opportunity
makes the monthly p« m- m'«
afraid to do a greater share of hard work,
will be given to guess t he t itle of all t lit*
with Charlie Wasgatt at the shares with interest a- >t*■
in
this animated circulating anything
books
t.
'•■•(»
head was sure to turn out successfully. t tint at t he end of about
of
music
A
short
programme
library.
*;
n
has money enough in t h» «->•
His many friends around town wish him
be
and recitations will
given.
take care of t he I*>an; th*
success in his new field of labor.”
Senator Hale has given notice of a prosens**, has paid itself, and
posed amendment to the diplomatic and
has received hi- part • f tie pr>
ELLSWOIMII FALLS.
consular appropriat ion bill appropriat ing
own loan.
f.VM),0tM) toward the construction of h
In this way a man may
egf
II. A. B. Stanley was here over Sunday.
telegraph cable between the Fnited
the Hawaiian Islands; and
r *;••
States and
Abbie (Jerry was in Bangor Tuesday to build a house of mod.
showed
event
that
the
said that recent
f
less every month than tietime had come wh**n the Fnited States afternoon.
would amount to, and at 11
ought to have closer coni mu nicat ion with
Forrest Maddceks went to Buck-port
the
Senator Hale is, in t his as
eleven years have money enough
those islands.
last Saturday to work in a stave mill.
1
I >»«n
n\
association to hi* credit t*•
right. Portland Evening Express.
nr.
and to give him his home free and
and it was
Loans are made at the monthly meetVisitors to tin* city the past week were left him: Vg some time ago,
last week.
ri.
R. L. Grindle, Mt. Desert; Edward Mayo, necessary to kill it one day
ings hy tile sale of the mom y. at am
The animal was quite a valuable one.
A. II. Mayo, C. D. Blake, Brooklin; M.
to the highest bidder, tint it may he*Hu!
It is expected that Rev. 1. K. Browne! here that the usual amount bid is twentyFranklin, R. V. Smith, E. I. Lord, liar
Harbor; H. I.. Arey, Bucksport; B. E. will speak here next Sunday evening on five cents, and we believe in m* a** bn*
Tracy, Winter Harbor; Miss Fowler, the work of the American board of com- the association accepted a higher h i
*
a
fir*t
Surry; S. Watson Cousins, Hast Bluehill; missioners for foreign missions. The old- ; The security for t he loan inii-t
Charles Blance, S. O. Moore, Prospect er people are especially urged to be pres- mortgage of real estate, or the share*
Harbor; George A. Dodge, E. E. Chase, ent and hear him.
themselves, not exceeding their a< « 'ituu
Bluehill; C. A. Moore, A. E. Farnsworth,
Frank Carter’s house on the west side I lated value. By the laws of the state two
B. of the river caught tire Monday after- shares are exempt
from attachment.
A. J. I^wler, Southwest Harbor;
Smith, Dr. J. F. Stevens, E. B. Colcord noon around the stove pipe in the Minors may hold shares by trustees
and wife, Sullivan ; G. R. Campbell, W. M. chamber, and, but for the timely arrival
Upon the death of a shareholder the

the family, and there
alarm.

GROCERIES

Leavening

»

unexpected last
Monday evening.
Sunday was 149.
guests were hospitably received by Mr.
A special meeting of the hoard of alderand Mrs. Hooper, and a very enjoyable
men was held Saturday evening.
Present.
evening was passed.
Aldermen Means, MailAlbion B. Moore, son of the late Mayor Higgins,
docks and Neal ley. A petition was preSamuel B. Moore of this city, is in town
sented, signed by H. Fremont Maddock*
is
an
old
friends.
Mr.
Moore
visiting
and thirty-six others, asking the city t<
Ellsworth boy, and has not been here for
lay out a town way beginning at tinHe
is
at
Westten years.
now located
cross-road leading from property' of
boro, Mass., being employed in one of Charles
James, in North Ellsworth, and
the large shoe factories of that town.
ending at the railroad track. This is
a
L.
after
week
Samuel
Lord,
Capt.
the road to the new depot known as
spent at his home here, left last Thursday “Branch Pond.” The mayor and alderfor Boston, w here his vessel, the “Vilora
men
will meet on the premises next
1!. Hopkins,” has been dry docked for
Saturday, Feb. 2, at 2 p. in., and have
repairs. It was found that, the damnge to given notice to that effect so that all inj
the bark was not as great as was feared, terested
may appear before them there if
and she is now about ready to come off
they wish.
the dry dock.
Charles K. Wasgatt, son of C. W. WasThere will be an important parish gatt, of North Ellsworth, was at home
meeting next Saturday evening, Feb. 2, for a few days last week and this, prior to
in the
at 7.30,
vestry of the Baptist starting for the Pacific coast. Mr. WasI
The committee appointed a | gatt was appointed some three years ago,
church.
month ago to prepare a code of by-laws a clerk in the general store at the Kittery
will report. It would bean advantage if navy yard. He has now been appointed
every member of the church, every pewpay clerk to Paymaster Allen, and with
holder and every contributor for the ex- 1 him left tor Mare Island last Tuesday to
report on the “Olympia” on Feb. 5. The
penses of the church be present.

developed

atjbrrtiBftncnts.

possible.

Of *11 m

«

«

turkey supper will be served at Nicolin this (Thursday) evening at 6.30. There
will be dancing in the evening. The first
of the series of sociables on the evening
of ladies’ day took place last Thursday,
and was a decided success.
Fifty-six sat
down to supper.

The

rpicnce. Profits, naturally,
have been sacrificed: but

v\»•

••

A

store.

Ladies’ circle at the Methodist vestry
this (Thursday) afternoon. Supper at H.

gbtst

m|*t •»• t
mitt ee wm look tag ip ik
*
drainage of t in- streets, and plan* «
ready on foot for improving t h* »n in*
»
*>*»».
b*
of
condition
tin-street*
n»g
(»•- **k
necessitate active step- f-*r
f
**1
general convenienee ami puM
They were stoo well on tlx M] l
ing a new Industry. Ittd tbli trl

report

The Woman’s club will meet Saturday, 1
A large party of friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Feb. 2. at the home of Mrs. P. R. Day.
L. F. Hooper gave them a pleasant surMiss Ida Raker is attending the winter j
prise party at their new house on State
term of the Normal school at Gorham.
street
The

it we are giving is provig an attraction that few

people can

at his

H

h***um?

m

Rurrill

ing library

iim*H
find t hat a

At the Congregational « bur* h S*»n*l*>
first of the course of Friday afterlectures at the Commercial school evening diplomas were award»«l tie
n
was given last week, when Rev. I. H. W.
eighty-one mem tiers of the Sunday
Wharff delivered an excellent lecture on who have completed all the lew-.ois -*f
the subject, “Character Building.” Next the Blakealee system, or the Life of
Friday afternoon, Feb. 1, Judge George Christ, which study has occupied the pa*t
I two years. The diploma contains th*
P. Dutton will lecture on “Contracts.”

returned Tuesday from a
business trip to Portland.
F. H. Maconiber has gone into the grocery business at Seal Harbor.

those who can sell Dry
(foods of all kinds at lower prices than our present
The low prices
oiu's.

*•"*•»*

gular

The

Investor Publishing Co.
Sons—Flower seeds.
Joseph Brack

to

r*

noon

F.IHiN
Charles c. Morrison—Notice of foreclosure.
Boston

C.

week’s Amkricw

J ofhet he first

Lew is Friend and I. L. Ilalman, of Lewis Friend & Co., are in New York on business.
Mr. Ilalman expects to be back
next Monday. Mr. Friend will, before
returning, go to Fort Wayne, Ind., to
visit his brother; he will return about
Feb. 16.

A. II Norris—Pry Goods.
IP T. Crockett Legislative notice
'V. .1. Knowlton— Legislative notices.
statement— Mercantile F. A M. Ins. Co.
It. A. It verson—Legislative notice.
•C A. M( <iowti—Fur coats, harnesses, trunks,

vnll-cf,

w

Members will please note the
the office of Grant & Cushhere they have recently been held.
from

!« gal
\

lb.
ceived from life insurance.
r<
may be obtained, at any t. im-, of t be
tary at his office, or at the month >
ing, which is bold the tir-: M
each month.
A new series of dmn
Ah
n «'
opened for subscript ion,
I'D a
fifty have already been tak• »
ciation hopes to have tin- number
series increased to 150.
n
arThe officers of the aPresident, A. \V. King; treasurer II NN
Cushman; secretary, T. K. Hale, d r.. t •r*.
the president, ex officio, A. W <»rcel\.
*
Lewis Friend, F. W. Roll in* I. F Kton, C. H. Drummey, J. A. Peters, jr
om
attorney, J. A. Peters, jr.; tinam.
mittee, A. \V. Greely, C. R. Foster. • NN
Mason.
Application may be made to the »ecr*
tary, T. E. Hale, or to any of the abovenamed officers, who will cheerfully furnish further information as to the details
of the operation and standing of the
association.
Meetings of the association are held at
the office of A. W. King, on the tlrat
Monday of each month at 7.30 p. m. The
The mid-W'eek prayer-meeting at the secretary may generally be found at the
Congregational vestry Wednesday even- aldermen’s room in Hancock hall to
ing will be devoted to prayer for colleges receive deposits, except on the evening of
and higher institutions of learning, as the meeting (in Mr. King’s office), w hen,
Thursday is set apart as our national day as city clerk, he will be otherwise
of prayer for colleges and schools.
engaged.
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Sunday, Feb. 3, Rev. J. K. Browne will
preach at the Congregational church on
foreign missions. His subject is not yet

Coming Events.
“Priscilla, or the Pilgrim’s
Hancock hall, Feb. 19.

known, but since we understand that he
comes from the scene of the Armenian
outrages, in Turkey, it is expected his
address will be of unusual interest. All
are cordially invited to be present.

“Library party” under auspices of the
Title club, Unitarian vestry, Friday evening, Feb. 1.
King's Daughters entertainment the
last of the course—Feb. 7, at Hancock
hall.
Charles Williams, of Boston, humorist and impersonator.

“Christian Endeavor Day” will be observed
next Sunday in
the Baptist
church. In the morning the pastor will

appropriate to tlie day.
evening the very attractive program “The Good of It” will be carried
out by the V. P. S. C. E.
preach

a sermon

In the

I

selling out my entire stock oi millnery
at a great .sacrifice. Call arul sec. Mus. Doha
Hopkins.—Advt.

Proxy

am

j

Miss Annie C. Emery will speak at Congregational vestry Saturday, Feb. 2, at
7.30 p. m., on “An American Woman’s
Experience at a German University.'’
Tickets 15 cents. Welsh rarebit w ill be
served and home-made candies will be
for sale.

C. L. M°ka\<4■— --—
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rd to illustrate the t epic.
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its sol nimty can 1
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Spirit-

Ml death! V.'hat i*! mu thought that
soul
then- call 1 .< Mich a thing: that the
tho duties it owes to God
may ,iic
end to the blessings that it receives
Spiritual life1
from G .1 in Christ!
What a j yens, happy thought that the
soul may live in vital connection with
Jesus Christ, as the branch to the vine,
and may receive life from Him. Spiritmid be earnestly shunned,
nu!
while sp.rimal life should be anxiously

sought.
1
Spiritual death (Rev. lii, 1 .1
Death is here represented in the church

desi:.

Thou hast a name to live,
but thuu art dead." Sardis was one of
the churches that received unmixed reIt
proof It received no praise at all
was spiritually dead. It had not always
been so, for Christ reminds it of a bet
ter condition in times past. Nor was it
Spiritual death
necessary a' this time
in church or individual is a sad condi
It is unnecessary, unnatural, is
tion

of Sardis.

t'hrist and to ourselves,
dishonoring
and a stumbling block in the way of
be
many who might by a better example
led to a ueUer life. But there is pointed
out in connection with Sardis tile things
that mnv I done tobri'.g mlv
to a state of life. I Beuutvhiul t,...
carefully against continuing findher into

to the state of deadness 2 Strengthen
All was not
the things which remain.
hopeless. Some even in Sardis hud not
succutitled to the general spiritual
some works were not entire
Bpa
ly dead. These men to be strengthened
■and others would rise around them. 3
Remer..! r the past. Recall better days
or

T-

mrncsflv

Piivpf

tlltMIl

again,
liopent Turn from evil. Turn
Hut Sardis disregarded
( ii.
hark t
these injunctions, and her candlestick
!. Let u- N> warned hy In r
wfate again:: her example
-tnal life Kev. iii. 7-131. This
2. s;
is exhd itc i m the church of Philadelphia. Wc know less of the church of
>
Philadelphia than some of the otic
It was ali\
seven, and vet w- love it
It did ■
duty faithfully and we!!.
Ir
ii" reproof for it at all
Cbri t I
It \v;i' ti nsty It had been
_• b.
had st:
faithful Tr it;.'i not d« :.ied the name of
1 dad trouble with those wit"
Chri'i.
claim-"1 !•' he .lews, and yet were r r.
>u
been pali« iit and l• -y \! t"
but it
Christ. I.\ :v.» abundantly rewarded Itbo humiliatod bitr.*
Tr was to bo k* pt in timo <4
them
teilipfu*1 » and tin so promises w* re
t
crown* -I hy on** of tin* noblest pledg*
him that overcomotb in verse 12 The.acteiistie> of spiritual life.
ar
;.l or pem<*nal, ami some of
ecdos
their o *. «.:ds. They an* open to all and
No ouo iiml 1 " spiritnaHy
f-cv. is.
"Behold!
is offered to all
dead, i-door and knock, and it any
stand a!
Mv voice and open tho door
man 1.
I will c ••:•* in and sup with him, and
hewitii d: ’(verse 20) If wo h-t Christ
in tho oh •.•’•oh <t heart, wo may have
life. To evpffudu Him moans spiritual
death
Biblo Readings.—Isa. ix. 2; Math
vii, 21-215; John vi. f>J, f>4; Rom v
14-19; viii, (5, 7, Gal. ii. 20; Ei h 1
1-5; iv, 17, 18; v, 14; Col. ii. I",
8. 4.
enemm*

to

re

The Christian'*

Hope.

The imagination will sometimes fiy
such a power that
match it. It some
times has such might that it can al
most sco the King in His beauty and the
But if it is
land whv’h is very far off.
potent out* way it is another, for imagi
nailun Lu.'. .uken us down to the lowest
..nth. But I rejoice and think
plaiUL.
of cue t^.r.g—that I can cry out when
this imu0*..ution comes upon mo. S<» ii
If lie cries out,
is with th Christian.
tberois ban a. Cun you chain your imag
Ination? No, but tho power of the Ilolv
Ghost c,;:;. —Christian Work.
up

to

with

God

eagle’s wings

cannot

Nous am! Notes From Round
Ilaticoek < ounfy.

Following are the officers and commitat
tees of the Surry Y. 1*. S. C. E. chosen
the last semi-annual meeting:
President. Mrs. P. P. Swett.
Vice-president. Mr**, .lane Allen.

Secretary and treasurer. Mrs. May Pay.
Corresponding secretary, Mrs Viola
Cousins.
The committees are a- follow s
Lookout Mr?. Mary I'm-thy, Mr.. Day.
Mrs. Mary Gray.

Spirit.
A degree of importance is to be at
tacbed to endeavor methods. The plans
under which Endeavor work is condui t
ed are n t all equally wise and effi
r>»
effort should be m id
cicnt.
become acquainted with and to adopt
But more important
the best m< thods
than this, more essential to success, ithe possession < f the Endeavor spirit
If wo are animated by the afTemion**
and motives of tlio true Eti(leav«-r»i
the ordinary tm ::,n<N will be inve>r*«i
with great »tticieii' v and a great w»»rk
National l*rcs
will bA Hci (jmplished

byteriau
The Growth of Chrutian tudravor.

The new year begins with more than
Endeavor societies, rep
ret»entiug not far from 2.22 j,000 meiu
ber*—John Willi* Baer

*7,000 Christian

Tr.v

Tl.y Way, Not Mina.
iy, not mine, O Lord?

w

llo

ver dark it lx
Le- l iuo by Thine own hand,
Choowe out the path for ma

"Smooth let it l>* or rough
It wit! be still the best
Winding or straight. It lead*
Right onward to Thy rest

Prayer-meeting

Rose Jarvis, Mrs. M. Pay.
Music Kva Young, Klla Jarvis. FlorM. Pa\
ence Anderson, Lizzie Gray. Mr-.
Missionary Mrs. Sarah Phillij**. Mrs
May Day, Mrs. K. K. Swett. Mrs. Rose
Jarvis.
W.
Temperance Rev. D. Smith. Mrs.
E. Emery. Mart ha Beede. Florence Anderson, Grace Beede.
Flower—Fannie Allen, Ruby Anderson.
Sadie Jarvis, Nellie Allie. Edith Anderson

Relief and Calling Reuben Cousins,
Gasper, George Phillip-. Howard

Ernest

Milliken. John Jellison.
Good literature Mrs.

Emery. Mrs.
Executive—Officer- and chairman

Mrs. W. E.

e'.ch

there

and

were

*•

Thou ft me my friends.
knesaor my health;
My
flu* >x. Thou my cari-a for me.
f.j j uverty or wealth
C

Not rrine, not mine, the choice
III.
gs or gnat or small.
M

»

discussed

—

here

Thursday

unusually large atquest ion-box meet-

was

a

very
ami

interesting questions
answered.

A l'erieci

*

orici.

I do not believe in stays that nre t*)
tight, a something that can never be said
about an absolutely well fitting one. Over
long corsets are seldom desirable, inasmuch ns they turn over on the edges and
the bones are apt to press upon the abdoin

men

a

way that is not pleasant
corset should l*e selected
who is rather large, but

A

for
for
the woman
be
will
her who is slender a lower one
abetter
to
give
found to f.t better and
shape. French dressmakers all prefer a
Never buy your corsets ton
fhort corset
large in the bust. They simply turn over
ami make an ugly lump and do not. as you
expect, appear to increase the size of the
Kveii if one buys coutille corsets a
bu t.
silk lacing should be got. as not only
ill it la.-t longer and be found to draw
with greater ease, but it nn ill not. like
the murid cotton lace, imprint itself upon
the back of n our bodice. The gauze n r>et
is comfortable for summer Nvear. and if a
good quality is got one should be able

high busted

it

to wear

an ent

ire

I do

season.

not
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PRESSING

CAKE FIT.
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FIT—DRAPED

PERFECT

LAPELS.

l

FASHIONABLE

upon

can

only comprehend

medium of her onvii defeat—
and always, supposing that
w. 111■ -11 are of eoual intelligence and
The marrying girl nowadays
ambition.
is more apt to look before she leaps, and
this seems to be a case where the look is a
searching on*- and in the right direction.
When a girl is independent, she is an
idi«>r t.« r« sign it f.-r anything but a bi t
Ur thing, ami women are very rapidly becoming creature* *>f will and of intellect
f sentiment and emotional*
rather than
Uni —(*hlea;.r Tribune.

through

the

now

The trend of scientific research. therefore, up to the present moment i- more
and more against assigning any definite
mod
hol.

The W
if a

omanly Art.

nost

womanly

art. A womthan when sin

feminine
It
has a needle and thread in her hand.
is the right of ev ery little girl to be taught
even if it costs the mother
to m w neat'
some self s.. ritice.
Very few women are
wholly exempt from the needle. On the
contrary, almost every woman must take
more or le«»j care of her own wardrobe,
even if she has no family responsibility.
Machines cannot sew up rips in gloves,
replace buttons or mend. Some stitches
must bo taken, and how to sew neatly is
an accomplishment quite as necessary, if
not more so, to the happiness of a majority of women than any other. If a little
girl lx? taught early how to use her needle,
sewing will soon become a sort of second
an

is

in vi-r more

litt.e ti

pant*?

J.tk->
ii.

or

V

Jak«*y, how you s]>ells
yuu d akin’ of, dot

ile mark

on

deni tree-tollar

happiness.

of

“Hut the girl was ambitious to be rich,
rj much
and because she was not was
dissntistied. After keeping her husband
in h peek of trouble for a time, she left

lb* went into
divorce,
a
bankruptcy, and she very soon married
wealthy man, and rode behind a span in

him and gut

incidt iilai.
Ezra M. Hunt. M. Ik

va'te-. «.:r
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or

point
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a-

of

gown
present
ing and silken facing, with whatever is
Used f«*r the outside crushed or shirred
A Mnall rosette may fin
over the outside.
ibh the collar
Where them is a full vest front effort
desired. r a drnp* ry « f any kind arrange!
on a wai.-t, the lining should l»* fitted and
finished to honing first and the n-t dom

Willie
story!
about

Papa, will
Papa Yes.

Maine.

Mother

Willie,

room)

joined

after
At the

present moment the sle»

distinguishing point

of

the

is

ve

I have

t

thi

and
\arils of

It require* 1
it is enormous.
f gigot
f>4 inch g'xwjs to make a pair
and
even
then the corners often
sleeves,
m t *h"\v
have to he pieced, hut t' »t d»«
<

w

one point in current fashions there
doubt—that toques aro taking the
place of bonnets and hats to a great extent.

On

at

Attorney

\ 11»« iilt in* n. bv the ipmlity of t heir amhit lolls Hioi lilt rests, by t lie inode of
their training ami by the character of
their pursuits, that 11»»- nii!> difference
l>«-t»o ii I h> m and man i- an affair of
physical structure, there is an end to
heir i|u ceil lines* and to mast uline re*|»ect
for it.
"I want t" say th*-. without at all
going into t to d-tails of the matter the
reader can think t "tit a- far a- she lik*-*
without the need o! our phrasing it; if
t*» retain ttl»
Women desire
supremacy
b«
which bei-mgs t<> them a- w*m*n
longs to them b* cause inherent in their
b*
«
o diged
'ieri*h t heir
\
they will
femininity W .th *. Ill* -••ll-.dern le measI understand |*effee!ly
ure of eau11**li.
well lh« ground that 1 am upon.
I lie
of a woman
h
urdv
i. 11».
of H Wife
ll« >!d IIJHUI h* r * olilpa II >o||. !a
femai* but t fiat sh*
a
not that she
w oman.
\N oman s pr«*f*er d*-*t iny i* <»n a
distinct line iron, that of masculinity,
and she w ill *a\ or le*- ami less of ma*. uI in it y Recording a* she approaches the
and consummation of
her

ent» for Inventor*, bring ami defend *1111* for
the nfrtngemcnt of Patents, and attend to all
kind* ot Patent business
gv Correspondence
I nvlted.

T
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In like oases. I concluded o:
nted i ie a trial, and the Oj
li r<> ph cure. no sign of
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Sprrififtir* Castration, dentlstr;. and critical
surgical operations. HT/I return \1nrch‘J*>
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O’Fake When 1 was in th* water every
sin I ever committed Hashed through my
mind. O’Tool He th’ saints, no doubt
O Fake
that saved ye
How could it?
O’Toole Ye had enough t*> h< u!d out till
the byes t’run ye a rope.
I don't bear that last
(anxiously
from New York groaning as it
should. It occupies one of the hottest
cells. Old Mother Satan \ e*. poor soul.
It’s laughing in high glee, says it lived
in a flat ami that this is the first time it’s
been comfortably warm for years.
Satan

j
|

no

j

soul

door
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everything connected with
promptly done in
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All orders to

will receive 15 to

per cent, discount.
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nothing
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Corn--

the most workmanlike manner at
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should not. but we
of stating theca**
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easy-going inappre* latlou of
the vast ness of t he interest- and realities
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will grade your
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The chances are you
have Dyspepsia and
your liver is disturbed.
••
I.. 1.” Medicine cor-

Q

sec
to call,
and
goods
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should cause you
to think of the white
spots that appear in
your vision we can
assist you.

pre

may wish In our
l mi* ot marble ami
granite for ceme
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the smallest tablet
to the most expensive
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at d most Improve*!
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do say that that way

dowry,

1
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a

me

shall

icalling
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“It is sHiil If • man rOflfN m certain
industries, why should not a woman? If
a man preaches and practice* medicine,
why should not a woman? if a man
votes, why slmuid not a woman? We are

involved, of which any intelligent
Christian woman ought to l»c ashamed.
There is no reasoning across from one to
the other.
Each of the two ha* its own
distinctive personal dowry, and t fiat

n;

MI..

Snndolor for the Pninlea* Extraction of Teeth.

/\y:.r-3 Sarsaparilla

being.

saying
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11. W. HAYNES.
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not
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security

Law,

itiitl Solicitor of J*atcnts,
Wheelwright A Clark’s B''k. BANGOR. MR.
Has resumed Patent practice.and w ill obtain Pa-

you know
your papa
church last week on proht-

II

Woman.

••If women want to retain the supremacy which belong* to their sex. they will
have to k« p it by making more and more
of their womanlines*, and not in trying

EE."

WASH

MASON.

R.

JOHN

Abbott

tell

you
\\ hat

come

Disfigurv.l

Henry Munroe.

The Rule For Salted Almond*.

is

I’AY, Ml

"Ml

All kind* of laundry worn done at short no
lice. Good* called for and delivered.
( O.,
II. It. KSTKY A
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.

•ays:

lias to be pieced, the j>r< p« plat* t>i pit
it is tho underarm part marked with u
,r
is <'■
line of X mark-. If a m w- j’.<
sired, the shape of the upp« r part i*. t
ame, but the lower is cut two imh*-\vid
rr and six Inner, and t !.«
gat!•« r< d und
tacked along brii:;* I aw wiinka all t!.*
\«
ha* the up
way ch'wn. If tin- gigt,: -let
fr m
per portion * xtending up t»-n im In
the GO marks and laid im a flat p'aitlng
either knife or double box, covering tie
shoulder seam and reaching to tin
liar
while t he rest of t lu- -1>. .• is sew a| ia
usual style, it will be quite t ;• ». wot
thing. This is very tin ssy with tin blouse
waists now so fashionable and gi\«s tin
Garibaldi t fleet.
Balloon puffs are much liked for home
wear, and they are made by gathering a
full piece of material to a coat sleeve lin
ing, which has the hover portion made of
the same or a contrasting color. The variation in sleeves, however, are all based
upon the coat sleeve foundation and am sc
largely a matter of personal taste that it is
not necessary to enlarge upon them.
A
few general remarks may bo made, how
ever.
The sleeves for dress occasions may
be of a number of tulle or chiffon ruffles
over a foundation in
coat form.
The
light silks are made in puffs four times the
of
tho
arm
and
four
times
length
upper
the width of tho sleeve lining.
All this
fullness is then draped up in rich folds,
enough to bring it into partially reason a
ble dimensions.
It requires nine yards ol
24 inch silk for these puffs and one yard
for the forearm pieces.
Olive Harper.
The thrifty woman can prepare her own
salted almonds according to this rule:
Shell, blanch and dry half a pound of nl
nionds Lay them in a clean tin pan, with
a couple of teaspoons of butter, and put
them in a rather hot oven. Shake tho pan
frequently, that the almonds may color
equally. When of a uniform light brown,
take them out, drain them in a colander
on brown paper and sprinkle them lightly
with salt.

BATH ROOMS.

AND

I>on't

FAIR

Kev. Charles 11. 1’arkhurst, 1). lb. in the
Home Journal, expresses his
views on some of the questions that are
occupying womankind of to-day. He

ir r

kiui

LAUNDRY

STEAM

ZlSbcrtisrmmts.

Ladies'

ill the fold*
The lining to a gigot sin v«
is exactly lik** tli.it to a l-- coat sleeve
The outside is to h. gathei.il around the
f thi
top until if is reduced to the si/,
nt
lining, and then the edges are v. r
the top and the rest pasted as u«ual. and
the seam taken up. and thewri-t fae« d
and pressed. The diagram giv* n h* r*
From
show* nil ordinary gig' t sh« v«
shoulder to wrist in 11 .*• high.-t part it
measures .i:' mnu'smm in

Womanly

EliLSWORTn

lias

built many houses for moderate

The

FM.KWOKTI1.

PI STATK STICKKT,

ion?

drinking workingmen on condition that
they would become tetotalers, and they
ha\e afterward paid for them with the
money and extra strength gained thereby. P. T. Ha mum.

costume.

Representing the l*e*t companies In thl-C anil
foreign countries. Dealer** In Iim*,»Iiiicii| v.
eiiritleu. < Ity, County. Town and Corporation
Bonds. CorrespondemT Sollelted

alco-

Alcohol is now here to be found in any
produet of nature; was never created by
God, but is essentially an artificial thing,
p re j wired by man through the destructive

of fermentation.

General 1NSDBANCE AGENT

than

Oh, tell me that story over nga n
when you went fishing up in

Willie

Labor.

process
M. D.

BURRILL,

»*

of the reasons w hy labor organizations have failed in the past is because
didn t have the manhood to
leaders
the
denounce liquor a- a curse. T. I’. Powderly, Grand Master Workman Knights

> i- tin* turning
between a eiumsy and a perfect
The draped cellar is tin favorite at
and is made I y having a *titT iin

is that

j
1

C. C.

HMiii-»*r
not bv
ffilidmg the taste, hut by wounding the heart
remarks
by sarcastic and contemptuous
t bought lessly littered, and, quite as oft ell,
by indifference and inattention. One
may say that the heart should not be
wounded so easily, but if the heart be
hardened so that it does not feel wounds,
it will soon become too hard t«• feel and

—

r

|
Desert Block

Hrinbimr frnm flu*

One

Gir.oT SI.F.KV K w:

LAW.

BAH IIAHBOH AND BLULIIILL, Me
Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Alt.
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

Are We Well-Mannered?
I suppose no one of us likes to be told
that we are not well-mannered, yet what
one of us is free from all charge of misconduct?
“I do not refer to those lapses from etiquette which are the result of ignorance
of those unwritten rules of society which
every community makes for itself, but
to a'disregard of those social laws which
And,
have their foundation in character.
after all. how nianv of the much-sneeredat ordinances w hit h
politeness lays upon
us arc really founded on deep and noble
Courtesy is but the expresprinciples.
sion of kindness.
“Table manners arc much trnnsgri ssed,
it• >t simply by eating with the knife and

Mrs. Lyman
express sympathy.
in Ladirs' Home Journal.
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AT

OFFICES

Husband number one deserves congratulation, number two deserves sympathy,
and the wife deserves w hat she got.

portion

r'membt

ATTORN'KY

new

worse

Bl'NKKU, JR..

K.

JOHN

poor management, shrank to
not hing.”
Only one conclusion can be drawn from
this story. Had the wife not obtained a
divorce from the first husband and
married the second, husband number one
would still have been bankrupt and
number two would still have been rich.

a

are

a

.M.MKY.

(Over the Iturrill National Rank.)
.*
KM SWORTFI, ME.
STATE STREET,
All matters confidential and Immediate atten.
lion given.
CHAR II. IJRVMMET.
LYNWOOD P. GILES.

wife and a
and prosperous,
happy home. Kvery comfort surrounds
them. His wife of other days now lives
in poverty, and has to scrub for the bread
she eats. Her husband’s wealth, under
has

J )RI

(’II.KN

elegant carriage.
“To-day the former bankrupt is wealthy

of
v:y large
| iniuii that
human
of
misery, including
poverty, d'sense and crime, is induced by
he use of alcoholic or fermented liquorbeverage-. Dr. ii\ /. Chambers, /
IL S.
\Yc

a
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KICKS
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an

Of t lie my-inds w ho have gone dow n to
drunkards graves, not one ever purposely
'ought ins m.-eranle fat* or failed to lind
.t
ttirough the trap-door of moderate
drinking. William Lloyd Garrison.

<

wing

letter to

and the young couple
where round,
seemed to start in life with every prospect

instant.

_

man,

a

Professional (Tarts,

Freak of Fortune or Woman?
Dexter man sends out th*.s story of a
•’* wheel.
queer freak of fort urn
“Twenty years ago a young man married
one of the smartest
young ladies anyA

I

y.r-*. IJhlcr

one

II. (foUuiin.

F. 1>. i V

ev.

in
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They Are 4Juecns.
If you look about you among your girl
friends who have married salaried men of
average means and qualifications, you will
recognize by the light of their positions—
which were not bettered by marriage—that
the girl who can honorably support herself is a quev > with advantages which the
child bound married woman, dependent

tj.

•■-**. of \\ »i*l»ing:on. I».
the con ferenec meet ing
COLLARS,
) l\,
! of reform force* held r«*e»*ntly. said; “1
(MOOT AND I t EF SLEEVES.
am able to say in a sentence what should
! be t lie next step tin* conquering step
*ci.v
A
rican
Tress
1
AmfCoj»vT Tit. 1886, y
in ant i-saloon warfare; four w ords express
]
When the model lining has been basted, it: Give woman t he ballot! If womans
try ir m and leave the seams on the out- sphere is the home, if this be the centre
With piivs take In all the seams tin- and citadel of her power, she has the
side
til they fit the figure perfectly and then right to be heard and felt in its protecIron the «eams Hat. with the pins still in,
tion. I’nloose her hands, and let* her
w Meh \\ ill mark the seams for future use.
strike in the face this deadly foe to all
and
stuff
off
the
trim
this
superfluous
After
If woman reigns
that she holds sacred.
put a pattern from muslin or paper for fuThe in monarchies she should vote in repubture u-e, n- it will save much time.
lining should tin n lx* plaeed on the ma- lics. If women can rear statemen and
terial the front coming even with the heroes in the home, they may be trusted
The side pieces and
two selvage edge*.
to say w ho shall govern and defend the
harks »tt all be rut out of one width by a *tate. If women
can, without the ballot,
no
there
Is
if
management
«.ireful
up
litth
combine and overthrow a vicious conIf there is. it will
and down to the stuff
The lining and out* gressman and a corrupt municipal ring,
require more gixxls
with the ballot, they could and would
he basted firmly together,
•hie are now
eaeh piece separately, after which the revolutionize society, hurl to the pit the
win
bodice tuny be busted again to lx? licensed iniquity which, like a terrible
tried on. this time right side out. and all
would gather into its slimy and
If the waist octopus,
the seam* trimmed neatly.
horrid folds, not only their husbands and
fits—and It will If properly hnsb-d—It can
sons, but schools and churches, and thus
lw* seamed up The seams should Ik* taken
Let the
destroy the land we love.
on the outside of the bastings, as they are
ela*tic, Ixing loose, and therefore they mothers, wives and daughters vote on the
! question, ‘license or no license,* and the
Stretch
The s<«nms should l*e pressed apart and struggle is at an end.”
Each has her own
the bones sewed in.
One hundred and sixty-five patients
preference alxmt the sowing In of 1 Hines.
They can he Iniught now ready pn pared, were treated at the National temperance
and nil that i« nerossa^v is to sew the
hospital during the last year, including
edge* of the tape to the pressed seams
107 female* and ttfty-eight males.
Eighw
ideThe luii-hine ot the waist is now so
different diseases were reprety-eight
a
that
only
ly different in different eases
170 surgical operations were perl’a-qne waists sented;
gem ral idea can be given
nine deaths were rej>orted.
an* fae.d
up and pressed, and whatever formed. Only
styles or kind of trimming there is may lx’
The
preamble of t he const itut ion of the*
Few dresses now, exn afterward.
set
i world’s \V. C. T. I’, is as follows:
“In
cept tailor gowns, and they not always,
K<
I
Tlii.v
invisibly hv t he love of God and humanity, w e, repIn ok* ami cy* *.
Lapels are just now fa- resenting the Christian women of the
vorite trimming on waists.
They are
acute triangles In form, lined with stitT ; solemn conviction that our united faith
wigan and taecd with some kind of silk
and works will, wit h GodV blessing, prove
The «*utside may Is* of tin' dn ss material
healthful in crest ing a strong public senor of velvet m* ire. or. in fact, any suitable
of personal purity of life,
The great object is to have timent in favor
material.
including total abstinence from the use
.'-ome dressmakers wire the
them stifT
edge* l\\< rv s*am sh-mld he pressed with of all narcotic poisons; the protection of
»
a lo t iron. •
pt *ilk and velvet.
j the home by outlawing of the traffic in
The cull ir and the style of closing the 1 alcoholic
liquors, opium, tobacco *»nd imfront ditT* r *«> greatly t! at no set rule can
purity; the suppression by law of gamThe one thing tc
be given f-.r them all.
bling and Sunday desecration: the enfranchisement of the women of all nations, and the establishment of the courts
of national and international arbitration
which shall banish war from the world.”

TO sKCt'KE

think

Haggard.
Mrs Kider Haggard, it i> said, is the
•‘congenial inspiration" of t!ie it-ited auWhatever Mr. Haggard nvrites is
thor.
read and criticised by his nniIc b : re it i>
Mrs. Haggard is a
sent t » the pic lisiu r.
woman of domestic inclinat i- .is as well
as of excellent
literary taste, and she de
votes much time to her home duties and
her two daughters. The
of
to the education
family occupies the old homestead that has
for years belonged to Mrs. Haggard s family amlNvhieli is now her property. All the
members of the houst hold lend a peculiarly free and easy life in that each one en
joys outdoor recreations as much ns he or she
1 hey are all
delights in home pleasures.
It may Ik.* men
experts in the saddle.
tinned that Mrs Haggard is a very pretty
She is above the medium height
woman.
Her features
and has a graceful figure.
are clear cut and her mouth evinces self
reliance to a marked degree. Her eyes are
large and brown and her hair is dark. She
has a splendid constitution and is proud of
her excellent health.

if.

Kdttcri l.\ Mk>. .Iinmf \ I’AI kAKI). K.a-t
I..«.Ii«• -. "lor <*<»i ami Ibune
\\ inihrop.
M»
1
t* m
.iiiil Native I.jiihI." I a-k you t*•
11• t*
i»*r «-ltp|»iPt- "T
IHTamr cau-e iiSou: l»y
nl>u\e
addressto
the
article*
original

there is any economy in buying a cheap
l.-a'o, 1 A Mallon in Ladies’ Home
corset.
Journal.

South >:reefer

car.

IMPORTANT FACTS TO NOTE IN
FINISHING A RASQCE.
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fife*
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At

Temper.
The sweetest temper In the world can
bo
mim'd, »ml therefore,” says the
I would have you take heed to
L> boss,
your ways. If you have the lucktochance
n a g
tempered man, and gain him
for } u,r hu» .kiwi, wo that you prize the
Give
that
juu do not abuse it.
gift, and
1,1m smile • r smile, and bear with him
as he Usuro to Uarwith you. I have seen
one or tw„
mi ■ vim a fretful girl, relying t---- is. .cii upon the sweetness of her
:
t<
r. baa ended at last by
b
turning that aw«x tneas into gall.
Hi. n f r i: t.«! gives into your keeping * bright and kindly spirit, take care
that vou do it no injury.”

Tuk Thou my cup and It
W.'.h joy or sorrow fill
* m
t to Thee
As 1
ay
Ch«>«> -e Thou my g >od and 111

my guide, my strength,
lsdom and my all!
H B-

nit Ice.

com

night

of

Leat* lllm HU Swert

The kingdom thrt 1
Is Thine; so let the way
That 1 ails to it lx» Thin*
Else I iuust eurcly stray

11

Mary L. Gray,
Mary Freethv

nature to her.

2 daro not choose my lot
I w.-uiil not If I might
Chcoo; Thou for me, my Godfeo email I walk aright

Be

Mrs. Jane Allen, E. I

Swett, Mrs. Mary Gray.
Pinery, Florence
Social Mrs. W. E
Anderson, Martha Beede. Willie Phillips,
Winnie Trow orgy.
Sunday school- Mrs. ( lara Billingtoti,
F. F nerv. Mr-.
Mrs. Jane Allen. Mr-. W

that is,

The Endeavor

About

111.

DRESSES.

HOME-MADE

liapl.l

Till 6RKAT
HINDOO NBMEDV
m -l < U» TliS ABoVB
KMI LI• In BO IMYfl.
Cures all \
Nervous
%w*-s.
Failing Memory,
I’lrt-pb.Mi | !r -1S«, Sightly Lints_
*
•»*«»*.•*
>
tfiv«g vigor and size
■
«•< •*>'
>
I.nt snr
v
t ires
*.
v
l.sM tlshhouii H
ihi.’
irn <1 II) Vest
-it
n e #l.*itIHI w ilk a
|
g-.
vrttlrn |uursrt<< to «• lire or uinre- rtiutidrd. Don’t
Inn
on In1
g
kuy <»n m. fat ion,
IM»AiMi, If
'»r dr .ggietliRM -t got it. we wi
>
.--mi it prepaid.
OrUnial Mt-dieui t o., i'rup*., ikiraico. 111., •rouri|(*li.

*rrnn«e4.Ctreulnrsfree

»

M\- A-

1

CO.,

lleik ku. It,

lolunabun.
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Patents,

?*'>! !>

I v S I). Wiggin, Apothecary. Main
Street.
KI.I.SWORTH, ME., and other Leading Drug(iMt.

a Pa
hu-dnesa eomluetetl fur Moderate Fees.
" •'
Office*
<>ur oflice is opposite IT. S. Patent
have no suit agencies, all business direct, hence
at
aim
time
less
can transact patent business in
I.KSS COST than those remote from Wash-

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained anti
tent

CALIFORNIA,

wa1h?ncton,
IDAHO,

wmim>

AND ALL WESTERN ROINTS.
!*r.

Via

-t

Excursions from

Chicago,

Union

Chicago Every Day,

Pacific,

and Northwestern Line.

SHORTEST ROUTE.
LOWEST RATES.
il ustrated folder and detailed information
MAS-i V. N.
1'as*. A??., or J. S. SMITH,
I nion 1’aific Ry.,
Tra*. Tsm. Aid
»"•" Wa*hiugt
>•■.. Roetun, Mass.
I

»

...

i
1

*'
\s

t,,k American:

j

ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
or
tlon. We advise, if patentable or not, free
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured*
A Cook, “How to obtain Patents,” with referor
ences to actual clients in your state, county,
town, sent free. Address

C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Oflice,

W

ashington, I>. C*

|

NKWS.

COI’XTY
(ount'l
\n

\\t; jin

■j-

,/o not reach
,.

CAN

llaneaek

in

page*.

so

Hancock county:
the county

papers in

other

other

«< v

has subscribers at ittti

m,st-o/}lces

,,

oj Ifi'
ill Ih,

AY.*/-*

com-

The Amek-

many.

„ot the only paper printed in
county, and has nerer claimed to

that can propb, hut H i* the only paper
a County paper; all the
catted
I.
erltl
local papers. The circularest arc merely
barring the Bar
Tin:
American,
tion of
summer list, is
Record's
larger
Harbor
the other papers printed
than that "f all

llaneaek county.

in

l!utIi S. Wescott is visiting in Bucks-

port.

|,-r.-,I S. Hinckley is attending the Ban-

gor commercial college.
High school in district No. .i has commenced; Mrs. Maria Thompson, teacher.
E. Ii.
left this

Edwards,

Mi-s
Ims

place

for

the evangelist,
East Otistield.

organized
During her stny
Christian Endeavor society.
Saturday evening, Jan. 19, the members
of the farmers' club, w ith t heir families
and invited friends, met at the hall for a
All seemed to enjoy
farmers’ supper.
themselves.
Mrs. Susan Eeach, of North Ellsworth,
here she

n

Mrs. 1). i*. Dunbar.
For manv
in this place, and
years Mrs. Leach lived
is still warmly welcomed at all of the
social gatherings.
James I.. Saunders, whose barn was
burned last September, has bought the
barn on his late father’s homestead, and
on Wednesday, Jan. 16, w ith forty yoke
of oxen and 120 men, moved it to his place.
All were willing to assist so obliging a
..

neighbor.
Jan. 21.

of this exhibition was to obtain a little
practice, so that the class will be better

prepared

the

for

regular junior prize

ex-

hibition next fall.
The Hass. as a whole, showed considerable ability, and demonstrated to the
school and the many friends present that
« ach
pupil is capable of speaking in public,
and doing well, too. The members of

■

miiniiiM

<5^
|

-:

min

ursi,

sum*-

NOW IS THE TIME
TO BUY YOUR

ULSTERS, REEFERS,

MACKINTOSHES,
UNDERWEAR,

uuiu,*

was a

companionable

Stover.

He

is

a

man

than

and

('apt.

crowned and anointed

observation, wide
storyteller,
travel and varied experience have given

nips.

fund of incident ami anecdote that
inexhaust ihle.
When
to
these attractive
personal
qualities are added felicity to friends, the
strictest probity in all private and
affairs, and the faculty of doing well and
promptly every duty to which he is
wliy
it is easily understood
it is that everybody who knows him well
is his friend, and it will
go without
saying that no man will contribute more
to the popularity of the incoming administration than the assistant secretary of

bn. kw

a

assigned*,

( reamerv

The judges, after due deliberation,
awarded the prizes as follows: Young
ladies
First. Flora
Osgood; second,
I An mu
Young gentlemen:
Hinckley.
First C lifton S. Marks; second, George
A. Gray.
Follow ing was the programme:
The Ride of delude M. Neal .Sadie Snmv
I he Black IJor-cand His Rider. .Clifton MarkMen’s Rights.Ward Butler
Grandmother’* Story of Bunker
Hill Battle.Flora <>sgood
\gain-t F logging in The Navy.George Gray
The Three
<)ur

Lover’s.Emma Hinckley

Boys.Lester Hinckley

Poor Little Blossom.Fmma Hamilton
The Moneyless Man.\rthur Greene
Caught by the Tide. .Angle Hinckley
I'lie Battle «»f ( hanccllor-vllle.Carrie >m»w
The Monk's Story.Lenora Morse
l l>e Cumberland.Frank Hardin

This term of the academy closes on Friday, Feb. 8, with a public debate on the
follow ing question :
solved. That the town of Bluehill
ought to build a suitable library buildng. and maintain a public library.
Affirmative,
Harry Hinckley, Alice
Wescott, Klvie Hillings; negative, Frank
Jordan. I.
Maddox. Martin
Long.
Music will be furnished by the school
'lUartette and other members of the
school.
BLl’EHILL

A

The lola

BOY.

Kan.) Register, of Jan. 11, in
of the men we all

writing of •‘sonic
know”, says:

born at the little salt
water village of Bluehill, Maine, Jan. 18,
1844. His father was a sea cantain, and so
tiie earliest recollections of the subject of
this story are of ropes and spars and tars
and 111111111*88 stretches of billowy sea. As
T. S. Stover

was

a&brrtismirnts.
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'O'.
u',li lows ||'».|,t
rltie*. stali> '■ >id varieties <-l (tower and
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irialdi*
o tnio-t approved airrit-u It-i r- I
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/
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Breck & Sons,
TON

price advances -lightly thi- week, owing
to seareity
20
Fresh laid, per do/
llay.
1 *e-t loose, per ton.8-11

Hatted.14-15
Meadow.5
I..
*',„7
lial.-d..> J In

!‘..'ts, per
abbage,

ma,

j

,-tJl

mi

.•

Hi
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.Id
4
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*.

town's people by many kindly
she
being dead, yet
speaketh; her works do follow her. Slit
No greater meed
did “What she could.”

|.rr

,'j

.M»
.4u

Syrup
Maple

I

Matched pine,
Shtng.es—per M
Cedar, Kxtra,
••
**

No- 1,
s. ...is,

spruce,

1

1

who
parture of this holy servant of Clod,
has gone to join the church expectant in
paradise above.
Early in life she became identified with
the people of God, and her interest in
spiritual things continued unwavering
to the end. The religion of Christ was to
her indeed a glorious reality. And w henshe

spoke of

in her life.

her

It found

expression

not

in

words'only but in deeds. She delighted
herself in unceasing activities for the
good of men, thus imitating the example

served.
The sacred memory of her noble life
will abide with her sorrow ing family as a
perpetual benediction of peace. And all
w ho;have know n and loved her may well
thank God for the privilege granted them
of coming into personal touch and fellowship with such a singularly purehearted Christian woman.
•'Brief life is here our portion ;
Brief sorrow, short.lived care;
The life that knows no ending,
The tearless life, is there.”

L.

Sulilwtit Harbor.

Gilbert Farnsworth has invented a device by means of which a coasting sled
n the
may be easily and safely steered dow
steepest and most dangerous hill by any

le
-Mi
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Dairy, per bag
Liver, t„d, [>r cw t
urks Island, pr
bi.

(•'••'25
1 «
w

t

."1

2
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16

.h
per

gal

Kxtra I'me.
Laths per M-

Spruce.
Nails

Salt

per l’>

l»ry Cod,
r..';i.ck.

a.65
08

1*
2*

>i
1

«
2ft

.10

Ellsworth.

Street,

dd Main

been reissued to Jeremiah

At

a

special town meeting
recently it was voted

at

Brooks-

to

exempt
from taxation for ten years, any plant
be
would
which
aiHHlur more,
valued at
a public I « lit tit in I he town.
ville

per lb

d.

Harbor.

of
H. Macomber,
Ellsworth, has
leased t lie store formerly ow ned and occupied by W ill in ri Cox, and has opened a
Mr. Macomber tomes
general grocery.
F.

Well

ij.)

2.< 0
Al’Jfn 04

re. nm

Cures Cancer
of the Stomach.

mended.

SSljrrtfsrmcnts.

Lewis of Spring1': Id M iss., says
A ieadmg nhysUian U'id me th .t I had a cancer
iy
tuUleat nothing out light uroih which wmi

Mr. A. I.
c

---.

v

bilious ami m-rv..:n nl thtile.l he told me tint he Mid d. n; m
it wo ihi do

prietary medicines, hut that

"a
n.»
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CLOVER BITTERS

1

I •tunes ami sounds,
.lo
II .unit tins,
.12 i
II.* .but loads,
i4
Mio-ked blmiters, doz
2 ft
Mio ki il balibut, per ib
.12
Mil ki d a lew ives, string
I5
l inn.hi I laddie,
.lo
oriud fish per ib
.* 5
«»\ sters, per
40 !
qt
.35
Fcit'.lopB, ijt
< lams, per pk
.2ft
» lums, per qt
.2 1 |
H ® .12
Smelts,
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EPILEPSY CURED.
For over 'iO years I have prepared
I for Epileptic* Fits that has
cures—In many cast
markable
I

per doz. I
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the support of the poor, during the ensuing year,
and lias made
provision for their support.
He then fore forbids all persons from furnishing
to
any pauper on his account, as without
supplies
his w ritten order, he w ill pay for no goods so
Harry S. Jones.
furnished.

that ; ay

of

all times able to furnish any particular security
that may be desired. Correspondence sollittAAll business strictly confidential.

French
Mixture

j

securities

interest, to which I would cal! the attenPrices and
tion of all wanting investments
description of securities will bejicnt on application. My arrangements are such 'hat I ara M
rate

Elegant

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Coal -per ton—
Wood—per cord—
6.(Hi
3.01® 600 Broken,
Dry Hard,
THE OLD RELIABLE
6.00
2.00®3.50 Stove,
Dry Soft.
6.00 ;
Egg,
Roundings, per load
1
6 U0
1.0C(a-1.25 Nut,
Blacksmith's.
b.00
Flour, (Iritln ami Feed,
Shorts, per bag
Kb ur—per bbl—
3.0C/a3.50
Mixed feed,
1 2Cyi 1.2ft
Straights,
Winter wheat.
2.5t«u3.00
1.2ft
FirsU'lear,
2.51
Second Clear,
Spring wheat, 1.1® 1.1ft
Hu itaad th» Tut of Tim*
Middlings, per bag
Patents,
Winter wheat, 4.0f®4.50
1.3ft
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
Spring wheat, 4.45®4.75
.6 »
BRANDS COMSINED
Corn meal per bti
Corn, full weight pr bu .6>
.75
Barley, per bu
,45®.fc0
Oats, per bu
II idea and Tallow
Hides—per lb
Tallow—per lb.03 1-2 Rough,
.02
Ox
.03 Tried,
.04
Cow,
Calf Skins, green 3®.7>
.25® 40
Pelts.
Lambskins,
.25® .30
Seeds.
Herds Grass per bu 3.2ft Clover, per u
.1ft R*‘d,
.16
Red Top, per lb
.18
Alsike,
CAR I OBTAIN A PATENT t EOT ■
prompt answer and an bonest opinion, write to
Fresli Fruit.
MINN & CO.* who have bad nearly fifty year*’
F
.30
lorida
Lemons
Oranges, .40-u.ftO experience In the patent business. Communica.30®.35 Messina
20 tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of InBananas,
.08®,.10 ! formation concerning l*arente and how to ob.10@.lft Cocotnuts, each
Apples,
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechanDried Fruit.
ical and scientlflo books sent free.
.10
Patents taken through Muon ft Co. receive
.12®.20 Tamarinds,
Figs,
.10 Currants,
.08® 12 Special notice in the Scientific American, and
Da'es,
08® 15 Apples, choice string
.08 thus are brought widely before the public withKaisii s,
cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
out
choice sliced
.12
Prunes,
,10®.14
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has bv far the
N ut a.
largest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. $.J a year. Sample copies sent free.
.20 Filberts, per lb
,1ft
Almonds, per lb
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
.16 Eng. Walnuts, per lb
.2)
Pecans, per lb
.15 Chestnuts, per qt
20 copies, il-1 cents. Every number contains beauBrazils, per lo
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
bouses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
Mabel—A lot of us girls have estabMUNN k CO.. Nmv York. 3b 1 Broadway.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorea

opened an oflire in Portliul t.»r tut
-*ecuifcpurpose of "dealing in bondties, such as are legal investment f r Savings
Banks and Trusts, and have now on hand some
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He will be greatly missed bv t lie commuHe had no children. He leaves two
brothers and one sister Alonzo Young, j
of Ellsworth, James C. Young, of Surry,
The funeral
and M rs. George \\ Torry.
services were held Sunday, Jan. b, in the
Mogan’s Bay Cnion church, by Kev. H. F.
Pay. who preached an eloquent sermon
‘Set t bine house in order,
from t he text :
for thou shalt die and not live.”
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EJllswortH.
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warm,
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1
Fttw 1.
Salt pork. per lb
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12
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'turkeys,
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.08 iWoogna
Pigs f eet, per 'b

or her youtn
Mui kerel.
of one* who was most truly his fellowII rilog p«rd*-z
helper, who for many years shared in his j Kresb-per b
!
...1,
joys and lightened his burdens. She was,
II Miibn k,
t.
indeed, tirst in his heart and home, and j llall
11in n.
her spiritual presence still lingers with Pickerel, lt>
him to brighten his hearthstone, and to
cheer him in his solitary hours. The
militant church of Jesus has lost one
of its most loyal members, in the de-
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I
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Kiev, per lb
Pickies, per ga.
olives, per <jt
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Linseed,
Kerosene,
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Spruce
Spruce lloor,

her to do for t hose

itness to the untiring devotion and sacred mother-love which she
bestowed upon them.
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Lumber -per M-Hemlock.
ds
llfin »t k In

the loss falls heaviest,
for there the noblest and most womanly
qualities of her character found fullest
She was, in the truest sense, a
sweep.
home-maker. Nothing was too hard for

blessed, and

2.V-

I.uiiiIm'I' and

memory.
In her own home

she loved.
Such was her indomitable energy and
overperseverance that she often greatly
taxed herself in her motherly solicitude
for her children. And to-day six noble
her
sons and daughters rise up and call

4‘ > ft)
i.'-.6u

Havana
p rto K

And

of praise than this can be given by the
her
many grateful friends who revere
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(iroeeries.

self to her

offices.
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Hers was a
of her Lord and Saviour.
sanctified character, beautiful in its likeness to the Christ whom she loved and
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conscious of a deep sense of
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personal bereavement. For the life
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t>er b
with
in
touch
come
one
had
the sainted
J tpan.
il.
the lives of many others by means of 8ugar'.ii»:.
-pet b
and
sick
1 lirann atetl.
tender ministrations to the
<
\
It
-let\
suffering. Through a long and pre;..w <
eminently useful life, she endeared her- Molasses--per gal

ever

_
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was

Warren Young, of Morgan’s Bay, departed this life Jan. 2, in the sixty-tirst
year of his age, at t he home of his sister,
He had been
Mrs. George W. Torry.
troubled with asthma for years. About
two weeks before his death he contracted
a severe cold which developed into lung
His spirit left without a struggle.
fever.
Since the death of his wife over eight
He was an
years ago, he had lived alone.
"hom-st upright man, a great bible reader.

Hest factory (new per !t>.15
new
.15
He-t dairy
110
Dutch Imported

are

abiding trust in
the All Father’s wisdom and love, such
was her deep emotion that no one could
doubt the sincerity of her utterance. Her
religion was genuine, for it was embodied

ESTABLISHED

per It..'52

Dairy ..’. 25

\

11. Curtis, of Bluehill,
week.

to

everything

Xo.

Ells-

J. C. Young and wife, who came up
from Hall Quarry on account of the j
Mr.
sickness and death of
Young’s I
brother, returned Tuesday.

(see. 1 .2.50

lieese.

(

heart, and the active hands are st il 1: T *r
s«» lie giveth Hi* beloved sleep.”
The whole community is beneath the
f a great and irreparable I***shadow
All

last

lint ter.

<

I he heightgreat men reached, and kept,
Were imt atta; mc<1 by -udilen Might,
Hut they, white their companions -h pt,
W ere tolling upward in the night
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Improved Yellow Kve, per ltu-li.2..V)-.'5.00
j’ea, hand picked, per l»u.2.50-.‘5.00
IVas:
I mproved, per lm
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Mrs. G. W. Torry is visiting in
worth.

Produce.

Iteans,

public

are young, but in ability they
state.
considerably above the average of
I:**! I.mnoim*.
hoys and girls of their age in t his vicinity.
IN
MKMORI AM.
The value received from a prize exhibiEntered into rest eternal, on Friday
little
in
the
tion is by no means stored
East I^amoine,
at
Jan.
1.
articles given for the prizes; and often morning,
Matilda Hodgkins Boynton, beloved wife
those who have made the greates: adof Henry S. Boynton, and daughter of the
not being possessed of so
vancement,
lit* Nathan and Harriet Hodgkins, in the
imidi native ability as others, do not re-third year of tier age.
ceive t lie prizes. They have gained a vic- seventy
After long years of declining health,
inand
over
themselves,
tory, however,
passed in unfailing patience anil cheerfulstead of feeling discouraged they should
the burdened brain, the loving
ness,
"ft
tirm determination

their faces with a
better next t ime.

SoulIi

by agreement.

Country

this class

do

rye. and Indian meal. &o pounds; of barley and
heat, 48 pounds; of oats d2 pounds, or even meas-

ure as

seems

arc

to

CAPS,

HATS,

and close

him

■

gr>=======

slim slip of a boy, weighing
ami thirty pounds,
possibly one hundred
lie has* tilled out since then in a most
comfortable way, until his weight is
somewhere around 170.
One would travel along way to tlnda
ago, he

8j

_fs“<u/=s~

his attention since 1881, w ith the exception of four years w hen lie was employed
in t he Indian service.
Aside from the office of county clerk,
he has held that of mayor of the city of
Iola, and that of city attorney. He was
captain of Company B., 2nd regiment, K.
N. (»., for five years, resigning to enter
the Indian service.
He was a charter
member of McCook post, H. A. H., has
been tw ice elected post commander, and
has been its adjutant for nine years.
lie has been a member of the department council of administration for three
terms, and is now senior vice-commander
He is a member of
of the department.
Pacific lodge, A. F. and A. M., and of
Valley chapter of K. A. M., at Humboldt.
Without any solicitation on the part of
himself or of his friends he received the
appointment of assistant secretary of
state, and he will enter upon the important office next Monday at noon.
Capt. Stover is happily married, and has
a family of four fine boys.
In every personal way T. S. Stover is
As we
“all
kinds of a good fellow.”

more

PRIZE EXHIBITION.

Friday afternoon, Jan. 25, at Bluehill
academy, the second-year class gave a
prize exhibit ion in speaking. The object

atjbfrltscmrnts.
is < \rr. i kfktiiy safi;?
child big enough to slide alone.
The dev:
is wry :-imp!e and easily operated. ;
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the “Port1* < mi ii<! «ri ng ol
Kcpiuii ti
s of a bii UI runner, iron shod,
it
y
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CfOOOOOOOt
land
Discredited.
Lh»\ds’’
the
Is a e* :> the (<l iiei .3 on the front of
j
PITCHER’S
<
Friends
of
\V.
A.
whose
8
*
’pi.
Freethy,
<'dfaud can be moved by a linger. Mr.
o
V'".’..
k*?t w wars
*wr
c I
vessel, the “Port bind I !>yds”, was re- j
i arnsworth tested it on the Manor Inn
oj
as
off
the coast
having foundered,
hill, the most difficult coasting place in ported
8!
Sullivan, and it worked to perfection. of South America, with all on board, will
f ;
he pleased to know there is good reason
It is already on the market, and finds a
A MAM C? I^OM
Si
to believe the vessel and Capt; Freethy
ready sale. He has applied for a patent.
i- e.
The stronger!.! ;
is helpless in the grip of <li
£{
are safe
in port at Junin, Peru. 11 is
.ie->.
the more distressing is -i
Inactivity
,.
is
mind
and
wears
the
Scd'^H ick.
father, l». Freethy, of Fast Surry, has
to
really
.j
work,
ability
*
than the sickness itMtlf.
M KM OKI A L RESOLUTIONS.
received the following letter from him:
V»
hen
o«
digOw..-.e
Discretion is the bctt» r p»:T of health.
At a stated meeting of Kggomoggin
JrxiN, Dec. If*. 1894.
dHinrba :ces begin, it is time to take Livura. When*.
,0
Df.au Fatiiku —I arrived at this desolate
lodge, No. 128, held in Sedgwick, Jan. 14.
tile is going aud sleep has gom*, when the head arl ns, the
the following preamble and resolutions place last night about dark.—It is the worst
tongue is coated, the stomach heavy, the bowels inactive nod c(s
the liver torpid, it is time to take Livura. In hiliousness, constipation, costive- pi
place I ever got to in all my going*to sea.
were adopted.
to take Li*.
There is a heavy swell heaving in here most
o ness, debility and in the worst stages of dyspepsia, it is still time
^
Whereas, The fatal shafts of the grim
id the time, and often it is so heavy that we
£I
§o for Livura cures—always—sure.
in our
have fallen
messenger, death,
ase, o|
(’lair st.,Cleveland, O., Ha boiler maker. lie bad heart <!.'
L.
217st.
Jobs
Wbavkr,
midst, and have stricken our beloved cannot load. Hut I hope there will not lie many
2 dyspepsia and Incipient i»aral\ sis. Hesuys: ’Hist Winter I had La Or if me in Its wor».{
work
not
;
had continual headache, and everything I ate distressed me. 1 could
brother, Charles P. Bartlett, therefore, days of that kind.
All we can see is sand
O
J
■■•«.»
or
Several doctors said I had Incipient Paralvs
o fat and my right sidebecame numb.
it is
hills- not a thing of any kind growing—hills
2 that I could get no better. Pitcher's Livurii cured me." Itrugvjst* sell Ll\ HA at ,-i a •=
I
of
the
Skin.
atlcctlons
Hits,
Resolved, A man has fallen whom any 2,i*00 feet high to look at, and a few huts and r.
aud
t’icers.
Itch,
For
Pimples,
rif"
Eczema,
o bottle,
.i-. oi
o Burn*. Scalds. Ac., use LIVUKA OINTMENT. Price, 35 cents. Prepared by Ln III.,
one
might be proud to call brother, one big nitre shed on the beach.
2 CO., Nashville, Tenn., and Neo-ark, N. J.
whose life has been a perfect object lesson
Qf
Portland.
&
There
are
ten
in
the
one
EVERETT
PENNELL.
Me.,
o*
Selling
Agents.
COOK,
ships
port. Any
to us; one whose love and interest for the
£<10oooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC'i"^*“~-^
he
a
would
there
would
one
town,
suppose
quite
fraternity and community never for
hut the whole town only takes a place of less
moment lessened in the slightest degree;
one who was ready to impart council ami
than half a mile long, and not over three huncomfort to his fellowman in time of dred feet deep.
need; one whose religion had a “depth
1 was twenty four days on the passage, and
beyond a name,” a constant attendant at will probably he here a month or more loading.
our meetings while health permitted.
Hut one good tiling is it is line weather—cool
Resolved, That, as it is decreed that
all shall die and come to dust, we will
nights and very hot days, and no mosquitoes.
bow with submission and reverence to I don’t think they could live in this country; if
the Divine Will, ami leave him reverently
they can they don’t.
and tenderly with Him “who doeth all
Since I left New York I have sailed 28,862
well.”
things
miles, and have been at sea 2.V) days. Hy the
Resolved, We extend to the children time 1
get hack to New York, I shall still 12,000
of our late brother, our deepest and heartfelt sympathy, at their sad bereavement miles more, making 40,820 miles, and probably
Tio days at sea in sixteen months. I expect
and loss, assuring them we too share in
their sorrow.
some people would not believe that, and I might
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu- have thought it a big yarn when I was in the
tions be spread on the records, a copy
“July.”
sent to the children of our late brother,
Well, I suppose you tire having cold weather
and a copy to The Ellsworth American
W. A. Freethy.
hy this time.
tor publication.
W. H. Wilson, i
Com0,1 l!eHIt is probable that the vessel which has
O. i\ caktkr,
;
foundered is the “Portland,” of Portland,
Jan. 15.
Ore., which is also known to he in that
I. LLSWOKTII >1A UKKTS.
locality. The similarity of names may
have led tot lie confusion of the vessels.
Wkdnksday, January .'50, 1895.
St ill t here is a possibility t hat the “PortMUSK LAW KKGAKUINO WKIGHIS ANU MKASlKKS.
land Lloyds” may have put out to sea on
A bushel <>f Liverpool suit shall weigh Co pounds, and
urks Island salt shall weigh 7o pounds.
a bushel of
In his letter he menaccount of a gale.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, In good
tions the fact that the harbor is exposed.
order and tit for shipping. Is (Mi pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel ofbeans in good orHis friends will await anxiously further
der and ill for shipping, is 02 pounds. < M wheat, beets,
ruta baga
turnips and peas, Co pounds; of eorn, 56
news from him.
ATpounds; of onions, 5- pounds; of carrots, Knglish tur-

of;* ii ms h we* allowed lie wi nt w it !i his
fat her on his coasting voyage*.
I.' S- limn a year afl«‘r hi- di- h ".nr*
from t !,*
rvk J of his * imtry, t hey ,it h
'-f l Wt nt y-mit
a
veteran sold nr, h-uml
himself nt |.i aven worth, looking about
for the w herewithal to keep soul and
hotly »u ou iintcd w it h ea< h <»t her.
That was early in 1nH>. Things did not
go mi well t here hut that they promised
to go hotter elsewhere, and so. in lvi)7 another move was made, this time to what
was then the metropolis of the Neosho
valley, Humboldt. From that tinn with
the exception of a year spent at ChHlis,
a
long-forgotten has-been in Woodson
county his legal residence has been in
Allen county.
In the beginning he was a grocer's
clerk or something of that kind, we believe. Hut he made friends fast so that
it was a comparatively easy matter in 1875
for him to secure the republican nomination for county clerk, and in those
halcyon days to be nominated by the
republican party was to he elected.
\\ bile performing the duties of county
clerk he studied law and was admitted to
the bar in 1880.
And the practice of this
profession, together wit h carrying on the
business of abstracting titles, has engaged
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has been out
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political party that
Die business of run-

n

the government since its roaring
failure under the late Mr. Buchanan,
the country is brought face to face

ning

with serious financial danger.
The President has sent a message
to Congress recommending another
Unlike most of the
leaders of his

bond issue.

gold

enunciations

the

of

party, his utterances are clear, sound
However erroneous
and patriotic.

the courtesy

of tins city, we are enabled to present
in full the admirable sermon recently
preached by Dr. Hyde in the Congregational church here. For incisive-

Oo»s1p

busy
capital, though no new matters of
great importance have been introduced.
Mutters of special interest to Hancock
tln>

mentioned below. The quescounty
tion of the division of Oouldsboro ami
Sullivan and the ferry at Sullivan Harbor,
all of which have previously been men-!
t ioned, appear in the shape of petitions,
arc

and remonstrances.
strength, breadth, brilliancy, counter-petitions
IN THE SEN ATE.
and catholicity, it is a rare producSenator SpofA bill was introduced

tion, and will,

have no doubt, be
hands

we

all into whose
copy of this paper may fall.
read

eagerly

by

“Portland

that
Lloyds," commanded by ('apt. it A.
Freethy of Surry, had been lost on
her way from the Pacific coast to a
Peruvian port caused consternation
The

the

rumor

this secamong his many friends in
A letter from Capt. Freethy to
tion.
on page 3 of this
his father,

printed

issue, relieves in

a

measure

great

the

anxiety.
the courtesy of Senator
Hale a number of copies of the latest
report of the department of agriculture have been sent to The American
office for distribution. We shall be

Through

by

ford Tuesday of last week, to extend and
amend the charter of the Southwest HarReferred to jubor water company.
diciary committee.
On the same day another bill was in-

troduced by him. authorizing the building of a tish weir in tide water between
Baker islands.
Jan. 25, Senator Simpson, of Hancock,
presented remonstrance of Edward Noyes
and eighteen others, property owners of

Waukeag Neck,

and

of

Henry Boynton

citizens of Sullivan,
against the passage of any act cutting off
Waukeag Neck from the town of Sullivan
and incorporating it as a separate
others,

170

and

tow n.

Jan. 25, Senator Simpson presented reAlexander Martin and
monsti.iiiee of

eighty others against granting a charter
Also
for a ferry across Sullivan Harbor.
to send a copy to any subscriber remonstrances of E. H. Young and fiftymay be his attitude on other great glad
or they mayeight others; of S. L. Tracy and tiftypublic questions, on the financial who may wish for one.
two others; of t orydon Handy and fifbe obtained by calling at this office.
he
is
sound.
question
teen others; of S. I'. Bunker ami thir,ybe
his
A summary of
message may
President Whitman, of Colby, says: three otner-; of t V. Bunker ami sixIts esfound in our news columns.
“I believe in roadmaking as a science. teen others; of W 11. Fernald ami fortysential features seem to be: Authorof \S
F. Bruce ami tifIf we had the means, we should teach nine others; and
in
bonds
ity for the issue of low-rate
ot hers, all residents of (iouldsboit here. As it is. we do all we can by- ty-tive
denominations easily purchasable by
ro. against the division of the town of
as 1 know
the people; the bonds to be gold encouraging bicycle riding,
Gouldsboro; also remonstrance of F. R.
other single agency through
Bunker and forty others, residents of
bonds, sold for gold and payable, prin- of no
has been accom- Winter Harbor,
which so much
the
and
in
and
against t lie establishment
gold;
interest,
cipal
to date, as through intelliof the proposed town of Winter Harbor.
proceeds of the bonds to be used for plished. up
IN THE HOESK.
mt road sport."
maintaining the gold reserve, and re- g
Jan. 22. Mr. Rodick prest nted petitions
deeming the leg.d t nder and treasBrooksville, in this county, is mov- with 223 signatures from liar Harbor.
X.
...1.
...

ed. to lie cancelled.
Whether or not the party in power
will accept his recommendations reThe chances, in
mains to lie seen.
of internal dissensions known
to exist, would seem to be against it.
Two horns of a dilemma present
view

themselves:

Tin* silver element must

mg

tne

in

direction

or

mdusiri.-u

valued

at

would he

a

Ellsworth

>10,1)00 or more, which
benefit in the town.
is moving, Brooksville is

public

Next!

moving.

In another column may he found an
article on loan and building associa-

yield to him, or accept the alternative
of becoming responsible for the issuance of a larger loan, for a longer
time and at a higher rate of interest

these associations have

than is necess.

selves

y.
It is possible that the republicans,
while differing from him in some

points ■■•{ his message, will
by the IT- sident. The situation
calls for the laying aside of partisanship. A financial crisis is pending,
minor
stand

and

financial crises

lines.

The national credit is at
partisanship should lie over-

and

whelmed

draw

part;,
stake,

no

by patriotism.

granite industry will recall an article printed some
months ago calling attention to a law
passed last winter by tile legislature
at

all in the

of the state of New York, which promunicipal or state

vides that stone for

buildings must tie dressed within the
jurisdiction of the state or city where
it is to be employed. The law includes
paving blocks.
This law was smuggled through
both houses
by certain so-called
of labor who

“leaders"

New

infest

city, and who had a “pull" with
city delegation at Albany.
An effort is now being made to repeal the law.
A repeal bill has been introduced in
tlie assembly of the legislature now in
York
the

session.

The

York are

bill,

as

labor unions of New

unanimously opposed to the
as similar organizations in

well

other towns.

By

the

of the bill

operation

and other towns in Ulster county
thrown out of work.
The bill will almost

certainly

2,000
were

be

re-

pealed.

nish two-thirds of the

capital

neces-

to build an electric road from
Ellsworth Falls to deep water, or below the bar, providing one-third the

sary

capital be raibed
capital required is
Ellsworth's share

in this

We can state,
man who,
when

public.

however,

that he is

he makes

a

a

proposition
“means business,” and
fectly able, financially,

of this

kind,

who is perto do all he

agrees.
It is probable that the matter will
be

brought
early

at an

prosed

them-

value.

The

the utmost

perusal.
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The first annual Stall convention
the county ««> nmissioned in- h*M at
Augusta \\ rdnesday of last \v«rk. E\t-r\
d.
c unity
I'M'rj-t Kiinx was r>
Hie full hoard from Hancock «.unity
Mrsu-v Aiken, of Kils ,\ rt li: Hinckley
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was: "How
to employ our prisespecially tramps an 1 jersistent
drunks, so as to discourage them in their

cussed
oners.

desire to
from

our

obtain shelter and sustenance
several counties by being sen-

tenced to our different jails?”
It was finally voted, as the sen-* of the
convention, that the best method of dealing w ith professional tramps was by close
confinement, with bread and water diet.
It was also voted that work shops in jails,
as t hey have been conducted, have not
been a success.
O', h
important matters were discussed

at

length.

A

resolve

was

passed

convention
that the proposed law requiring counties
tj own or maintain bridges connecting
towns, should not pass.
Many questions were referred to the
next convention for discussion.
The various questions brought before
the convention were discussed in an in-

t

at it

was

the

sense

of

the

teresting manner, and many points wenbrought out that will be valuable t<> every
board represented. It was the first convention of county commissioners, and
every member present advocated the annual holding of such sessions.
On motion of Mr. Aiken, of Hancock,
the convention decided to meet next January at Bangor, the date to be fixed by
the Penobscot commissioners.

Saturday Judge St-rout
thirty-one divorces. Chicago

Portland

granted

before the board of trade
date.

Island, presented two

At

a

meeting of the Wiscasset

Quebec ra.lroad company
bond the road for £400,000

it
to

was

petition-

to

t he

effect.

-ame

Jan. 22 Mr. < triadic, of

Bluehill. preremonstrance of t«eorg< W Clay
and fifteen others, metnb rs of .lames A.
senleii

a

(iarti. ui

pt>.-t, (I. A. l.\. ng lin -t
the at*

e\t n

am! sailors of

-old

.«

poll

tax.

r-

war

pt ing
from

•Ian. 23. Mr. Hamlin presented a hi 11 to
ratify and make valid the oaths o! selectami

men

assessors

of

t

he town of Otis for

til, year 1MM, 1891, ls'.'2. 1*93 and 1891.
v
the -aim- day hr presented a peti-

signed by citizen* of Ellsworth,
against the renewal »*f the darter of the
Bangor ami Brewer bridge company.
tion,

.Ian. 23. Mr. Moore, «• I Ciouldsboru, presented petition of l>aniel S. Bunker and J
twenty-nine others of Sullivan, asking
for the division of the town of Sullivan
town of Sora id incorporation of the
Also petition of \V. H. Uiwrenee
rento.
and forty-five others for the same.
Jan. 23. Mr. Kane, of Brook!in, presented a resolve in favor of the town of
comto library
Referred
Brooklin.
mittee.
Jan. 24, Mr. Hamlin presented petition
of Irving Osgood and others, of Ellsworth, asking aid for soldiers’ home at

and

voted to

build a road
with the
Canadian

When she

recommending

Congress

to

message

a

nnother bond issue.
substance

The

11-

follows-

of

the

says t hat

is

message

his former

nized to such

an

to

see

extent

silver

recogcon-

splendid commercial,

financial

and all-round business newspaper, the
Boston Commercial Bulletin, celebrated
its entrance upon the thirty-seventh
year of its existence by appearing in a
brand new dress of type, and by giv-

ing its readers sixteen pages, including an illustrated cover. The Bulletin was the first real business news-

day Mr. Hooper, of
Castine, presented petition to extend the
Castine normal
course of study at the
On

the

same

school.
Jan. 25, Mr. Kingman of Hancock presented petition of Moses Hawkins and
others, asking that a joint charter be
granted to Ernest E. Abbott and Curtis
E. Moon, authorizing them to maintain
and operate a ferry between the towns of
Sullivan ami Hancock in Hancock county.
Jan. 25. Mr. Moore, of Gouldsboro, presented petition of F. E. Richmond and
others for an act to set off the southw e-t
portion of the town of Gouldsboro and
incorporate the town of Winter Harbor;
also of I). B. Flint and six others for

584

same.

ously polishing his shoes. “What
paper in the country, and set the pace
you doing that for? I thought you
for the host of

are

alspecial publications ways wore patent leather.” “These used |
that has followed it, and in ail these to be
patent leather,” replied Smith, painyears it has maintained its own special fully bringing his spinal column into its
features; it has kept abreast of the normal position, “but the patent on them
times—-very often ahead, even; it has has expired.”

stock, anil clean

getting

in

dinary

offci.

for

same.

Senator Spofford occupied the chair in •
the Senate during the hour for hills and j
ions Tuesday.
the two years

pet it
m

presiding.

forgotten
his happy facility for
He has not

Kennebec Journal.

In tlie absence of the president of the
senate

;

and patterns
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Measure your rooms, so that
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notes
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for

stock is of

to make room

400 Double Rolls at 10c.

under $10 be cancelled and
: hat silver certificates exceeding $10 be
■plac' d by nailer denominations.
Import duties should be paid in gold.
The President concludes by confessing
tiis reluctance to w-ue bonds if the results
will be no better than the late issues, and
expresses his determination to leave
nothing undone w hich will improve the
iituat ion or check t he suspicion of a disunity to meet all national obligations.
bank

the

to suit

stock, we have demake this extraor-

to
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aim. nd the chart*
P m., on tin bill an act t
of the Bar Harbor Water c<>
Bv order of < 'ommittee.

"iiuneneed bu-inr-- In l-YVk

K. HtM.KItS. I’re-idelit

U

secretary, .Iamks simi-s..n.
Capital paid up in cash, floo.nm.

IK.ISI

AsNKTs !>K< KMIlKli :il. 1**4.
deal e-tate owned by the company
uniiieumberisi,
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
* .d.ooti.no
iii'ii-,,
'■cork- amt i• •»11*»—
i-y the
market
value,
44*>,462 no
company.
I anure<I by collateral-,
Ca-h in the coinnanyN principal of
tii
ami m bank,
2l,f*4o
I nterc-t due and accrued,
1 7'.*** «>9
Premium* ill due cuur-c of collection,
23,321 74

PILGRIM’S PROXY.
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ommittee on Judiciary will giv*
hearing at their room in the Starpub
House. Thursday. Feb. II. 1*W>. at 2 o'clock

rT'MiL

liosToN,
la’orporatod in 1-M.

t.f.'i.

\ori4

Committee on Lega
Kflairs will g
nubiic iiearing at tluir room in the
at 2 o’clock p. nu. on
State House, Feb. .r>,
the order that th*- committee on Legal Affairs
be instructed to inquire into the expediency
of counties building and maintaining hridg*
across waters when- the distance from abutment to abutment is sixty fet t or more.
Hy order of Committee.
John H**wand Hill, Secretary

pranklin St., Host on.
Broadway, yew York,
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tion of David s.
H. Lawrence and P>
Sullivan, and of W
other* for the divi-ion ..f the town of Sullivan
and th*- incorporation of the town of
Sorrento.
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:.iry will giv*
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i*.eir room m tii
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House. Tuesday. Fel.
19. 1895, at
k p. in., on an act to extend the chart*
of the s..uthwe-t Harbor Water » o., w:t
amendment*. B\ urd* of Committee.
W.J. Knowi.ton, Secretary.
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Jan. 25, Mr. Hamlin presented petition
of A. \V. KUis and ot lier*% officers of Hancock county fair association, to exempt
from taxation certain of its property used
to advance tin agricultural intere-d* of
thetstate; also F. P. Merrill and others

Wednesday,

Senator

Spofford

was

There are some people who can be
A Bail Wreck
merry and can’t be wise, and some who
—of the constitution may follow in the track of
can be w ise
or think they can—and can’t
disordered system, due to impure blood or Inj aactive
be merry—Charles Dickens.
liver. Don’t run the risk! The proof Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical I>iPenelope—Mr. Goldrocks has never paid jI prletors take all the chances.
They make a
covery
me any attention before, but he danced
straightforward offer to return your money if
with me five times last night. Priscilla | their remedy fails to benefit or cure in all disorders and affections due to impure blood or
(jealous)—Oh, well, it was a charity ball, inactive liver. The germs of disease circulate
1 through the blood; the liver is tie* filter which
know.
you
! permits the germs to enter or not. The liver
active, and the blood pure, ami you escape
in
Jones found Smith

vigor- j

sold at
new

our

cided

directly

dispose of them.
He suggests that the bonds be |20 and
>150 and their multiples; the interest not
He sees no reason
to exceed 3 per cent.
be payable in
w hy the bonds should not
fifty years. He recommends

spring

our

the

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19,1895.

disease.
When you’re run down, debilitated, weak,
below a healthy standard, you
and
regain health, strength ami wholesome flesh,
by using the “discovery.” It builds up the
body faster than nauseating Coil liver oil or
emulsions.

your'weight

Dr. Pierce's Pellets

biliousness,
headache.

cure

Indigestion,

constipation, piles,

or

dyspepsia,

and

\ti\

W.

I

0. \Y.

UtKKDOM

■

NOTICE.

Byard, the remainder of the term of hi.* minority, and that from and after this date 1
shall pav no debts of his contracting and
shall claim none of his wages or earning*

Co.,

Commenced business in 1874.
Ransom B. Fuller. President.
Secretary, Thomas H. Lord.
Capital paid up in cash, #!,U00,000.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1894.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered,
# 31,740.78
Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens),
862,140.00
Stocks and bonds owned by
the
market value,
1,096,341.50
company,
Loans secured by collaterals,
33,900.uo
Cash in the company’s principal office and in bank,
445,026.64
Interest due and accrued,
7,839.95
Premiums in due course of

400,593.00

Aggregate of the admitted assets of the company at theiractual value,
#2,877,581.87

pairs Ladies’ si/e, 3h> to 4K
from $1.50 to #2.50. 200 pairs Men’s No. 7
from #1.50 to $2.50. 100 pairs Boys' No. 4 and 5
from $1.00 to #1.75. 3 cents a
pound paid foi
old rubbers. O. K. Bcknham. State street.

SHOES—300

horse-sleds
HORSE-SLEDS.
Inquire of Whiting Bros., Ellsworth.

MONEY

I

Sedgwick, April 1, 1894.

OF BOSTON, MASS.
Incorporated in 1873.

collection,

new

Owner can have
same by calling on the undersigned a
American House, and proving property.Irving R. Smith.

Secretar>

NOTH

is to give notice to ail concerned that
1 I have relinquished to my son, John A
j r|^Hls

A^entJ

Boston Marine Insurance

JFor Salt.

in Ellsworth.

TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH,

avi.T'iN,

K. A. Byabp-

KLTBOOK —Lady
containing a sun
money, and articles of no value exA. Coombs

jFounti.

#579,614.65

MAINE.

1>()<of

of

surplus,

Kn

II \ I.

State House, l'<
5, 1895, at 2 o'c!*., k p in..
the petition of <«. W
MeMlister ami
others, praying that an net be passed roquiring counties t«* support he large bridge* i<
their county. By order of Committee.
John Howako Him., Secretary

STATEMENT OF THE

cept to the owner. Return to F.
Ellsworth, and be rewarded.

A set

net

,1.

Kl.lsl.A

Committt
on Legal \ffaii* wi.i s
rJ,HK
1 a public hearing at their room in :

j
j

cluding

r

*>

■

j

noth

»

Committee on Judiciary will g
*'
pub ic hearing at their ro**m in the
House. Tin-day. Feb’v 12, 1*9'*, at 2
p. in., on the petition for repeal of hawker-'
and peddlers' law.
By order of committee.

r|,Hl'
1

i-

C A "T ok ( II \ I: ALTERS
\ggrcgate of all tbe admitted assets
MvU* "tamll-h, the doughtv captain.
ol thei-ompan at tiielr actual value, #579.611
F W Rollins
I ! \ I’.l I.ITI1
DH KM BEK 31, 1- q.
.lidiii AMcn, the friend in need.E. K. Parker
N'i t amount <•! unpaid b»--c- and
\\ llllain Bradford, imvernor of \« \\
*
.J \.( unnlngham
claim-.
'.*,748,35
Plymnu'h
llatihail II IgL'lti-. agent of the g..i.j
\niount required to safely re in
-urc a'l out-landing ii-k-’.
139,749.u'>
ship “May flower”.K Y. Rulmnn
"quanto, a rt-lorined red man.II 1. Duvi- All ot 11• r icina ml- again t tin* com« oiiiml-.-iom*, tii
l*n-cilla. the pr« tty Pilgrim,
7,6.39 54
pany, v I
Mi*- Main Monaghan
i
a
mi
idle
Total
of 1 iaI ilitle-. except
amount
aged -pln-ur,
Re-ignaiimt,
Mi" tieorgia R lla-tingcapital stock and net -urplus,
#157,137 54
"MavBarbara.
Mr-,.1, \ Cunningham Capital actuallv paid up in ca*li,
400,000.00
flower”
Mr*. .1. A
Kailh,
Peters, jr. Surplus beyond capital,
22,477 11
f Mi—
Prudenc e,
hud-,
Alice Moore
Cnoru- of Pilgrim fa her-, mother-, *on* and
Aggregate amount of liabilities In-

elected president pro tem.
Next Tuesday will he sportsmen’s day
daughter-.
at the state house. The committee on inMini* M.4KY F. HOPKINS, Accompanist.
continues
to
be
one
of
!
land
and
will
a
fish
on
Shipbuilding
game
give hearing
Costumes by Raymond, of Boston.
Maine's prominent industries, and al- nearly all matters relating to the changes
asked* in the statute and upon the appro- | SPECIAL. The
the
record
of
1894
will
not
comthough
management will spare no
has
been
It
demonstrated
that
I priation.
pains or expense to make the production of
pare very favorably with the palmy days few, if any, questions are of greater im- this
popular opera first-class In every particJ
of the past, it is considerably larger than portance than that of fish and game ular, and one of the best mu-deal and dramaticwill he an events ever given in this vicinity.
that of the year immediately preceding. ! interests, and the hearing
one.
During 1894 there were launched from interesting
Prices: 50c., &"><*., 25c.
Maine shipyards fifty-three vessels, ag- ! Thursday of this w’eek is “Woman’s
The
sale
of -eat- will
at PARCIIER’S
gregating 18,692.74 tons. The record for Day” at the capital, when the women DR TO STORE, Saturdayopen
morning, February
1S93 was 10,378.55 tons and for 1892 16,771 interested in municipal suffrage for their !*, at 10 o’clock, and will be limited to ten tickets
sex will
be heard before the judiciary to each person. Out of town patrons can
tons.
Not longer ago however than 1890
committee. The day will doubtless see secure seats bv addressing A. E. Austin, care
the tonnage reached the large figures of the
largest assemblage of visitors in rep- of the Ellsworth Amkrican.
resentatives' hall that will gather there
74,467 tons.
this winter.
lost.

engaged

goods. The
excellent quality,

|

_^^_____

That

Until Feb. 15.
Tti reduce

purpose of maintaining a
sufficient gold reserve and for the redemption of legal tender notes and treasury notes issued for the purchase of silver
under the law of 1890. The principal and
interest of these bonds should be payable
in gold; otherwise it might be difficult to

immense stock

an

of Wall

sistent with financial safety, he is unwilling that gold should be entirely banished fro n the currency and finances.
In his op nion the secretary of the
treasury should be authorized to issue
bonds for

time to time,

50 per Cent. Discount
On Room Paper

up small lots before

will be

as

have accumulated, from

We

JlSurrtisfmrnts.

says $500,000,000 notes are
for which gold may be de-

manded.
While he desires

PAPER!

ns

to meet
insufficient
mendations are
The
conditions.
emergency
so
is
threatening t lint he asks such
prompt and effective action ns will
and
avert business
restore confidence
lie refers to the constant drain
disaster,

gold, and
outstanding

« as

was a

recom-

present

of

WALL

si'-k. we pare h r < ‘a-aorta.
Child, she .-ri.-l for Castor!*.
When she bream.' Miss, she eluni? to ( astoria.
When she had Children, she pave them Custuria.
Baby

When

Newport.

GOSSIP OF THK CORRIDORS.

Mis- Mattie Haskell, of Auburn, aged
sixteen years, died last week from the
» ffe
t- of eating too many hot peanuts.

\\ lull

is

Law and the llorse .lockey.
Chief Justice
Peters, in
making a
last week, re? large in a case itt court
ami other
shore I moved a certain w eight of responsibility
Southwest
Harbor,
from the shoulders «>f the horse jockey.
towns, asking for a change in the law
He said that in driving a bargain it is
relat nig to lobster.-*.
()n the same day Mr. Moore, of Uouldsallowable to use a certain amount of
boro, presented a pet it it n with 123 signa- j “trader's talk,” in which the buyer is to
“The law canbelieve at his own risk.
lures, asking for a law prohibiting the
catching, sale or having in possession at not hold a man responsible for everything he m>»y s,;y in driving a trade”,
any t ime or st ason, lol sters less than 10*
Mr. Sprague of swan's
nehe-t in length.
said Judge Peters.

will have to look to its laurels.

city. The to Burnham and a connection
about •■slid,000; thus Bangor and Aroostook, and the
would be is20,000.
Pacific.

The gentleman who make this proposition is well known here, but The
American is not yet authorized to
make his name

of

saving

to

-* < «»n\cut imi.

In

Electric Itoail Project.
It is understood that a gentleman of
means has made a proposition to furAn

inducement

an

article is well worth careful

A

interested

As

tions.

w as

That Veil York stone-t otting ban.
Readers of The American who are

de-

velopment. At a recent special town
meeting it was voted to exempt from
taxation for ten years any plant

President Cleveland
|{econitncii<ls.
On M«*ndiy President Cleveland issued

That

one at

a

ness,

a

\notl»er 1 »<>ti<I I "'lie.
Once again under the brilliant

management

■

1$93.

31,

JANUARY

THURSDAY.

an-

Law-Makers

the

About tile State House.

The past week has been

of President
of Bowdoin college, and the
interest of Mrs. L. A. Emery,

Through

Al

1>\

dresses.

more new

of

many

‘iujucrusrmnus.

ISSI'K MOKK lJO\t>S

STATE SO LONS.

high character,
eminently suc- !
Doings
to ilon

maintained its
alw:o
withal has been
a al
cessful.
May it live

j!
!
I

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1894.
Net amount of unpaid losses
and claims,
240,108.00
Amount required to
safely reinsure all outstanding risk-.
391,070.84
All other demands against the
company, viz.: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net
surplus,
634,178.84
Capital
paid up in cash,
1,000,000 00

actually

j Surplus beyond capital,
1,243,403.03
Aggregate amount of liabilities#2,877,581.87
j including net surplus,
1

i-crjal Xouas.
NOTICE OK FOKECLOSCllK.
TITIIKRKAH, Martha A. Kinson, of Eden.
Hancock county, Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the tenth day of October,
a.

d. 1KU0, and recorded in the

Hancock

coun-

ty Registry of Deeds, book 244. page 3M>, conveyed to George E. Soper ami Wiljiam B
Higgins, late co-partners doing business at
said Eden, under the firm name of SoDer«fc
Higgins, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Winter Harbor, in the town of
Gouldshoro, Hancock county, Maine, bounded and described as follows: Commencing at
the north side of the town road north twentythree degrees west from a house occupied «>v
Charles Pendleton, as a dwelling-house, and
runs by said road to the southwest corner
bound of a lot of land known as the Delema
Stone land; thence easterly by the Delema
Stone lot to the land known as the Nathan
Pendleton lot; thence southerly by said
Nathan Pendleton land to the town road
aforesaid; thence westerly by said road to the
place of beginning, containing one
or less; ami whereas the said George E. Sofourper and William B. Higgins, on the
teenth day of January, a. «! 1 *“95. assigned
said mortgage in writing to me, the undersigned, Charles< ’. Morrison.which said assignment was recorded in said Registry of Deeds,
book 287, page 43, and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore. by reason of the breach of the condition, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Chaki.es C. #Mokkisos.
January 18, a. d. 1895.

acre^more

-—..-'',1

Zttiurrtisrmcitts.

makes the prediction, based
of
the effect of
on
his knowledge
creameries in other places, that when
KA EMEUS
ARE
TAKING
AN t his creamery has been i:i operation one
INTEREST IN
THE
MATTER.
year, farmers of Kllsworth and vicinity
will he selling two horses for one cow.
MANY rows ,\UK ALREADY
It is hoped that all farmers who are
PROMISED,
interested in having their farms pay will
MET
MORE
ARE
WANTED
LETTER
take hold of this project with energy.
FROM SECRETARY mi keen of the
It is only by united action that success
STATE BOARD OF AHRIfT’LTl’RE.
Ik* achieved.
The committee on
can
! manufacture of the Kllsworth hoard of
Everything looks favorable for the proposed creamery. The farmers and others trade will he pleased to furnish pamphlets
and circulars containing full information
who arc so situated that cows can he
kept
on t he subject.
to advantage arc taking an active interest
in the project. The only thing now necessary for a permanent creamery in active
OI>I) FKLLOWS TO HUM).
operation Isa pledge of at least 400 cows,
and it is expected that more than that Plans Approved and Work Will liegln
number will have been obtained by the
in the Spring.
last of the present week.
The Odd Fellows, of Kllsworth, have at
It is desired to locate cows on routes last definitely decided to build a hall.
favorable to t he convenient collection of
At a meeting of Lejok lodge last Friday
Urge quantities of cream. The route evening, it was voted to build, according
from Ellsworth to West Ellsworth, re- to plans submitted by the committee
turning by the way of Branch Pond, will appointed some time ago for that pur-

START Till; t'RKAMKRY.
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Chilblains and all Aches and 5
jt Pains are quickly cured with (
(

he

jPainKiUer.

< The most serious winter
their mas0 ailments find

[

5

j

15 ter in this sterling remedy. <
| \ People who are exposed to S

0 the weather should at all l
S times have a bottle of Pain- $
h Killer where it can lie quick- S
pom everywhere,
0 lv reached.
ha* l^n doubled but tbe }
, (, Tli* quantity
th* ax me.
)

!

prlc* r*malua

(

Perry Davis A Son, Providence. R. I. j |
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J Parcher s Drug Stork.
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you will /Set a largt r 0
rt incut of Progs and Thar- 0
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0
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j
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i<nt

will

never

/but

anything rut /red: goods—
!■ so rapidly changing in:

<[
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t

course

op

large

so

business.

a

m-y \ \ / >•/•;

(I

J

The establishment is complete J
with every device f or accurate S
war/: and elegant pharmacy.
}

two

Tin*

G A. PARCHER,

DroMisI, j

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
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MeKeen,
interested
as follow s:
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per-

write?

He

agriculture.
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>■rs.
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l-r.iiK-he-
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.»ur

M line farming

|iroduciug an incoim
dair>ing, flint growing and poultry rid-

he

i-ue-

an

engage

du

e«-rt

tnq-t

*>t

1. f*»r those who are
In it to advantage,

-un

ited

so

a-

t.

-tand-

dairving

pre eminent |y at the nea 1.
\ our man i- right in Ids

pledge- trom.
hi-

la

toi

lea-t,

at

Twentv

v

Phi

de-ire to -eeun
e.iws before -tailing

.••lit-

i- about the

averagi

paid in our ".'ate for cream enough t«• make a
pound'd l-Utt r. but in some in-tame-a some
Thi*
what higher price has been readied.
prtee, however, t- ample t*> encourage all win
have

oth<-r

no

better

prlees,

sourec for

a

market

earry ad tliecows
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they po-slhh

Headache Powders.
Sure Cure

for

Headache.

Powders have been sold for
the past five years, and have
not failed in a single instance.

My

Relief

I
fifteen minutes.
them or refund the

in

warrant

money.

Twelve

box for 25 cts.
If you try them
always use them.
Tor Nervous

or

powders
once

in

you will

1

know

liave

of

no

instances

stopped hu-ine-s

on

where
aceounl

er

ameri*

of laek

*>l

patronage when tln v have been well managed.
I understand
ou have the eapital and tin
manager f--r y our plant, and only laek for e.»w
If you think it
to furni-h tin-“raw material."
will la* any indp to you I can come to you*
the farmers in
will furnish such ns you may
other matters
and
such
port-

place and

as

meet

convention,
with

name

relating

to

oi
re

tin

i may have.

ache and Neuralgia.
NO CURE, NO PAY.

Wiggin. Druggist.

S. I).

No. 1 Main St.,

Ellsworth.

will

owned

he

by

eight yi-ars,

imt

one

in-iuncc nave

uir

hail any trouble with him or found
any errors in ids work at the desk or at the
butler room. He is a competent butter maker,
an excellent sale-man and a young man wlm
stands very high in his home socially. He lias
not any bad baldts and pooii wins the eunii
deuce of bis patrons. If we were not going t.
consolidate with '1'. C. creamery at
ho as
to be on the railroad, we would
him up if salary would keep him.

gi\i

The question has been asked whether
this creamery will be a permanent thing
We have every reason tc
if once started.
believe it will be, especially as Mr. Gordon
propose to rent but to buy outvaluable plant in which to conright
lie comes here with
duct his business,
every intention of remaining and building up a business only limited in amount
by the supply of cream. He would
prefer two thousand cows to four hunminimum
is
the
The
latter
dred.

mining

ne

m

Hiirnri'v

the

building.
winding, with

AND

*'i Main Street,
(Opp. lloston

RETAIL

Kllsworth.

one

New Store.

the annual report of
the Turner Centre dairying association
an
extremely successful creamery that
has been in operation some years, but
having no more natural advantages than
are to be found right here in Ellsworth—
the Turf, Farm and Home says:

commenting

on

—

of the largest Stock* of itrug*.
Chemical*, Patent Medicine*. Perfumes and
Toilet articles In Eastern Maine.

We have

number.
In

Clothing Store).

New Goods.

AMERICAN H0USE’
Centrally located; within easy reach of the
station and the hu^lneps part of the town.
•2.00 per day. Special rates to regular
hoarder h.

business both for itself and

appearance

citizen of Ellsworth, who
interested in the creamery
js
project, and who is going to put in ten
A

prominent

much

"worms!
In Children or Adults. The safest und most I
I
effectual remedy made la

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR!

In

Price33c. Sold everywhere
J. !•', Tltri'l & CO.. Auburn, Me.

use

Hr.

*3years.

J j:
|

Don’t run in debt.
Don’t worry.
Don’t trifle with your health. Don’t try
Don’t
medicines.
with
experiments
waste time and money on worthless coma
to
Don’t
be
take
pounds.
persuaded
substitute for Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, it is
the best of blood-purifiers.

as

William

Smith and
returning
the sleigh
iee while
and

bring-

district school taught by Miss Addie
G. Bunker, of Franklin, closed Jan. 17.
This is Miss Bunker’s first term here.
All are ready to pronounce it a decided
success.
Below is given
the school
not
Scholars,
report.
absent, Ethel
Hodgkins, Walter Fleweilyn, Charles
The

01

of

spoken

these

stairway will be J
landings at each story. ]

stores

already

lias

been

for.

floor will be finished off and
fitted as a public hall. The stage will lie
located at the southern end of the hall,
with ante-rooms at either side.
< >11
tin* third floor will be the lodge
room, ante-rooms and dressing rooms, and
The second

wardrobes for

regalia and paraphernalia

nf

Kiicampment

Wivurna

and

absent

one

half

portion

to be

occupied

as

Work
as

soon

of
the

building

will

commence

weather will permit

the

Mr.

as

in the

Porker; and 1 notice that fora dealer
few of tiiem

in

hack, shoulders, hips,
ankles, elbows, <>r wrists, is caused by accumulation of acid in the blood. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
cures

rheumatism.

A novel offer is being made by Joseph I tree k
A Sons, seed dealers, of Boston. They advertise that they will give the same amount of
money as will lie awarded by any horticultural
or agricultural society In tho Fnited States, as

prizes for products raised from seeds or
In tin* past more
bulbs purchased of them.
than an even proportion of the prizes given by
such societies in New Knglaml for tloral and
garden exhibits have been awarded to products
would seem,
grown from Brock’s seeds; it
therefore, as though Brock had taken considerable upon his shoulder-, and w ill undoubtedly
first

produce prize
amateur

.Salisbury
S. N. Rich

Cov»*.

winners

are none too

good

on

1

tor

gardener.

Zlburrtiscmcnts.

t

IgW

though

will give
dollars'
worth
you many
of extra satisfaction on
that account.

our

Clothing

Rev.

On

Test

—

Bay View grange is enjoying h season
of unusual prosperity. Five candidates
received the first degree at its last meeting. The officers for 1895 are: H. F.
Finery, master; Julien Emery, overseer;
Elva M. Hall, lecturer; Rose B. Emery,
chaplain; D. G. Hall, steward; Natt Ellis
Young, assistant steward; S. N. Rich,
Lona A. Rich, secretary;
treasurer;

E. Rickerson” arrived at Providence, R. I., Jan. 11, with a cargo of logwood from Port au Prince, Cuba.
He
was
home and spent a week with his
family while his vessel was being unloaded.
He
returned Monday.
Tuesday
evening of last week about forty of his
“Anna

and
old, gave Capt.
surprise party. Refreshments
of cakes, candies and nuts were provided.
Games were played in which all participated with the gayety of children. It
was pronounced by all to be the grand

young

a

occasion of the

season.

ELLSWORTH
W#*t»t

CLOTHING FACTORY
CAMPBELL, JOY A’ CO.,
Rear Giles Block,

opp. Whiting Bros.’

Dyspepsia Cured
dys-

“My wife has been a great sufferer with
pepsia for over f< u. years. Three bottles of

gratitude that the King’s
Daughters acknowledge two gifts that
have been received during the past week
of

—one

£27

from

the

Woman’s

have perfectly cured
her. At times the
lightest food would
distress her terribly. Mho could uot

mis-

sionary society of the Congregational
church; the other *1.10 donated by Miss
Sarah Alexander’s class in the Congrega*tional Sunday school.
Don’t forget the entertainment by

*lerp well nights
and she said no one
could tell how badly
site felt. She was
troubled with

also
sick

Charles Williams in Hancock hall, Thursday, Feb. 7. Reserved seats will be on
sale at Woodward Bros’., Monday, Feb. 4.

King’s Daughters

All

minded
cents.
and

are

headaches. She
had tried different
kinds of medicine,
but none did her any
good. At last Hood’*

once more re-

of the annual assessment of 10
Please call at the reading-room

pay at

Sarsaparilla was
recommended and
one bottle did her SO
Mr«. otU Merritt
more and "•»
so much good that she took two
well. She is not now troubled
.1 «. ,.

once.

Week of Prayer and Planning.
For the week beginning February .**,
1895, there will be a meeting of the Baptist parish every evening, except Sunday
and Tuesday, at 7 o’clock, at the home of
the pastor, Rev. E. A. Mason. These
meetings will be for the committees of
the church and of the Christian Endeavor

perfectly

MOOd’S
I Immw

5,

t.»

rol.K
\t l>.-.-r l->c. Jan. >.
I. oren/o ( ole, a daughter.

to

Ellsworth.

Last Thursday evening
Baptist church gave a
“basket” supper. After
ning was spent in social
in listening to songs’and

the ladies of the
most

enjoyable

supper the

eve-

intercourse, and
recitations.

_

Local Time Table-Dec*. 30, 1894.
BAR

HARBOR

TO BANGOR.
A. M. P.M. P.M.

30j-1

I0
2 45
3 15
1 3 45
Sullivan..
II 20 12 45 4 15
Mi. Desert Ferry...
Hancock. til 28 1 Ool 4 25
Franklin Road. til 30! 1 15 4 35
11 50, 1 40| 4 50
KLLsW'ORTH.
K1 Is worth Falls. Ml 55 1 50 +4 55
Green Lake.jt!2 15 +2 301 5 17
T.ake House. +12 23 +2 451+5 27
Kgery’s Mills.1 + 12 26 +2 501+5 31
Holden. +12 20, 3 001 5 35
12 47 3 35 +5 55
Penobscot Junction.
Bangor, Kx. St. 12 55 3 90| 6 05
1 00j 3 55| 6 10
BA NGOR, M. C.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
BAR

HARBOR.

Sorrento..

B

\

St

I Vnob-rot Junction.
Holden.
Kgerv’s Mill.
I .ake Ilou e.
(iriM'ii Lake..

Mr. and Mrs.

I\l 1-Worth h alls.
I l.lSWiil! I'll.

Mr. and Mrs.

Franklin Hoad
Hancock
Mi I>e»ert Ferry.
"til ivau

\t IVnob-eot. Jan. 25, to Mr. and
PCNRNR
Mr-. Frank Dunbar, a daughter.
\t \ udier-t. Jan. 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
«.ll.l>
K If. < dies, a daughter.
\r < reat Pond. Jan. 20. to Mr. and
M. PII EE
Mr- William MrPhec. a -on.
\t I Jar llarhor. Jan. 1:*, to Dr.
MoUUInoN
and Mr-, < <
Mori i-ou, a daughter.
\t Rrook.-ville, Jan. I>, to Mr. and
K<
Mr-. Edgar Roberts, a daughter.
sn«»W- \t Ruck-port, Jan. I>, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Erne-t >no\v, a son.
SW \ / I V
M s, .,| ( ove, Jan. 21, to
Mr. and
Mr-. Jo-cpli s\v.i/.ev a son

•sorrento.
Ii A It II A It *.OH.
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Hood’s Pills cure headache and indigestion*

The American prints more vital statistics births, marriages and deaths
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its

•wan,

partita

^

tion committee.
Wednesday, Feb. 6, social committees I
and music committee.
Thursday, Feb. 7, visitation committee, !
calling committee and Moral committee.
Friday, Feb. 8, missionary committees I
amt religious literature committee.
Saturday, Feb. 9, Sunday school committee, assistance of candidates for baptism committee ami absent members’
committee.
Whether you are a member of a com-j
mittee or not, you are requested to pray ;
every evening for the committees of our
church and Christian Endeavor society.
If you are on any committee you should
be at the pastor’s home on t he evening of

»

Saraa-

with any sick headaches
^ ^
M
1 I
n«»r had feelings, can eat
heartily ami sleep well.
To Hood's Sarsaparilla
belongs all the credit.”
Otis Mebkitt, Addison. Maine.

society.
Monday. Feb. 4, lookout committee,
prayer meeting committee and informa- |

CoW\N —At Verona, Jan.

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

It is with
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signal or notice to Conductor.
permitting ferry pa-.-age.

; Weather

The.se trains connect a» Bangor, witli through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before enterinu the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points
sale at the M C. R.

South and West
R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
PA YSOS Tl'( K EH,

on

maki:ii:i>.

Vice Prc-. and tien’l Manager.

RATEM \N -SMITH -\t Rella-t. Jan. 2s. by
Rati man
Rev *,».
E.Tut't-, M:-- N rt 1
of Re Ila-i to l.e-lii- W. smith of Sedgwick.
(ONIMIN -1 PNNI Nt.H \ M —At Dedham. Jan.
II. I*. Rurrill. e-q
Mi-- E iitb I.
on
22. i•
don to Martini unniiigliam, both of Dedham.
HI I.ES-I.A I GIIEIN-.\t (.reat I’oii-I, Jail 20.
hi J
R. "Iiuimm, e-q, Mi-- Florence Giles
of Aurora to
Eugene I.iughlin of Great
1*011.1.
111 N s
\r
INI
R l \ is DEL L
Penobscot,
i
ti'Ttrude
Ian 20. by R.\ S. M. small.
11 utetiin-, of Penobscot, to Alpheus Blalsdell,
of i>rlaud.
LEAt II-FR\NKS— At RrooksviPe, Jan. 23,
by Rev. K. W. Snell, Mr-. Su-an Leaeh, ol
Ell-worth, to Levi Frank-, of Rrook-ville.
RANKIN —BRAGG— At Amherst, Jan. in, by
J. P. Grover, esq
Mary J. Rankin to George
W. Bragg, both of Clittou.
SN« >W
EAToN —At Ruck-port, Jan. 23, bv
R-ev.W. F. Campbell, Miss Lula F. Snow of
Rueksport to Frank N. Eaton ot Winterport.
TO R R E V —C A N D A G E -At Su rry, Jan. 23, by
Rev. 11. F. Day, Miss Nellie E. Torrev of
Surry, to Medbury J. Candage of Rluchifl.

F

e

BY, (ieii'l Pa-s. and Ticket Ag’t.
28, 181*4.

K. BOOTH
Dee.

uROYAL H
—

AND-

__

GOLD CLARION
The Host Perfect RANGE in the World,
FOR WOOD OR COAL.

—

1)1 Kl>.
BARBOCR -At Deer Isle, Jan. 22, Mrs. Re
beeea Rarhour, aged *2 year-, 11 months.
At Rueksport, Jam 24. Mrs. Mercy II.
COLRV
Colby, aged 7»! years, 7 months, 14 days.
\t West Hancock, Jan.
DODGE
22, Annie,
wife of R. s Dodge and daughter of James II
ami Mildred A. McFarland, aged 34 years, S
—

_bt eta—■ ■ ■

days.
At West Eden, Jan. 22, Mrs. Alible
IIA YN ES
W. Haynes, aged 15 years, s niontli-.
IIA RTW EEL —At Franklin, Jan. 17, Frances
L. Hartwell, aged 37 year-, 5 months.
III N« K LEY— At Rlueliill, Jan. 23, Paris Hinckley, aged 17 years. :i month-. 22 days.
—

New Patterns and Designs New In

HODGDON —At Mt. Desert, Jan. 21. Mary A.,
wife of Gilliert H. Hodgdon, aged 45 years.
PIERCE —At Eamoine, Jan. 27, Mr.. Nellie M.
Pierce, aged D years, l month, days.
Id,
Ro111 N soN —At
\niher-t, Jan.
George
\
TII'»MIS()\
R. Thompson,

t Drdham, Jan. 20, Mrs.
aged 7** years, *.• months.

I-

CROCKERY WARE, %

liomrHtlc

For Retail Trade from Selected Stock.

Hen

Water

Piping <jlv,:attknt^n.

PLUMBING
In all its branches «L»no l>y my own Workmen,
who nave the reputation of doing their work In
a E1R*T-C LA** MANNER.

Pori*.

Parien, G \—i Id Jan 24, sch .Etna, Jordan,
New > ork
|;-v-I'.n sid Jan 21. hrlg Eugene Hale, Trini
dad
kn West 'id Jan 25, -<h Norman, Sargent,
Mobile
Ibnu iii: \ II akhor—Ar Jan 22, -mbs Fred A
Fmer-on. I»l:ik«*. New York lor Bar Harbor;
•lame- A W’Hi.-ier, Pa.-eal, lavcnV Landing tor
B.o-|.

%

TIN WARE.

^

MARINE LIST.

T. F.
White, of Bar Harbor,
at the church Sunday.

high school is under the tuition of
I.. Springer, of Colby university.

Rumill

Try

atobcrtiscmrnte.

King’s Daugl)trrs.

[TIiN department Is e n» I u«*t >1 l»y tin- I In imI
in 11 ,-i in I cirrli* of t lie 1\ i ii^r’~ Daughter- «* t KINworth. ilcioli|ii:irn‘t*H at Boom- I.' ami Hi .Mail
iiinir Block, Main street. MNworth.]

preached

friends,

Come

Bar Harbor Tuesday

indefinable
a man’s
about
something
Joseph W. Wood, 2d, gatekeeper; Magclothes that stamps him gie R. Rich, pomona; Marie Emma RichMrs. H. F. Emery, ceres; MinA ards, flora;
well-dressed or not.
nie Willard Young, lady assistant stewtrifle of cut or finish ard.
Jan. 29.
makes all the difference.
That trifle we are watch- Seal Cove.
Capt. J. H. Rumill of the schooner
ing sharpest for. Doesn’t
an

cost any more,
■

at

Tiie

Style
There's

J

was

business.

Mrs. \Y. K. Hodgkins is visiting relaives in Hancock.

H.

In

IN ST A L L E D.

enjoyed.

be called upon to pay out no inconsiderable
sum of money.
This stroke of enterprise will
undoubtedly revert to his benefit, for it will
mean that Brook'- seeds will be fought after
And then, seeds that arc bred
more than ever.

--

RS

The officers elect of Eggemoggin lodge
No. 128, were publicly installed Jan. 23.
P. M. William E. Wilson acted as installing officer, assisted by P. M. Jonathan
Bridges, as marshal. The officers installed
were as follows:
Julian H. Hooper, W. M.; Yetts H.
Cain, S. W.; Theo. A. Smith, J. W.; Fred
J. Sargent, treasurer; Orrin P. Carter,
secretary; William N. Means, chaplain;
Henry L. Morgan, S. D.; Henry A. Small,
J. I>.; John W. Paris, S. S.; Eowell
Grimlle, J. S.; Groves A. Parker, tyler.
The ladies of the village sewing circle
furnished supper and a good time was

Buckingham's Dye for the Whiskers does its
thoroughly, coloring a uniform brown or
black, which, when dry, will neither rub, wash
off, nor soil linen.

the

was

k.

OFFIC E
all other

out wears

work

to
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Notices.

ltu*inc*M

Taplcy’s “Bread Winner”

sociable

The Sweet brier comedy company will
soon present the pleasing drama “Dot,
The Miner’s Daughter,” or “One Glass of
Wine.” The entertainment will conclude
with the
farce “The Bogus
Talking
Machine.” The date is not yet announc
ed. The performance will be given in
Riverside hall, and the proceeds will be
devoted to the repairing of the sidewalks.

the

neutralizes the add and

cake

hall, Friday evening.

£hc

and

>c«lgw

in hams you strew singularly
around in society."
Rheumatism

and

the C. E.

instrumental music added
t<» the pleasure of the evening.
Miss
Phosia Higgins gave a select reading
which was well received. The affair was
managed by Rev. E. M. Bos worth, and
about rid was received for the children's
home at Rockland.
Jan. 2.S.

Wagg, you
things." “No,

bright

and

arm.

ice-cream
at

Vocal

a

Mr.

man,

yesterday,

recitations,

An
held

spring.
“For a funny
don't say many

corner

readings, dialogues
and tableaux.
Miss
Higgins recited
“The Organ Builder” very beautifully.
A gold pen and pen-holder was presented
her by t he school.

the cellars

for the stores, and the front portion as
kitchen and dining room for the lodge.

the

Wesley Cousins has so far recovered
from his recent illness, that he is visiting
for several days at Ellsworth.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins has arrived in
New York, and probably has his family
with him now. They have been spending
the winter in Vineland, N. J.
Miss Haltie Higgins closed her school

music,

Lejok

Tin* basement will also be finished

ri

in district No. 2 Jan. IS. An entertainment was given by the scholars Saturday
evening. The programme consisted of

I .odge.
rear

sleigh
broke her

h

The
two

for its

patrons.

last

The many friends of Miss Addie Clark
will be glad to learn of her convalescence.

The lower floor will be finished off into
t wo stores, each about 22x70 feet in si/e.

report shows that, notwithstanding the
business depression from the effects of
which nearly all kinds of business have been
nearly paralyzed, this enterprising association
has not only done a very large, but a very

profitable

Sunday

ing the pung to such a sudden halt, it
! overturned. Mrs. Smith received a dislocated shoulder. The horse ran a short
distance, bringing up against A. K.
Coolidge’s fence. No further damage was
done. Dr. Hodgkins.

tire.

This

WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.

On

wife, of East Lamoine, were
home from this place, one of
runners
broke through the
turning t he corner at Lamoine

will also be a rear entry to the
building which may be used in event of

severe

ELLSWORTH, ME.,

her
Bar

Miss Myra Young, of East Lamoine,
who has been visiting at Ellsworth the
past week, has returned, and is visiting
relatives here at present.

There

a

BROTHERS,
DRUGGISTS,

WHOLESALE

some-

Harbor.

Brawn, Harry Graves;

Auburn
not

quite ill, threatened

of the build- day on account of illness, Blanche Hagan,
ing (or the corner nearest the bridge) Isaac Salisbury. Master Harry Graves,
there will tie a tower 16x16, through which twelve years old, has not been absent any
a stairway will run from basement to top
for eight terms in succession.
of building. Thus there will he no waste ;
Jan. 28,
room in the main building for stairways,
Lanioiiif*.
and at the same time access may he obMiss Addie Clark is better but is not
tained to either floor without entering
able to go out yet.
the main building.
The tower will run up a short distance
Wellington Hodgkins is in town for a
He has been teaching at
above the roof and t>e surmounted by an short time.
ornamental iron bnlcony, thus breaking Harrington.
the severe line of the mansard roof, and
Mrs. William Smith was thrown out of

shoes.

in

pages.

corner

noticeable thing in this letter is
the statement that the w riter knows of
no instance in this State where a wellmanaged creamery has stopped business
fur lack of patronage by the farmers. The
average Maine farmer knows when he is
well off and would not sell his cream to
the creamery if it did not pay him to do so.
Mr. MeKeen makes a good point in
urging the necessity of competent and
holiest business management. The committee has letters w hich satisfies it that
these requirements are answered in the
gentleman who proposes to start this
creamery. The following is an extract
from the letter of an associate in business:

tinu

other

Mrs. I. N. Salisbury is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Harry Hodgkins, at

street.

At the northeastern

see

Mrs. Eunice Young is reported
what better.

located

does not

WOODWARD

Julia Austin is
with pneumonia.

the

Hood’s Pills are the best family cathartic and
liver medicine. Harmless and reliable.—Advt.

Mr. (Jordon has been in the employ of the
company here, ot which I have been during the
time either director, president or auditor, for

County Xews

North l.auiofii»>.

on
the lot
Odd Fellows at the
corner of Main and South streets, opposite the Hancock house.
Odd Fellows hall, as it will be called,
will tie an ornament to the west side of
the city. It will be a three-story, and
basement frame building, 44x70 feet, with
mansard roof, and will front on Main

already

your factory on a sound basis, hi* sun
your manager is a competent and an honesi
man, and you will he sure of good results.
^ ours very truly,
It. Wai.kkk McKfk.v.
start

company

Sick Head-

The hall

For additional

can.

One

Wiggins

COUNTY NEWS.

at once,

pose.
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• F vIt
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Ihp'-lng. I i»eg to ithat I
c*»n-iiler the production of erenm one i>f tin
n

subject
■
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it t *•» at work upon this mutter 1ms consulted the secretary of t h<
State hoard of agriculture, li. Walker

ing,

It .1

..

in tin* barn. There inv
quart-* eaeh **f bran and cotton see*!
A. F. Kissfi.f

day.

per

are

1

.....

ns

! feed only when

I

niy'Ai’sh:
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some, hut any good fair r>»w that lvvorth keeping ought to pay from $.’10 to $i;o n
For the year 1 ■*.*:» I averaged twentv
year.
and they paid me * 1,1be-ide supplying
a large family with milk,
butter and cheese. I
well

$

I'RT.sCK/nrii'.xs

]

.i....i..i..

5

yock

TA K/i

good source of supply, and the
farmers there are enthusiastic in their
interest. Other good routes are the Tren| ton. Partridge Cove and Lamoine, North
Ellsworth and Hurry routes.
Many of the farmers who have been
consulted are familiar with theeffectsof
a creamery in other places and say that
there is no reason why it will not pay the
farmers here as well as elsewhere.
The following extract from the letter of
1
a well-known farmer at Livermore shows
what a creamery has done for him:
|
1.1vf.kmokf, Ml-:.. Jan. *2.">.
To J. ,*|. Peter*, Jr.
Dear Sir I have always kept a dairy «»f fr«m
I twenty t<> thirty cow.-, generally about twenty
j live, and ! consider them the be-t paying
propei tv wr run keep on the farm. Being >i
a

cows

Zinc, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Cutlry,
Ammunition and Fi*Mnir Tackle
A I \V A Y S IN ST( >CK.:-

J. F. ELDRIDGE.

ui

New YmiK
Ar dan 24, sell Lizzie Heycr,
nder-on, 1 larien. Ga
( Id -Jan 21, -eli Maud Snare. Lord, Key West;
bark (.race Lynwood, Gilley. Port Spain
Ar Jan 2d.-eh Lillian Woodruff, Baraeoa
Ar Jan 2S, sell S G Haskell, Richardson,
Brunswick, Ga
I’ASCAunr i.a—Shi Jan 22, sell Abbie G Cole,
Cole, St Jago
Portland —Ar .Tan 2d, sobs Robert Byron,
Thurston, and Silver Heels, Quinlan, Rockland
lor New York
Cld Jan 25, -ehChase, Black, Deer
Isle; Lillian, Norwood, frnnont
Ar Jan 24, bark AuburnPm ladki.piii a
dale, Dow, New York
Pensacola—Sid Jan 21, sell Helen (i.
Moseley, Holt, Havana
Savannah—Ar Jan. 2d, sell Fred Gower,

35 Main

A

Street,

ELLSWORTH

MAINE

Henry

—

SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING,
Y. M. C. A.

Beattie, Sapelo

Vineyard Haven—Ar Jan 25, sch Lizzie
Lane, Weymouth lor Klizabetliport
Sid Jan* 2d, sell II II Clianiberlain, Fossett,
Green’s Landing for New York.
I n port Jan 2s, sell Lizzie lame, Closson, Boston for Klizabethport
Slil Jan 27, sch Puritan, Harding, Baltimore
t'orelm Purl*.
Sr John, N B—Ar Jan 25, sch A P Emerson,
Dixon, Rockland
St Helena—Passed prev to Jan 16, sliip W
R Smith, Brown, Hong Kong for New York
Barhadoes—Ar .Ian 15, sch Caroline C Foss,
Crabtree, Para
l'ten ft'Eiios—Ar Jan Id, bark JW Dresser,
New York
A/.t'A—At Jan
Abbie (' Stubbs,
11, sch
Coombs, from New York
Roles.
Boston, Jan 21 -Bark V H Hopkins, from
has
dPbarged
Portland,
cargo of lumber and
gone on Simpson’s dock for repairs, which will
take about three days, after which she will reload and proceed to Portland for balance of
cargo for Buenos Ayres. There is a large hole
In vessel’s bottom, keel nearly all gone and
sides badly chafed.
Sell Lizzie Lane, from Weymouth for Elizabethport, put in Vineyard Haven, Jan 25, with
1ob» uf both anchors off Bass River.

BUILDING,

BANGOR ME.

TheLeading Business College in the State,

j
!

The only school east of Boston that teaches the
"Ellis System of Actual Business Practice from
the Start." Course of study thoroughly practical.
Branches
taught: Book-keeping, Business
Arithmetic, Penmanship, Correspondence, Commerclal Law, Spelling, Actual Business Practice,
Banking, Shorthand and Typewriting.
Send for Catalogue giving full description of
F.llis System, together with testimonials from
the leading educators.
Address
E. I>. Chellis, Secretary,

Bangor, Maine.

Just look at that old dolt of
What a charming wife he has.
How true it is that the biggest fools
always marry the prettiest girls. Mrs.
A.—Oh, you batterer.
Mr. A.

a

man.

“I suppose,” observed the tramp, bitterly, “you would like to have me get off

j

|

“Have you
the earth. But 1 cannot.”
tried soft soap?” asked the woman in the
blue gingham dress, dispassionately.

1

D

11

li

1:as

SKI?MON

A

ami
the

>
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for the w isdom and piety
t he diseov cries
past with receptiveness for
belief
and tendencies of the present. Our
teach
in the sanctity of bygone ages w ill
of the
us
to recognize the sacredness
And the
forces that are at work to-day.
more highly we prize the latest products
we
of evolution, the more keenly shall

recognize that as there were
before Agamemnon, so there

brave
was

men

truth

before the synthetic philosophy.
laIt is useless either to disguise or to
are reprement the fact that to-dHy there
sented in the Christian church two types
is
and tendencies of religious thought. It
the
timelv and profitable for us to face
it is
fact squarely: and consider how far
of to-day to
possible for the scribe for
both types
include a reverent regard
Our first
duty is to see
of thought.
clearlv and comprehensively just what
And we
the points of difference are.
shall arrive at these points of difference
not
general
vague
by
most
sharplv,
as w holes,
description of these tendencies
fundathe
one
but bv taking up. one by
mental doctrines of our faith, and seeing
w

...

to these doctrines.
Not for discussion, but simply 1 y w ay of
illustration, let us arrange in parallel
and
columns, as it were, the old tendency
the new with reference to God’s creation
of
men;
of the world and His government
of
the person of Christ and the prove.-.redemption; the Holy Spirit and regenthe
salvation;
eration; the church and

applied

bible and eschatology.
The old view of creation is that God
made the world piece by piece, at stated
intervals, as a carpenter builds a house, a
watch-maker makes a watch. I he new
view of creation is that God made the
world by a continuous process of develand
opment, as a seed grows into a tree,
And
the germ grows into the animal.
when we come to the higher form.- <>f
life, the old view holds that organ-were
created first, and functions followed.
The new view holds that the impulse to
perform functions was implanted first,
and the organ was modified to serve the
desired function. Boln view?, agret that
the origin of all things material ami
mental is divine; they differ a- to the
methods of working and the order of
to God’s
production. With reference
government of the world, the old view
the justice of God's rule.
sees chiefly
Justice in matters political and social was

highest ideal of the ancient ami mediaeval world. The Greek or Roman w ho
could see justice in the rule of archon or
emperor, had reason to be .-<» thankful
more
for
would
have
u.-k
that to
And the old
seemed an impertinence.
view of the divine government was
thankfully content to trace even-handed
justice in the Ruler of world.
But since tin- revolutions in France and
America, the rise of constitutional liberty
in England, and tiie spread of socialistic
doctrine everywhere, men have come
more and more to recognize that right
derives its content and meaning from the
good which lies beyond it as its end and
aim; justice is compelled to justify itself
by an appeal to beneficence. The divine
right of human kings and lords is respected only so far as it promotes the
What
well-being of their subjects.
wonder that this same tendency and
to
theology, appeals from
spirit, applied
the justice to the love of the Divine
and
calls him not governor, but
Ruler;
Father, as Jesus, anticipating by almost
two thousand years the trend of human
thought, taught men to do.
Here, then, both tendencies agree in
affirming that the world is ruled in
righteousness; and that penalty must
follow sin as inevitably and universally
as fire burns and water flows.
Both set
the

t

:i.;>nn--

I:,

w

e

tin

fuel

t.'Id-

It

come

as

may
of procedure.
and sharply as the Hash of
out of the dept hs of midnight
darkness. Or it may come as gradually
breaks
and imperceptibly as daylight
It maydawn.
upon the sleeping world at
of
words
the
burning
be occasioned

preacher
meeting.

by
evangelist

or

an

at

evening

may be due to the silent inlather’s example ami a
mother's love extended over all the years
It may manof childhood and youth.
ifest as a sudden revulsion from one s
associates;
past, and a break yvith all one’s
or it may be simply the fuller recognition
..f
Hip **!,! rit mi I
siirniticanoe of early
training, and a more conscious acceptconance of established habits of right
Its accompaniment may be almost
duct.
to rapany shade of feeling from agony
fluence

It

of

a

ture; and its practical expression may be
k indue**
greater
anything between
home, and
and considt rateness in the
mission.
the most arduous foreign
The two views agree upon tin- necessity
of a
fundamental and comprehensive
change, but differ in their expectations
manas to the times and methods of its

ifestation.
The old

view of the church, at least

in

England Congregationalism, api* an
proached the idea that the churchorthoNew

aggregate of individuals

w

ho

arc

enough in opinion and exemplary
enough in conduct to indulge a hoped
getting into heaven. The new view indox

regard the church as t he organic
embodiment of the t hristian -pint ami
life; the natural centre f<>r every effort
to make this earth a heaven, and a proper
home of every soul that share.* the hop1'
of itie coming of Christ's kingdom here
on earth, and is
willing to join hands
with others and with Christ to work for
it* accomplishment.
Both regard church memlership a- a
solemn duty and a blessed privilege, but
one emphasizes the individual soul and
the world to come; the other emj hasi/.et he common life, and the world in which
clines to

w e arc.

Salvation, on the old \ iew, is an escape
from the penalties of sin and the wrath
of an angry (tod, admission to the pro-

visions of* His gracious plan, and an
abundant entrance into Ills blessedness
and rest. The new view is chiefly attracted by the power of t lie gospel to lift
the soul‘out of its littleness and meanness and selfishness, and till it w ith large
interests, generous impulses, high ideals
A noble life, a
and noble aspirations.

fresh enthusiasm, a lasting inspiration,
intenser hate of wrong, a stronger devotion to the right, a truer love for men.
and a firmer determination to promote
their well-being these are the first-fruits
of salvation; this is the real kingdom to
w hich the saved soul is admitted.
Salvation, from both points of view, is
But the old
of priceless value.
a pearl
view emphasizes the receptive, passive
side, and dwells on the benefit* it brings
to us; the new view puts in the front the
active outgoing energy which the Christian life makes possible, affirming that it
is better to give than to receive.
The old view dclares that the bible is
the word of God; and, therefore, it cannot contain errors and must not be too
closely criticised. The new view declares
that the bible is a treasury of messages
from God; and, therefore, no amount of
incidental rubbish that may have got
into it can in anv wise impair the preciousness of the real gem that it contains;
and the inure carefully and critically its
contents are examined and classified, the
brighter will the real jewels shine, and
the more precious will the w hole become.
The old view of eschatology is conis going to
cerned chiefly with what
happen to the individual in the future
world, and bases its estimate on precise

an

proof-texts,

whose exact symbolism and
it feels itself competent to

connotation
define. The new view is quite as much
concerned with the future of humanity
on earth as with that of the individual
in heaven, and in so far as it ventures to
prophesy on either point, it relies on the
spirit of the gospel, as a whole, rather

His divinity chiefly in consequence
of the miraculous foretelling of His com
ing, His miraculous birth, His miraculoui
deeds, His miraculous resurrection. The
new’ view sees His divinity chiefly in the
profoundness of His insight into spirit
ual truth, the depth of His tenderness
for human sorrow, the strength of His
resistance to every form of evil, the her
oism of His devotion to every call o
duty, the sureness of His trust in His
Heavenly Father, the fullness of His lov«
for the lowliest of His fellowmen. The
old view accepts the Divinity of Chris!
mainly because He came, and acted, anc
went away, as according to its coucep
tions a God would come and act and go
The new view accepts the Divinity o
Christ because its conception of divine
ness of
thought, and speech, and life, anc
sees

tnan the

precise

letter

of

specific figura-

tive passages, to give the data from

w

hich

to construct the comprehensive curve of
man’s ultimate and eternal destiny,
Both views hold that the present is
pregnant with infinite future signifiOne tries to calculate the po*.
cance.
tion of particular points in the hereafter from the position of
particular
points given here. The other takes the
trend and tendency of gospel teaching
and says that the problem of the future
must be solved by the continuation of
Wherever there is
that self-same line.
righteousness there must he blessedness.
Wherever there is sin there must be
misery. Wherever there is penitence
there" must be pardon, for there God is
and there Christ is and there the Spirit is
the same in holiness and truth and grace,
yesterday, to-day and forever.
These "are certainly the fundamental
articles of our faith -creation and government, the person of Christ and redemption, the Holy Spirit and regeneration, the church and salvation, the bible
and eschatology.
I
have
rather exaggerated than minimize I the difference
between the two views in their

character, coincides exactly with the gos
pel portrait of the thought, and speech
and life, and character of the Christ.
The two views agree in regarding Chris
divine, but they differ as to the relative
worth of these opposite lines of evidence
The old view regards redemption a
almost wholly due to the particular fat*
crucified, and FIis blooc

Calvary.

view’ regards our redemptioi
as purchased with the blood of Christ
but it sees the sacrifice of Christ, not a:
historical fact, but as th<
an isolated
new

original inspiration, and the crowning
symbol, of a universal self-sacrifice, anc
burden-bearing, and vicarious suffering
which i9 the price the world always ha
paid and always must pay, in every in

dividual case, for the overthrow of wron*
and the establishment of right; for tin
turning of a sinner from his shame, anc
the saving of a soul from death.
Both views agree that without sacrifice
there is no redemption, and that Chrisl
is the Redeemer of the world. The ole
view’ seems to find the ground of thif
necessity in an almost arbitrary decree o
God, and regards this suffering of Chrisl

.1 \.
o\er

the

method

ultimate end and aim of God" just dealings wit h His children ; one finding that
end in retribution; the other believing
that God cherishes to the last the purpose of redemption, and the readiness tc
welcome with open arms and robe anc
ring every prodigal who, in any far-of
place or time, shall be morally and spiritually able to arise and leave his sin anc
shame behind him, and come back to hit
Father and his home.
The old view of the person of Chrisl

on

m-w

11

»'

id

w.

suddenly
lightning

the tremendous cumulative power of sin;
and fear that it may pass beyond tilt
possibility of penitence, and so make

shed

the

’bo

t

power of t'hri.-t-iikf personal
which latlu-r.- and mothers ha\e
exercise
teacliers
width
children.
w-r
exeris
over
pupils, which pastor over
friend,
has
friend
people, which
alioth regard the working of the Spirit
divine and all-important. One imbues
and
external
as
to regard this working
as dwellspasmodic. The other regards it the abiding in us. a perpetual presence, the
and
our
perof
all
peace,
ing secret
manent source of all our power.
he
necessity of
The old view insists on t
regeneration as a condition of salvation
for every human soul, ami expects the
in
experience to he more or less definite
time, and sharply marked in the conhe
J
sciousness of the converted soul.
view insists with equal emphasis
new
that the raw material of sensuous impulse
ami natural appetite must by worked over
into moral virtues and spiritual graces,
and that this transformation from nature
from self-will to obedience,
to spirit,
from sin to holiness, must, in principle
and purpose, be radical ami thoroughregoing. But it limits this spiritual
newal to no moment of time, to no peculiarity of circumstance, to no regular
m

of the

reverence

The

:

v-'

Lion of

principle-

the
destroy, but to fultill
came
And in
priceless traditions of His race.
text. -1'
the passage 1 have taken a- a
in
tells us that if we are really instructed
have
the principles of His kingdom and
we
attained His spiritual point of view,
life,
also shall unite, in our thought and

was

y

<

to

was

ol

faet

1

fundamental points. Few conservatives
would go as f.ir in the direction of the
old as I have indicated, and not many adherents of the new view would assent to
every position I have attributed to that
In
such
tendency.
rough charcoal
sketches, when one must draw outlines of
great doctrines at the rate of one a
minute, exaggeration and inaccuracy is
inevitable.
Still these rough outlines
have served their purpose if they have
brought to our minds a fairly clear and

comprehensive conception

of

the differ-

between the two tendencies. The
full extent of difference is before us.
Now as scribes who have been made

ence

a-

term-,
,.

,.

{

y

y

jj

student" who areal
III 1
l.
|

illJlurtisnnnUs.

for the conflict with pasambit ion and avarice: young

strengthened
and

>ion

~

!fl !
!
save' \
from
to
w or.:- :i
ar.d
unn nli'y.
ami
aff« ; it i< 'ii
H1 >'* *' *
and
true.
genu iue ami g!*n*‘i'imis
lie fathers bearing heavy burdens o!
responsibility and care, and m"»he«.struggling under the heavier weight of
who mad comfort and
»ri t
sorrows,
lbre r»re men >n
courage and cheer.
w
lio need strength and
business,
active
inspiration to forsake the profitable
wrong and stand by the costiy right.
not
who
have
women
are
Here

we n

pt the

->

fellowship,

w

om

our

hi h be st
\\

u■ ni

sympathy,

practical

endeavor.
which we

()i oourse there is a sense in
must accept the one ami reject tin other.
|*.: i;ef is tin harmony of the given Lino
of thought with all the otln-r lines of
thought which early education, training
reading, reflection,
environment,
and
c
prejudice and predilection ha\
Belief, in this inlished in our minds.
immeunder
the
i»
not
sense.
tellectual
control of our wills, it cannot be

estab-

diwe

mirt h affected by lialf-hour arguments;
it cannot be accepted or rejected at the
dictation of priest or professor, church
The thing that harmonizes
or college.
w it h all t he truths t hat you have hitherto

is the thing which you believe.
Tile law of intellectual gravitation comdoubt it is to destroy your
it.
To
pels
mental integrity. The thing which does
not
harmonize with the truths already
recognized and present in your mind,
to beyou cannot really believe. Trying
in ve it will do no good; saying that you
If
believe it will do nothing but harm.
t he thing is repugnant to the great mass
of facts and principles which constitute
the contents of your mind, you simply
cannot believe it, and neither the wiles
of Satan nor the grace of CJod can make

accepted

credible.
intellectual
mere
of
matter
As a
must
opinion, then, each individual seems
adopt whichever way of thinkmg
conmost
most
reasonable,
to him or her
formable to truths accepted in other
spheres of thought. The great majority
of persons who received their secular and
religious training over twenty years ago,
ami have been engrossed with practical
affairs ever since, t his law of intellectual
gravitation draws to the older view with
simply irresistible attraction. lo them
religion presents the alternative of the
old view, or blank chaos and despair.
The majority of persons who study history at its sources in the libraries, and
science at first band in the laboratories
to-day, are attracted by this same compelling force of intellectual gravitation
For such to doubt
to the newer views.
or deny the newer point of view, would
be equivalent to intellectual suicide.
As scribes or students, then, we must
accept the one view and reject the other;
anil which view we shall accept, and
w hich we shall reject, is. if we are honest,
It is
not a matter of individual choice.
determined for us by our intellectual
affinities and tastes; ami then again are
dependent on the intellectual training
we have received ami the intellectual atmosphere that we have breathed. To
pride ourselves upon our intellectual atit

titurl..

tnunrH

r.Uirri.iim

truth,

or

tO

lament it, is a* much waste of time and
sentiment as to rejoice or grieve over the
color of our hair or t he dimensions of our
feet. The one is as much determined by
environment as is tin
our intellectual
In this
other by our physical heredity.
intellectual sense, then, as scribes or
must
students, pure ami simple, w*
bring forth out of our trcrt^ure things
as
trend
the
or
new
eit ner
old, according
modes of thought
of our established
coincides with the one view or the other.
Snll we are, or ought to be. more than
mere scribes, mere students.
Religion is
Life is
not a science chiefly, but an art.
Noble, unselfish livour main concern.
ing is the pearl of great price, the salt,
th** leaven, the gram of mustard seed, the
And in the great
needful.
one thing
practical relations of life we must appreutilize
ciate and oo-operale with and
The nurseryman,
both points of view.
of
the production
whose concern is
choice varieties of fruit, must reject every
is
he
from
the
variation
type
slightest
seeking to preserve and propagate. Hut
who
is
with
the quartermaster,
charged
the feeding of a famishing army, is guilty
<>f a crime if he manifests any sued
fastidiousness with reference to the food

at his disposal.
So, as students, professors, scholars,
scribes, we must permit to ourselves and
to our pupils no view to pass unchallenged which has not been subjected to

the severest test our minds are capable of
bringing to bear upon it. But a- practical C hristians, placed in a world full of
fallible mortals like ourselves, and surrounded by needs of every sort, we must
inbe too fastidious about our
not
tellectual
companionship on religious
doctrines. Whoever does the will of (Jod
in straightforward, manly and womanly
earnestness, whether their views be new
the same must be to us as to our
or old
Lord, mother and sister and brother. In
our Christian fellowship, in our practical
co-operation, we must have a wealth of
sympathy and respect for every fellowman w ho, in connection with any form
of intellectual belief, is animated by the

Christian spirit.
In the presence of this hungry, struggling, wayward, human life, we must
accept w ith gladness any and every view
that helps any fellow-man to live a brave,
generous, helpful, happy life, whether we
We must
hold them ourselves or not.
reverence the older views, because fidelity
when
were
the
to them,
only views
they
possible, made our ancestors the heroic
and noble

Whether

we

j

ve:>-

<

demand

enough

women

accept

or

that they
reject the

were.
newer

them, fur ere-long the only alternative

for our sons and daughters will he between their newer views and utter infidelity. The e*seiit ial elements of Christian faith are common to both points of
view.
And there is no reason why
adherents of
both views should not
worship together under the same roof, be
members of the same body, assent to the
same comprehensive formula of essential
faith, receive the sacraments from the
same table, join hands in the same efforts
to make the world a happier and better

place.

The demand to-day is not for scribes
and pedants, merely; it is for scribes who
are, disciples to
the kingdom, scholars
whose learning and insight are not ends
in themselves, barren and forbidding;
but scholars whose learning and insight
attest their worth by their efficiency for
service, their inspiration to kindness,
their ministry to human needs. Here are
boys and girls to be trained in wisdom's
ways and virtue’s laws; young men to be

their
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AS

OUR

Successful Trade
FOR THE HOLIDAYS IS OVER,
and wc have entered upon our Fortieth Year in Business in Ellsworth, we
assure our

patrons of

this

City and also of Hancock County, that

gratified for their patronage

feel

ance of

(or the

past

we

and solicit a continu-

the same for the future.

The* Increase in

our

Jiiisiness
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regarding the -ati-factory manner in which we deal with all in guarantee
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Cor. Alnin mill IrmiAI/i/ Sis.

of Canipello,
Mass., speak volumes.
1 was very sick.
She says:
I did not ever expect to get
up agai n. .Menstruations had
stopped sud-

S

Fuzzy,

/r

a

“■

JANUARY

denly. 'Ilie
pains all
through my

body
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were

rible.

WHITING BROTHERS’.

lnct rpQnrf* I
sent tor a bot-

tle of

leading Hat- and
manufactory.

under the well known Manager, Mis. I I H.vt Man. N flourishing bey oml *ur anti* ipatlon
this department receive- In- entire attention, and by the excellent manner in which it i- eon
duct' d we are plea-ed to -tate that for excellent workmanship, style, ami quality of goodWo forward our eu-tom vv-Tk from Maine
we equal any < u-tom Hepartment in the >tnte.
t«, the Pacific slope, and Would be plea-ed t-- -b'>w the many letters of recommendation

Women, Isn’t
This Worth Believing?
Such cases as this of Mrs.
F.

Cap Department

Hat ami

-n-tantlv control the
receive- our careful attention to
«.f the be-t quality and the late-t -ty ie. direct from the

-Touciusniunta.

M.

Department

-peak- for itself to any person that may call and {inspect the large assortment that this dethe State. You ran find any artieli
partment eonsl-t- of, which qua)- any department
pertaining t tlie above line at ihN -tore

all olns-c- receive the

The

1'.. Pinkham s
and a
box of her Liver Pills. I also
used a package of her Sanative \\ ash.
Relief came at once, and
to-day I am a well woman.

Lydia

Vegetable Compound

Menstruations

regular,
backache, entirely cured

Dress Goods, Shawls, Ladies',
Gentlemen's and Children's

Underwear,

no

CARPETS, RUGS and WALL PAPERS.

of

leucorrhcea and bearing-down

Nothing

pains.

equal

can

AT

K. Pinkham’s medicines
for women, young or old.
It cures permanently all
forms of female complaints.

Lydia

GOST.

at ;">(• cts., 7.1 cts. and $1.00
Former prices. 7.1 cts., $1.00, $1.2.1.
Men's and Hoys’ White Shirts,
2.1 and .10 ets. each.
Former Prices, 7.1 ets. and $1.00.
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Ladies', Gentlemen's and Children’s Boots, Shoes
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In order to extend their business the Scates Medical
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THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.,

complementary.

other lines of scholarly inquiry by w hich
they win their way into minds which
would slam t he door of t heir intelligence al
t he first approach of the older, narrower
To appreciate the
and harsher doctrine’*.
worth and respect the rights ami utilize
the power of both these complementary
tendencies, to hold our own views clearly
and to encourage those who differ from
us to do the same, to join hands with all
w ho have the spirit of Christ in one great
brotherhood of love to (bid and helpfult his, in t iie existness to our fellow men
ing state of religious thoughts ami huit
means for the
man need, this is w hat
scribe w ho hat h be* n made a disciple to
tin-Kingdom of (iod to bring forth out
of his treasure things new and old.

Coughing.

any Condition of Wasting.
ti s l
l 'a i. /hi* 0n
Seri ft
Scot'.&Bowae, N. Y. A! Druggists. 50c.and$t

Soap

old

The

For all the ailments of Throat
and Lungs there is no cure so
quick and permanent as Scott’s
Emul ion of Cod-liver Oil. It is
palatable, easy on the most delicate stomach and effective.

nv'-comes

a ?

Italian

Send 2c

2Urfjrrtisnncnts.

stimulates the appetite, aids the
digestion of other foods, cures
Coughs and Colds, S^re Throat,
vital
and
Bronchitis,
gives
strength besides. It has no equal
as nout.'dirccnt for Babies and
Children who do not thrive, and

is

|

be

views have a clearness and incisiveness that niakts the n penetrate the
conscience, and there is a momentum of
early association behind them w hich enables them to force their way into hearts
on w hich newer, vaguer and milder views
would fail to make the slightest practical
impression. The new views have a breadth
and reasonableness, and an affinity for
tendencies of thought now dominant in

that has

#

in each
|

i

hiay l

w:i

Cake of Choice

This

I

...

included traditions left over from t he
past whose usefulness is not yet quite
and
exhausted,
anticipations of the
future whose serviceableness is not yet
quite established. The only way to test
them is to put them at work side by side.
Then it w ill be found that instead of being

*"

cake of Toilet

responsibilities

antagonistic,

Quite R

I

strength

them the
and means to keep alive in
sweet
spirit of self-forget fulness and
from
save
them
of self-saeriflee, and
morbid
introspection and censorious
with
be
must
They
provided
gos„ip.
lb re
siitlii :ent difficulties and duties.
to
be
be
the
si,
k
to
nursed,
are tin
poor
fed Hint clothed and set to self-supportHere are monopolies to be
ing work.
held w ithin bounds, the plane of competition to be lifted to more humane
levels, the mutual right of capital aid
labor to be defined and organized and
enforced. Here* are the vicious to be reformed; the oppressors to be put down;
extort ioners to be rebuked; saloon-keej
ers to be driven out of their nefarious
business; brothels to be closed; gambling
tables to be overturned; sin of all kinds
to be resisted, and all sorts of sinners to
Lot Christians of every variety
be saved.
of vie w unite in vigorous and aggressivewarfare against these hosts of evil, and
the difference between them w ill be as
soon forgotten as the petty jealousies of
com [Millies and regiments are lost sight
of w hen they unite as a single army to
march upon the foe. Once in the thick
of the-tight with these mighty powers of
sin and evil and injustice ami misery,
one soldier w ill have little* disposition to
criticise the uniform of the comrade w ho
is fighting like a hero by his side.
Pifferences of view exist in the church,
and have their rightful place, and serve
a beneficent purpose, but they exist to !>•
transcended: as difference's of polities
exist that through the rivalry of parties
the State may have the* benefit of greater
and sharper criticism of
public servants. These differences aie
not to be ignored or concealed; neither
and thrust into
are they t<» be paraded
undue
Change is the condition of life; transition is essential to
growth; and c hange and transition im-
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Company,

of

Westbrook, Maine, offers for subscription a limited amount of its Preferred Treasury Stock at par. Subscribers to the same before February
15, 1895, will be entitled to a Semi-Annual Dividend of -1 per cent.,
payable on that date. Par value of stock, *10 per share. This stock
is not assessable.
By order of Directors.
F. E. RICHARDS, Pres. V. M. Life Ins. Co., Portland, Me.
LEANDER VALENTINE, Pres. Westbrook Trust Co.
R. D.

WOODMAN, Treasurer Westbrook Trust Co.
SCATES, Scates A’ Co., Druggists, Westbrook, Me.
N. A. BROWN, Foster <i- liroxen, Machinists, Westbrook, Me.
LEMUEL LANE, Treas. Haskell Silk Ca„ Westbrook, Me.
C. 1,. HUBBARD, Ho stun, Mass.
J. C.

Applications for sink 'hould

I).' made to (. I.. HUBBARD, Treas., IVeslbrook, Me.
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M -t glad, mo-t tided through
and me,
mo-t
l*od never made
we have suffered
shade for shade,
Spirit t«»r -plrlt, answering
\nd placed them side hy side—
In
one.
though
separate,
mystified—
wrought
\nd meant to break
The quivering threads betw»*en.
When we shall wake,
I am quite -ure we will he glad
That for a little while we were so -ad.
lire

For additional

Count}/ .Ve»cs

other

srr

pages.

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
A patent lias been granted to H. M.
Stowell, of
Cushing, H. F. Browne and
Freeport, for a cementing apparatus.

.Tlir

1 •uuliNhoro.

j

..

Now soim* (iouldsboro people want
their town divided. They say tliat it is

large, and contains two classes of
people, one living on t he shore being enin
trade, while the others are
mainly farmers. So the people in Winter
very

Lieut. John L. Pierce died at Machias

gag'd

Harbor ask to be set off and

left

Tuesday, Jan. 22. deserved in the Sixth
Maine regiment, was prominent among
Grand Army men, and was collector of

free to

improvements they desire,
among which are preparations for the
establishing of another Maine summer
resort. Tin- impression is t hat t here will
not be much objection t<» the change.
The people who want to see Sorrento
made a town by itself, separated from
Hon.
Sullivan, are looking for a tight.
A. I,. Humbert, of llouiton. w ill appear in
the

maae

g

dAy

the port of Machias for four years.
An amusing story is told in connection
with the recent lectures on theosophy in
Bangor. The lecturer, in the midst of a
learned discourse, asked in stentorian
“What comes after death? Again
tones:
Just at
I say, whaf comes after death?”
that moment the door opened, and in
walked one of the leading undertakers of

interest

of
the division and
W.
I .aw rence, the superintendent of the
Sorrento company, w ill join him in setting forth Sorrento’s claims to town
the
II.

liangor yews.

dignities,

city, and went demurely to a seat.
A singular amusement occupied a number of Belfast gentlemen of sporting proclivities the other day. A box of wormy
tigs had been opened, some of the worms
the

Went (iiMiiUluini.
A rude shelter built near the road, from
which a rope, stretched along a line of

•'takes, led to a farmhouse
attracted tiie attention of
correspondent. This line

over
a

the

hill,

newspaper

out on a sheet of paper.
party selected one of the liveliest of
the collection. Then each man’s selection
was placed on a sheet of paper and bets
were made as to which would first succeed
in making the journey across.

—(iforge Klingle.
UK KANO THK HKLL.

the Theatrical Manager Oatliered
Nearly every one who goes by stops to
in 111** Texan Audience.
speak to him, and these informal calls are
built
were
in
Texas
comtheaters
Before
his chief pleasure.
panies going there would play in tho
A manager upon his arrischool houses.
liar Ilni-Tior.
val in town was assured by the inhabitants
[>»st Wednesday the liquor dealers were
whom he met that he would havo a big
given a great shaking-up by deputy
crowd to the show that night.”
“out fur the stuff.'’
were
The couirtcnance of the hopeful man- sheriffs who
in w hat is known as“Whiskager beamed with delight u{miu the school- * Kvery place
house after supjicr, f*»r there he found stu b ey How” was searched, and a great quanlargo crowd standing at the door that ho
tity of liquors of all kinds seized. The
tiecamo almost delirious with visions of raid was a complete surprise.
the ponderous bags of silver he would carJ. K. Savage has announced his intenry from that town. lie I«* 11 as if he walkoil on air ivs he pushed his way through to he a eandiate for road commissioner at
tho crowd, opened wide the schonlhouso the coming town meeting. Mr. Savage is
doors and told tho janitor to light tho a civil engineer whose ability is unHe has the modern idea
lamps. The lamps wen* soon lighted, too miest ioned.
ticket box open, ami the manager's smile of mud building.
He believes in more
reached a greater distance than ho e ver
permanent sidewalks and a general movedr.' i: .-.I
bis li n til til Would StTeteh.
Ills
ment toward graded streets, and also that
heart 1*< at faster than for weeks before.
M raent
moment, however, the smile the town should soon build macadamized
lion

ncfod, the bnumrtng

more

tranquil,

heart

had

for the

Iwratno

now

r

been

As an encouragement
Washington
county in its efforts to get a new railroad,
it is mentioned that in the three counties
through W'hich the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad passes the valuation has increased, since 1891, from $37,735,920 to
$41,599,207, that of Aroostook having
The
grown from $8,438, 930 to $10,723,536.
largest gain in any one town is at Houlto

|

iecu it.

A

man

leading

a

Vanwin-

Itluclull.

Mrs.

,J. T. Miller

now

convalescent.

very ill, but

has been

master

new

horse.

Earl, the little
tree,

after

an

quietly passed

away

on

the B. A

Sl'FFKUKl) 1 NT()I.I> ACONY.
I.ost

II. A. Ball is keeping books for Dr. G.
A. Phillips, of Kllsworth.
Martin is storing his ice in his
ice-house at Hancock Point,
Vl*m Yi m.
Jan. 22.
i
G. A.

Dr.

George

A.

Phillips,

of

Kllsworth,

has bought the old Phillips place on the
Point, and will make improvements in
the spring. This was formerly the old
('apt. Jere Wooster place, he selling to
Mr. Phillips, who moved from Orland.
Sedgwick.

..

■

expected

to be

represented.

rreniont.

Perry W. Richardson has been nominated justice of the peace and quorum
by Governor Cleaves.

a

few

Bickford and McAleney, class of ’95,
medicine, have been quite ill this week.
Work upon putting in sewers is being
continued and is expected to be completed by spring.
Many changes have been made in and
about the college buildings the past year.
The lower tioor of the medical is building
occupied by students from the literary
departments, while the medical chemistry

y

s
with “that sinking feeling,"andena
the organs of the body to properly perform their functions—which means perfect health. It is the kind Physicians
Prescribe. At all drug stores.
T. A. SLOCUM CO., NEW YORK.
■

lecture rooms and laboratories are in the
new and convenient scientific building.

The medical college is now in session
with about 115 students, and there are
i several more to arrive. The present term
will continue four weeks, making the
entire course six months. Among the
Hancock
county are
Speculation BuccessAillr handled. Pend for I ro- students from
»t>ectu« and full Information fr'UEK.
Increase your
Parsons and Macomber. of Kllswort h, and
Income. In vestments placed.
Address MOllToN,
all
in
Deer
the
of
junior class.
Isle,
Small,
WARD
SALK I1V

1>.

tVlUUN,
Ellsworth, Me.

WALL STREET.

1

<

!

j

The western division of the Hancock
Baptist association will have a quarterly
meeting with t he North Sedgwick Baptist
church Feb. 13 and 14, beginning at 10.30
All the churches are
a. m., Wednesday.

It stops the waste, enriches the impoverished blood, restores the ne-v

Sew York.

freight train

Hancock Point.

Of Norwegian COD LIVER OIL
with GUAIACOL

St..

a

STRAIGHT TO THE POINT.

Monday evening.

was

Howdoin College Notes.
Dr. Haskell, of Bar Harbor, spent
days at the college this week.

A CO., 2 & 4 Wall

of

3tUcrtiscmcntB.

about four years old.
YfM YUM.
Jan. 22.

He

Ney Killman has been nominated for
notary public by Governor Cleaves.

ton

crew

son of
Lafayette Crabillness of a few days,

North Hancock.

S.

collection.

The

with a buck the
A. had an encounter
The train came upon the
other day.
He
animal between Boyd lake and Milo.
had been chased by dogs upon the track,
and as soon ss he saw the train he started
He was soon overto run ahead of it.
taken, and the engine struck him, breaking both legs. The train was stopped
and the engineer and fireman alighted to
put the animal out of misery. That was
not an easy job. The deer attacked them
and drove them back upon the locomotive.
Finally a passenger appeared and
shot the animal.

Ferry.
a

hole

esq.

North

m

and his bride.

2,000 specimens, and is valued at
about £1,500. Besides many tine specimens
from other parts of the world, are tourmalines from Maine, a garnet three
inches in diameter taken from a blast at

w

of

digging is the order of the day.
\V. \V. Jellison is doing quite a business shipping clams.
Miss Hose Pomroy and Alfred Martin
were quietly married at the home of the
bridegroom Jan. 17, by K. 1. Wooster,

SLOCUM’S

does

:

Clam

confounded with fatigue, which istr..
sitory. In General Debility t o w.
ness, unless arrested, will become
manent. The lost energy must be renewed, ambition stimulated, and t
This can be accomsystem built up
plished by the use of

appetite,

home

about

Thomas Kief has bought

Old and Young

the

h's
parents were a little puzzled at
behavior and finally the old gentleman
ask' il him about his w ife. A surprised
look came over tlie son’s face, anil with
1 forgot 1
the exclamation: “Heavens,
lie hastened to his new
was married!"

spring.

Mount

fttctjiral.

renews

and

the four-masted schooner
“Nimbus.” She arrived at New Orleans
Jan. 1, and w ill clear for New York w ith
a cargo of sugar ami molasses about the
last of t he month.
U.
Jan. 24.

Kottimf his nerves
order, dwells uomi
its |>-.> » irtion. ('.hurles Dickens.

tone,

his father's, where he had been residing,
conducted himself as if he intended
The
to occupy his old room as usual.

world

One of the best collect ions of minerals
in Maine is owned by Kdmund Bailey, of
collection
This
Andover.
comprises

is

monotonous life, and
or his stomaeh out of
an idea until it losts

suffer alike {.■ m General Debility.
is a common disease and results trout
variety of causes. It should ju.t

people in the

day

usual at

The cove has again frozen over, and the
Rumford Falls, golden beryl, also from
boys have their smelt-tents on the ice.
of solid rock,
this State, and a piece
They are making a fairly good catch, but
| hollow and partly filled inside with a
the price is low.
liquid supposed to be sea water, w hich
Mrs. Byron E. Young is making her
was found on the coast of Florida, and is
T.
her
J.
with
home
Miller,
father, (’apt.
one
of the greatest curiosities in the
is
while her husband
away. (’apt. Young

were

Jaouis uiono-uemocrac.

are

The
as

and the incubators are turning out the
broilers that will be found very satisfying to the Vanderbilt appetite another
Fast

li.

—st.

doubtless

pecial delectation. They have responded
wit ha liberal supply of eggs all winter,

~

to

mediately to housekeeping.
wedding he appeared

'Pluse aristocratic biddies live in a
residence heated with hot water.
Their floor is washed once a wreck. They
have t he choicest grains for f< od, and let
t uce is grown in a hot house for t heir es-

and the Snake.

the order of the
If. Winterbow* r of
Meade county, Ky., said: "l can tell you
one that is true to tho letter and quitting
surprising as any of your yarns. A sisterin-law of mine, living in the vicinity of
Garret, Ky., had a girl baby hardly years
old and not able to talk plainly. She contracted a habit of taking a cup of bread
and milk every morning and strolling off
into some high weeds back of the horse
pond. Her mother thought nothing of it
until finally her curiosity was aroused, as
tho child could not bo prevailed upon to
sit in the house and eat and would say in
infantile prattle, ‘Give pretty sing some.’
“One day her mother followed her, and
tho sight she beheld almost caused her to
She screamed, grabbed tho child
swoon.
Sho was too agiand ran to the house.
tated for a time to speak, and then only
in disjointed sentences, until sho had torn
tho child’s clothing off and carefully examined it.
Finding sho was unhurt, sho
became calmer and told what she had disShe saw her child sitting in the
covered.
weeds with her bread and milk in her lap
In
front
of her a big black snako. Sho
and
was feeding tho snako with tho bread ami
milk. Tho child showed not tho slightest
On tho contrary, sho was in high
fear.
glee and seemed to bo delighted with her
Tho snako was killed the
strango pot.
Tho child seemed to miss
next morning.
it, and for a week or more she had a big
to go out as usual
not
allowed
cry at
being
Snake stories

evening when

nndt-r his nillow.

Rockland business man some years
went imago took to himself a wife, and
A

palatial

is

IJaby

a

I

Courage nml Felt Desperate.

Mrs. Mddle Hodgkins, of Oldtown, Mo., -ays
With the greatest <»f plca-urc I will tell my
Invalid friend- what Vitalized Nerve Tonii lias
Merer
dmir tor me. I have been t‘«»r years a
from liver and other eomplaints, sometime- I
would not be able to go up »r down -fairs my
heart would be -o had and I would have no
-ti'ength at all.
I.a-t fall I took my bed only to endure the
nio-t untold agony, nothing would -ta\ on my
-toinaeh and I wa- ill so much distre-s and pain
all through me tint nothing would relieve nie
hut morphine administered hv the phy-hdan
Was in that wa>
three or four times a day
three month-, sitting up long enough t<> have
I
hed
made.
After
got
up to he around was
my
weak in my limbs I eould hardly step and
with nervou-ncss.
waprostrated
completely
I wa- —o discouraged I was almost l< r ed to do
something desperate, hut my husband being
down town one tin\ by chance happened to -ee
your
-o

Vitalized Nerve and Blood Tonic
and thinking as It wa- a new medicine he would
take a bottle home and have me try it.
••I did not have any faith at all as 1 had taken
so much of all kinds' of medicine and it did not
do me any good, hut he persuaded me to take
it and I did so without any faith in its virtue
whatc\er; by the time 1 had taken half a bottle
I felt like a new person. I felt stronger every
wav, head, heart and limbs, and by the time I
had taken a who’e hottle I felt better than I had
1 could work and It did not seem
lora year.
I am going to continue its use
to tire'me at all.
as I have faith to believe it will make a well
woman of me.
‘•If any of my friends doubt my statement
they can write me or come in person, and I will
freely tell them that Vitalized Nerve and
Itlood Tonic 1- a medicine to he highly praised.
Nothing can take the place of it In my case.”
This Is the wonderful prescription of I>r.
John Swan, of Westbrook, Maine, specialist in
diseases. Any person while taking tin*
or If not quite certain as to their ease,
may consult Hr. Swan free of charge.
Hank draft for $100 with every bottle as a
guarantee that Vitalized Nerve ami Itlood Tonic
will do all we represent it to do.
Full pint bottles $1.00. Ask your druggist
nerve

tonic,

for It.
TFA PILLS are guaranteed to cure every
form of nervous and sick headache. They will
"break up” severe colds and fevers; relieve
neuralgia, rheumatism and kindred diseases.
Not a cathartic. Contains no opium or morphine. Fntirely harmless. Can pulverize them
so they can be taken as a powder if desired.
SYRUP OF 5 FRUITS, an absolute cure
for

torpid

condition of liver.

SCATKS MEDICAL
Westbrook, Me.

CO.,

January

.\'»«tce of Assign*.'*- ol Ills Appointment.
At Bluehill, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, the twelfth day of September, a. i). 1894.
undersigned hereby gives notice of
f|1HE
_A. his appointment as assignee of the estate of ( handler A. Collins, of Eden, in said
county of Hancock, insolvent debtor, who
has been declared an insolvent upon his
own petition, by the court of insolvency for
suit! county of Hancock.
Charles It. Clark, Assignee,

vegetable product,

a

cotton

made from
seed oil—as bright,

pure and golden as the Southern
shine iti which it grew.

this

From

clean

sun-

and

appetizing
food-product,
Cottolcne, which is fast revolutionizing
the art of cooking, and with which, in
hcalthfulness, flavor, adaptability and
economy, no other shortening or cook*
ing fat can compare.
source comes

the new

>T

j

j
j

To sell on the merits of the genuine.
To sell by substitution ; or by deception, To sell to the injury of the

genuine, to the dissatisfaction of the
consumer, to the detriment of the
dealer, to the loss of all concerned.
If you wish the best food and the

proved.

Charles E. W. Brown, of Bucksport, in said
Debtor’s petition
county, insolvent debtor.
for discharge filed.
Koscoe G. Young, of Gouldsboro, in said
county, insolvent debtor.
Appointment of
second meeting of creditors tiled ami ap-

jest health, you should insist that
your cooking be done with genuine

proved.

Attest:— ('has. P. Dorr, Register
of said court for said county of Hancock.

Refuse all counterfeits.
Bold In 3 and * pound paila

Cottolene.

Mode

j

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—Court of Insolvency.
1
OTICE is hereby given that the following
hereinafter
in
the
cases
matters
I
enumerated have oeen presented to the court I
<>t insolvency for the county of Hancock, at
held at Ellsworth,
a turn of court begun and
within and for said county, on the tenth
day of January a. d. 1895, for the action
Hereupon hereinafter indicated, and that it
court that notice thereof
is « r .ered by sai
oe puoii-meu m the r.iis«\oitu .h.icj lei.n, a
in Ellsworth, in s«m
publisned
newspaper
county of Hancock, once a week for three
successive weeks, that any person interested
in either of said matters may appear at a !
court of insolvency to be held at Bucksport, |
within and for said county, on the thirteenth
day of February next, at eleven o’clock in the !
forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object
if they see cause.
Alexander H. Norwood, of Tremont, in said ;
county, insolvent debtor.
Appointment of
second meeting or creditors filed and ap- !

PWB
AlflOE. T?sft.L

of

borne this as long as possible,and finally
decided that she was called upon to do so
no
longer. One night when John was
out much later than usual, she heard him
at the door, and stooping down, whispered through the keyhole: “Eddie,
dear, is that you?” John now sleeps; at
home with one eye open and a loaded revi»lv**r

ter.

—

rile

one

after the

who would envy the hens on George
derbilt's estate at Bar Harbor, this

Ocean.

valuation of $1,055,097 in 1891,
$2,228,880 in 1804.
in a Kennebec town is
A
woman
troubled no longer by her husband’s
tendency to stay out nights. She had
ton, with

and

aids.
There

open and tho lamps lighted for -O minutes,
and still the crowd, whieh had iiowacq uirod inlinensc proportions, remained outNot a soul had entered. In desperasail
te -n f!;e manager demanded of the janitor,
Why in thunder don't they come in?"
t»h." the janitor explained,
they
won't come in till you ring the bell."
The manager spiting on to the stepladder, and with an « mi gy which would do
■redit to “Curfew >i.,.ll N't King Tonight" pulled that bellrojM* until everyl>*ly in town could hear the bell ring.
The audietiee all rushed in and almost
pulled hair for seats. Tho next morning
this mating* r took away not only his large
hag of silver, hut with it a lesson in ringing in a Texas audience.
Chicago Inter

It is

clarilied

Each

l»y

con:

/WI&t

shaken

were

in Hummer
serves as guidance to a poor old blind man,
Simon Sargent, who lives in the house
ami
who, every tine day in sifmmer,
comes to sit by the road-side to talk with
the passers-by. When dinner time comes
he feels his way to the house by means of
the rope, but comes out again in the
afternoon.
Mr. Sargent has lost his wife
and only daughter, and he and his son,
James, live together at the old homestead.

rPHF subscriber hereby gives public notice
1 to all concerned, liiat he has been duly
appointed and has taken upon himself the
trust of an administrator of the estate of
Carrie M. Ginn, late of Orland, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, by giving bonds as the
law directs; be therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to .said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
Charles A. Ginn.
same for settlement.
y, a. d. 1895.

Week’s

One

—

iLcgal

Errt.il "'Cotters.

2l6bntisnncnts.

TO CAItlllOlL

KITTEKY

only by

The N. K. Fairbank
Company,
CHICAGO,
AM State Street, Roitoa,
Portland, Me.

The Kcality.
woman’s reply to a man who said that
woman caused all the trouble in the world.)
You -nv 'tw.is the woman that caused Adam's
\

tail.
I think I can prove it was m»t so at all;
du-’ look In your liib'e, and you will perceive
iod's command was to Adam. I "it never to Kve.
Although -lie, like a woman, the penalty paid,
The fruit was forbidden before -lie was made.
1
ut alter his -in. \dam. iu-t like a man,
skulks around h ck ot K ea-la-ta- lie can
When !i tn-ar• tie- Lord's video in the garden at

night.

And he whine- "Lord she ate it. I iu-t took a
bite.”
And -nice that sad time. I am sorrv to -ay,
Man a hi ay- ha- acted the ven -ame \va
A nd wli -never there i- tr-uiMc of am kind
I lie wife ta e- ill -brunt while t tie man sneaks
behind.
Hut up pop- hi- head fr »m hehiiul his safe
cove

trials are pa-t and danger- are over.
And borrow- loud and long, like aliodrhantirleei
see. I -hi' Id and protect her, the weak little
dear'
How noble i-mnn 1 for you know all the evil
Was rau-ed. not nv man, !>ut bv Kvc and the
de\il.”
K'.la M. I'roper in M nnea pol is Housekeeper.

W hen

—

|
j

j

donees.

To the Honorable Judge of probate for the
county of Hancock.
of
rpHH UNDERSIGNED, administrator
I the estate of Elizabeth Annis, late of
Deer Isle, in said county, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods and chattels,
rights and credits of said deceased are not
sufficient to pay her just debts and charges of
ndminist ret ion by the sum of three hundred
dollars; wherefore your petitioner prays your
honor to grant him a license to sell, at public
or private sale, and convey the whole of the
following described real estate situated in
said Deer Isle, to wit:
First lot. Beginning at a large rock, thence
running cast lll«> degrees south, thirty-eight
rods to the salt water; thence south llb> degrees west, eighteen rods partly by the salt
water to a stake and stones; thence west lib*
degrees south, thirty rods to a stake and
stones; thence west 17l4 degrees north nine
rods; thence north 11 *•_. degrees east, twentysix rods to the bounds begun at, containing
six acres, be the same more or less; being a
part of the homestead lot formerly owned
and occupied by William G. Robbins, deceased, together with all buildings thereon

standing.

Second lot. Situated on Campbell’s Neck,
so-called, and bounded as follows: On the
east by land formerly of the late Mary Carand south by the salt
man; on tbe north
water; on the west by land of Isaac Gray,
containing ten acres, more or less.
Third lot. Situated on said Campbell’s
Neck, and bounded on the southwest by land
formerly of Robert Campbell, deceased, said
lot being situated on the northeast part of
said Neck, containing four acres, more or
less, of tbe real estate of the deceased, to
satisfy said debts and charge of administraElmer P. Spofford.
tion.
December 2fi, a. d. 1894.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss:— Court of Probate, January
term, A. D. 1895.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered:—That
sain Petitioner give public notice to all persons interested, by causing a copy of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a court of probate for said county,
to be held at Bucksport, on the second Wednesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
(). P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:— Cuas. P. Dork, Register.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
%

>1 .INK.
>1 % ». •)
Hancock, ss:—Court of prooute, Ellsworth,
January term, a. d., 1895.
To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
4 C( HUNTS having been filed for settlecountv of Hancock.
j£\. meat in estates of
UNDERSIGNED, Horace Perkins, adEdward C. Dodge, late of Tremont, de- I rpHE
ministrator of estate of Robert S. Leach,
1
ceased. Augustine D. Smith, administrator.
late of Penobscot, in said county, deceased,
I,ovinia Melissa Gray, late of Bucksport,
respectfully represents that the goods ana
deceased. John A. Harrinran, executor.
chattels, rights and credits of said deceased
Clarissa E. Folsom, late of Bucksport, deare not sufficient to pay his just debts and
ceased. James E. Coombs, administrator de
charges of administration by the sum of four
bonis non.
hundred dollars; wherefore your petitioner
Oford G. Duntnn, minor, of Gouldsboro.
prays your honor to grant him a license to
Bedford E. Trace, guardian.
Ordered, That the said accountants give
the homestead farm, and additions, comprisnotice to all persons inteiested, hv causing a
ing in all about lfiO acres of land with the
copy of this order to he published three
buildings thereon: situated in said Penobscot,
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Ameriand being the same lately occupied by him,
in
in
Ellswoith,
can, a newspaper primed
of the real estate ot the deceased (including
said county, that they appear at a probate
tin- reversion of the widow's dower therein),
court, to be holden at Buck-port, on the second
t<> satisfy said debts and charges of adminisWednesday of February next, at ten of the tration.
Horace Perkins.
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, f any
Penobscot, Jan. 8, 1895.
thev have, whv the same >:iould not be alSTATE OF MAINE.
o. I*. (TNMNi.HAM, Judge.
1 meti.
Hxncocc, ss:- Court of Probate, January
Attest:—('has. I’. Dokk, kegmn
term, a. d. 1895.
A true copy, Attest:—('has. I’. Dorns, Register
That
1 pou the foregoing petit ion, ordered.
To all persons iutere-ted in tiiluroi th es- said petitioner give public notice to all pertates hereinafter mimed
sons interested by
causing a copy of the petiAt a court of prolijite held at Ellsworth, within
tion, and this order thereon, to be published
and for the county of Hancock, on the -o«-oi.d
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Wedne-.ia\ <d .hiuunrv.a d. 1 >.»;>.
American, a newspaper printed or published
r ^ ; 11
foi owii.g matterhaving h-*cn pm
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
I
1 -ented lor the action thereupon hereinaf- appear at a court of probate for said county, to
it is here y ordered, that notice
ter imlie.Hed
lie held at Bueksport, on the second VVednes111 retd he given to all p r-oii- intei’e-ted, bv
d?\ nt' February next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon. t<> show <-ause, if any they have,
e.iii-uiga ropy of ilii- onier to he publi-hed
1.11 \V •»TM It
in the
.\ b;. the prayer of
three week- '-I! ee--i\e’y
said petitioner should not
American printed at Ell-wonli. in -ai'l couuiy,
be granted.
(). P. (TNNINfi HAM, Judge.
that thev may ai'pear at a prohate court, to tie
Attest: ( has. P. Dorr, Register.
In ld at But k-pori. within and for said mu' t v,
<d Fehruary m\i.
oi.d \N't itne-ilav
on
ilie
A true copy. Attest: -('has. P. Dorr, Register.
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and he heard
ui
.vi
a
court
pionate holden at Ellsworth,
thereon, ami td jeet ii the.' see cause.
within ami for the county of Hancock, on
Cornelia t'. kemick. late of Hancock, in said
of Jan., a. d. 1895.
the
second
Wednesday
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
ERTAIN instrument purporting to be
of personal estate, presented l»v Seneca H.
of Milton J.
the
last
will
and
testament
of
said
deceased.
Kemick, widower
Wilbur, late of Trenton, in said county, deRobert s. Leach, late ot Penobscot, in said
been presented for probate:
ceased,
having
out
allowance
deceasen.
Pet
it
ion
for
county,
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
of personal estate, and also petition for asby causing a copy of
signment of dower, presented bv Abbie Leach, all pci's..nstointerested,
be published three weeks sucthis
order
vv idow of said deceased.
n. P
t'NMNGII \M, Judge of Probate. cessively in the Ellsworth American, printed
at Ellsworth, that
A true copv of the original order.
they may appear at a probate court to be heid at Bueksport. in said
I»«»Ki:. Register.
Attest —( has. P
county, on the second Wednesday of FebruNOliClv Of I'OKr.lLO.si Kh.
ary next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
the
and show cause, if any they have,
II^H EREAS. ( arolim Susan Bowden ;i”d
Frank <). Bowdiei ot Eden, Hancock said instrument should not be proved, ap>>
uated
testaitem
as
last
will
Maine,
their
and
allowed
the
and
mortgage
by
county,
proved
May 12, 1893, anti recorded in the Hancock ment of said deceased.
O. P. (TNNINGHAM, Judge.
Registry of Deeds, hook 272. page 387. conveyAttest .—('has. P. Dorr, Register.
ed to the undersigned. Ralph L. Copeland, of
A true copy. Attest:—('has. I*. Dorr, Register.
Holden, in the county of Penobscot, in mortwith the
gage, a certain lot or parcel of land
At a court of probate holden at Ellsworth,
exceptions hereinafter mentioned) situate in
within and for the county of Hancock, on
that part of said town of Eden known as Salthe second Wednesday of Jan., a. d. 1895.
isbury Cove, and hounded in the whole as folBOYNTON, named executor in a
lows: hounded on the east by lands of Omar
certain instrument purporting to be
Goodridge and E. H. Young, on the south by the last
will and testament of Eben Blaisdell,
lands of Ansel B. Lealand and S. N. Emery,
late of Franklin, in said county, deceased,
1
on the west by land of R. R. Emery, and on
having presented the same for probate:
It being all
; the north by the county road.
the said Henry Boynton
Ordered, That
that part of land conveyed to said Caroline S.
Bowden by Isaac Hopkins by deed dated give notice to all persons interested, by causa copy of this order to be published three
Sept. 20, I88fi, and recorded in said Hancock ing
in the Ellsworth AmerRegistry of Deeds, book 213, page 12. that lies weeks successively
lean, primed at r.nswortn, mat tney may apsouth of said county road, excepting one lot
of land of one-half acre sold to H. H. Young,
pear at a probate court to be held at Bucksport,
in
said county, on the second Wednesand one lot of one-fourth acre sold to the
of February next, at ten of the clock in
Grange company, and one lot of three acres day
the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they
The
to
H.
Bowden.
1893.
Jerusha
sold May 12,
have, why the said instrument should not be
lot sold to said Jerusha H. Bowden has a
beproved,
approved and allowed as the last will
on
said
of
ten
rods
road,
county
frontage
of said deceased.
ginning at the northeast corner of the Grange and testament U.
P. tTNNINUHAM, Judge.
I'nnnmnv lot: mid
whpri'ns the ronil it ions of
Attest:—(
has. P. Dorr, Register.
now
have
and
remain,
said mortgage
been,
A true copy. Attest: —< has. P. Dorr. Register.
broken, this notice is given for the purpose of
law.
as
the
same,
foreclosing
provided by
.u a v ourt of Protiate holden at Ellsworth,
Ralph L. Copeland,
within and for the county of Hancock, on
by his Attorney, Matthew Laughliu.
the second Wednesday of Jan., a. d. 1*95.
is95.
Bangor. January H.
4
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the last will and testament of William
I ORECI.OM Ith
NOTIC E HI
*'f Ban- j (i. Bunker, late of Trenton, in said county,
I'.
Dunbar.
Edward
■\ITIIKRKAS,
I
deceased,
having been presented for probate:
gor.
county of Penobscot, State of
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to
Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the twenall
interested, hv causing a copy of
and
repersons
Marc
a.
d., 1891,
h,
ty-seventh day of
corded in the Hancock county Registry of | this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, printed
Deeds, hook 2*>3, page 90, conve yed t<> me, the
appear at a
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land I at Ellsworth, that they may
probate court to be heid at Bucksport, in
situated in Bueksport, county of Hancock,
of
on
second
s:ti<l
the
Wednesday
county,
State of Maine, with the buildings thereon, 1
February next, at ten of the clock in the
and hounded as follows, to wit: On the west
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
and north by the county road leading by the
why the said instrument should not be
house of Jesse Atwood to the Small's schoolproved, approved, and allowed as the last will
house -on the east by land of Edward Atwood
and
testament of said deceased.
I and on the south by land of Charles Pease,
1 NNIMIHAM, Judge.
O. 1*.
containing about fifty acres more or less, and
Attest:— Cn as. I’. Dorr, Register.
of
Snow,
thehomestead
Benjamin
formerly
<
P. Dorr, Register.
has.
Attest:
A true copy,
j1 late of said Bueksport, deceased -saving and
excepting therefrom the parcels of land heresubscriber hereby gives public notice
'’pill,
Co.
tofore deeded to the Snow Silver Mining
1 to all concerned, that she has been duly
and to Oscar E. Doolittle and toCeorge K.
appointed and has taken upon herself the
Ropes of Boston and Salem, Massachusetts, trust of executrix of the last will and testarespectively, and whereas the condition of ment of Sumner (1. Rowe, late of Ellsworth,
said mortgage has been broken, now, therein the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond
fore, by reason of the breach of the condibeing required by the terms of said will; she
tion thrtp-of. 1 claim a foreclosure of said
therefore requests all persons who are .inWili.i
vm
K.
Cole,
mortgage.
to said deceased's estate to make imdebted
by T. H. Smith, his Att’y.
mediate payment, and those who have any
a.
d..
189').
22.
January
demands thereon to exhibit the same for setMary J. Rowe.
tlement.
January 9, a. d. 1*95.
>

-i

Vi

S. cubell

Workman’s wife is very ill.
Nellie Pinkham. who is caring for
her, has a felon on Iter thumb. I)r.
Walden is attending both.
Charles

Miss

Edwin Pinkham, of Pinkham Pay, who
working for James Leighton, cut his
to
was obliged
foot quite badly and
return home.
was

finite a sensation was caused by a runaway horse here last week. Miss Sadie
Tracy was driving the horse. When seen
by your correspondent she had a firm
grip on the reins, but the horse was running wildly, and the girl’s hat was hanging at her neck. The seat of the pung
was
slightly broken. The team was
stopped at the village.
lately rode to East Steuben. The
sleighing is tine and the scenery very
pleasing. Along the way we pass many
piles of wood. This shows what the men
I

Steuben

of

are

in

doing

the

winter.

long piles of spool wood sawed
from white birch, longer piles of kiln
wood and firewood, and logs also in
various places, in one place I saw as neat
a pile of old pine ship-timber as I ever

There

are

looked at.

I

am

lunrii

told

bw*h

Milbridge,

art*

to

it is to go into

tin*

Snivv*»r

llnm

a

nf

build.

If you wish to see Steuben at its best,
get a young girl to take you on a moonlight ride around the square, as I did.
The extreme individuality of Steuben village never shows itself to better advan-

tage than on a frosty, moonlight night.
You will be pleased with the fine houses
and the neat church, comforted by the
thought that you are within reach of the
telephone, glad to kmw that the store's
are large and well-stocked, and that the
neighbors arc kind and agreeable, and a
neat little post-office at hand, and a hotel.
as you ride along you cannot help
feeling that there is a something pervading the air that you have never felt
elsewhere; quiet at its best, Steuben looks
You
doubly impressive by moonlight.
have crossed many bridges, but never one

Hut

which
a

seems

ump

western

like

the

standing like
end, to guard

with the old
sentinel at its
it. The mill and

one

why

HENRY

1

~

subscriber hereby gives public notice
r|MIE
1 to all concerned, that she has been
duly appointed and has taken upon herself

a

trust of executrix of the last will and teslament of Charles F. Ware, late of Bucksport,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond

the

pond near Smithville are a picture in
woods
themselves, and the fragrant
through which you pass help to make
your ride pleasing, and remind you that
they are green and shady nooks in

being required by the terms of said will; she
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate, to make
immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon to exhibit the- same for setHannah M. Ware.
tlement.
April 11. a. n. 1894.

as well as warm retreats for the
little wild creatures in winter. There are
a few old two-story houses here which are
quite unlike any I have seen elsewhere in
Maine. They must have been the first
built here, long ago, when the town was
new and Maine had few settlements, but
many of them are very good homes at
this day.
Jan. 21.

summer,

MilK I.

The nine longest words in the English
are:
Subconstitutionalist, Incomprehensibility, Philoprogenitiveness,
Honorificibilit udinity, Yeloci pedestrianistical, Transubstantiationableness, Proant itransubstantiationist, disproportionableness, ant hropophagenenarian.

language

Why ciid your temperance society discharge the “Terrible Example?"
Rev. Mr. (.'oldwater He was continually
referring to the seductions of a particular brand of beer, to which he attributed his ruin; and we found he was
being paid to advertise it.

oi

t-OKKi

I.O.M

ItE.

William H. Young, of Eden,
\IWHEREAS,
in the county of Hancock and State of
\?

Farmers,
Laborers,
Teamsters,
Can find
better shoe than the
no

Bread Winner.

Friend

It is strong, reliable, honest, and manufactured
13 give ALL OUT-1)00K WOKKLKS the Best Service for the Least Money.
Made for Men and Boys, from soft, pliable stock.
in two styles, seamless Balmoral and Congress ;
with and without tap sole.

expressly
I

AMOS P. TAPLEY & C0-,
BOSTON, MASS.

|:

Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the
twentieth dav of June, a. d. 1887, and recorded
in Hancock Registry of Deeds, in said county. vol. 220, page 31, conveyed tome, the undesigned, a certain parcel of real estate in
said Eden, bounded us follows, viz.: Beginning at the northwest corner bound of Otis
B. Leland’s house lot; thence south sixtyfour degrees west five and three-fourth rods
of a stone wall at a stake;
to the center
thence north twenty-six degrees west twentv-four rods and sixteen links to a post;
thence north fifty-eight degrees east twentyseven rods and four links to a post; thence
south fifteen degrees east thirty-one rods and
sixteen links to a post; thence south seventyfive and one-half uegrees west eight rods and
nine links to a post; it being Otis B. Iceland's
northeast corner bound; thence following
said Leland’s northern line south seventyfive and one-half degrees west seven ami onehalf rods to the first-mentioned bound and
containing four and one-fourth acres, more
whereas the condition of
or
or less; and
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, hv reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosuure of said mortHosea K. Hamor,
gage.
By B. T. Sowle, his atty.
January 15, a. d. 1895.

For achli'i

(her

v

r,

pagr*.

1>1«

Cranberry

reCapt. and Mrs. Kinaldo Hamor have
turned from Eden.
A second son caiue to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Stanley Jan. d—Richard

A little stranger arrived Jan. 15 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Steele—
Lulu Myra.
George O. Johnson has gone to Boston
on a business trip, and will call in Portland to visit his son Frank, who is at-

Burns is in poor health.
Miss Lizzie S. Haynes is in very poor

healt h.

|

The vestry of the Baptist church lias
lately been renovated. Varden Lord did

!

the work.

The next meeting of the King’s Daughters will be at the residence of Mrs.
Elisha Young.

He contracted mumps on his
now confined to the house.

ami

Guy Emery
were

in

town

wife, of Bar Harbor,
week visiting her

scholar.
James Taylor has been on an extended
visit in the British Provinces for the first
time in four years. He also visited in
Massachusetts where he had resided for

as

Receipts, £44.80.

rsuiiKer

was

board by the boom of his yacht off Duck
Island, while hauling lobster traps, one
very cold day last week, and but for the
prompt action of Bert Birlein, a young
boy in the boat, he would have been
drowned. Bert jumped into the small
boat and caught Mr. Bunker as he came
to the surface, and succeeded in getting
him into the boat. They landed at Duck
Island where Mr. Bunker was cared for
by the light-keeper until he was able to
return home. Bert is the hero of the hour.
This is the second narrow escape from
drowning Mr. Bunker has had this
winter.
THE

mourn

She

her death.

respected

for

J. C. Hammond and
Harbor cutting ice.

YEAR'S NECROLOGY.

j
1

receipt of

in

Our whole line of Dress Goods at reduoed prices, On some of them we cut t he prices in two; on some, one-third.
The Greatest Bargain we ever had to offer for ever wUl offer again, is a lot of Colored India Twills, our best goods,
All of our Novelty Dress Goods
46 inch wide, former prices, 75 cents and fl.00 pe* JMH; reduced to 47h, cents.
which sold at fl.00 and fl.50 per yard, now 89 cent*.' Altai.i>ur Fifty-rent Dress Goods of every kind, now 32',
now
12cents.
at
25
sold
usually
Dress
Half-Wool
Goods,
cents.
A lot of
&DU,

All goods in this Department, consisting of Coats and Fur Capes, at the disposal of our customer*’ regardless of
Every Garment will be sold at some price during this month. As we have only about fifty of them, you
will do well to get the first pick.

on

Mit ui uur

,> uuug

men,

100 PIKOF.s OF ( ItASlIKS at 4 cents per yard, $1.00 f«»r a piece
containing 25 yard-.
100 PIK( KS BIRDS KYKS at 45 cents per piece.
TOWF.LS front 5 to *25 cents. «-r about one-third their value.
•200 l’RS. BI.ANKF.TS, White and Colored, from 4 cents to $»*.0u

who was camping out for the winter, met
with a loss of all his clothing last week
by lire. He came from his work at night,
built a tire, and went to sharpen his axe.
When on looking toward the camp disHe hurried to the
covered it was on tire.
spot, but remembering that there were two
rities inside with their magazines loaded,
he did not enter. His employer had just
moved in a good supply of provisions.
S. M. S.
Jan. 28.
\\ «•*»! Milllv

Underwear and

some

ten

or

twelve years ago,

we

add

will

A

49 cents,

at

cent-,

are

To

is rendered

if you call
fore

more

comfortable

at my store

don

and

starting

just

be-

of

one

Easy enough

keep

to

after you get there, but going
and coming in are the
out
times it's hard to

use

trip.

of

keep

the

coat

other goods at
mention here.

sort.

redded
"y

cents.

I

prices,

s

7.1 rt.*.
^ | .on.

close, which

to

we

except your money's worth.
Are you not satisfied to be
sure
of that ?
Wc do not
advertise the fact

ing goods

at

dollar,

as

the

sonable

wc are

sixty
we

sell-

cents on

make

a rea-

every article
profit
we sell.
Now and then we
have exceptional opportun-

|

on

when we
the beneheadquarters for

buy cheaply

give

our

customers

fit.

We

are

Jewelry, Silverware
Optical Goods,

the other

in

..

(il.oYKS Instates uni

*’

ities to

on

at

..

selling

and

goods.

that

Having taken advantage

price, when
goods is taken into consider
ution. They are exceedingly pretty, novel and stylish.

Grip sack*.

r,

we are

Sec them,

A. W. GREELY,
NO.

offering at
the quality

low
of the
a

anyhow.

E. F. ROBINSON.

MAIN STREET.

__

THIRTY

year.’ observation of Caetoria with the patronage of

million, of pereon., permit

j

but the writer remembers her as a very
lovable and attractive child, an obedient !
and trustworthy scholar.

>

“We have loved thee, dearest Addle,
Thou art now to memory dear.
Though no more our mortal vision
Shall behold thee, Addle, here;
Rest thee sweetly, dearest A dale,

Safely with thy Saviour|rest,
And we’ll strive again to meet thee,
In that land forever blest.”

Jan. 24.
Seal Cove.

Mrs. Mary A., wife of Gilbert H. Hodg- j
don, died at her home at Oak Hill, Mt.
Desert, Jan. 21. Mrs. Hodgdon had been
ill for many months, bearing her sufferings with Christian patience, and was

Children Cry for j
Pitcher’s Castoria.
J

ne

to .peah of it withont tnetiinc.

It i. nnqne.tionably the best remedy for Infant, and Children

the world ha.

ever

known.

give, them health. It will

It i. harmless.

Children like it.

their livea

»ave

CIRCULATING
LIBRARY !
I shall open in

In it Mother, have

something which i. abeoletely safe and practically perfect

a. a

child*, medicine.
Ca»toria dctroy. Worm.

Caitoria allay Ferarlshne.s.

care.

Diarrhaa and Wind Cello.

Cartoria relieve. Teething Tronhle..
CMtoria cure.

Con.tlpation

Castorla nontralim. the effect, of carbonic acid gn»

or

5 Cents Per Week.

poisonous air.

the stomach and bowel.,

giving healthy and natural deep.
Don’t allow any
that it i.

to sell

one

jnst

as

good

"

von

and

on

will answer every purpose."

See that yon get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
The fac-simile

signature of

Children

/Tf

y/gy?

.JOHN
/>

Wo wish to thank our patrons for their fa
of the past season—our first In the
Fuunituke, Caki'KT and Piano Business—and solicit a continuance of their

vors

patronage.
Wo

on

every

vrm.pp»r,

Cry for Pitcher’s Castorla.

show the Newest Stook in the

City,

and

oar

prices

are

right.

Our success the past year demonstrates that
these are facts which the public recognizes
and appreciates.
We have

a

fine

Piano and

llne(of

Banquet Lamps ;

11 Many

!|J |

a man

BROKEN OUT S
In a

passion,

\
•

j!
t
i

*

Q

AT HALE.

W. TAPLEY,

FIRE INSURANCE.

LOWEST

KATES.
PROM PT A I)J U STM EN TS.

in

fact, everything from

a

Dust Pan to

a

to get a ne#

pair

shoes

All are cordially invited to call and examine
stock and get prices.
Special attention to out of town orders. If
not coming t> town, write us what
you want
and wc will quote prices.

E.

E.

^)
((

count

engagement on acof crippled feet, and

an

BROKE

BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH.

time

trying

to

get

relief for his corns—the dt-

of ill- fitting shoes.
J [ rect
You will find all this obvt-

REDMAN,

No. 2 Mate

St.

ME.

j || ated

by

purchasing

your

11 foot-gear of

!|
(I

<

•

[

1!

BREAK OFF
Many

[

J|

BROKEN IN. I
He has had to

I

•

of

cause

ELLSWORTH,
MANNING

Piano.

J,

and felt all

BROKEN UP

(* Trying
’

j1

has

j!

the plan or promise

is

BREAKING IN.

I

has gone
of fiction should avail Carpets, Rugs, Window Shades;
themselves of this oppor- Parlor, Chamber, Dining and
Kitchen Furniture;
(* Many a
tunity.

It i. not .old in ibnlh.

anything else

YEAR,

Mirrors, Pictures and P'rames;
This price is within the Easels, Crepe Paper and Shade
reach of all, and all lovers
Frames;

Cartoria doe, not contain morphine, opinm, or other narcotic property.

Castorla i» pnt np in sne-iiw bottle, only.

NEW

of.

and Flatnloney.

Castorla o..l.»41ate. the food, regnlate.

a

and varied line of the
standard works, and will
be loaned at the low price

Caatoria prevents vomiting Sour Card,
Caetoria

few

days
a Circulating Library, and
solicit the patronage of
the reading public. The
library will contain a large

It

|

WE GIVE
YOi: NOTHING
FOR YOUR RONEY

Money

of the
former condition, I shall be
pleased to give my patrons the
benefit thereof.

Trunks, Ya

fl <*> goods,
j
"CEDE KID

..

TELLS

[>ast season—and
hand, Cash tei i

the

I

greatly reduced price*.

at

«>ur

..

buying goods—particularly
when jobbers are so anxious
to sell, as they have been the

Cheap enough,

of every

..

in

warm.

J. A. McGOWN.

Children.

..

L (i I.i ‘\ E>,

\i

Soon Parted.

CASH

isn't it ?
clothing

h<*--k Li.

i.y's.

warm

ai.

Gloves.
■>

Glass Ware, Card Cases, Wallets, Pocket Books, and a numerous line of Bric-a-brac nQ'vbeing shown at A. Vi,. Gree-

Warm Fur Coats.

and

»»

Embroideries and Laces.

goods In the above line

cannot

those

Horae

We 11ffer

be said of those who
purchase their New Year’s
goods out of the large, varied
and beautifu lstock of Watches,
Clocks, Jewelry, Silver and Silver- plated
Ware, China and

NICOLIN

Inch,

at .*>

4

one L..t MO SQ l'ETA I UK
reds, at 71 cents, worth £L.Vr

not

'>, 1* and 20 rente. 40

as

cents.

daily many

4 and 40

4

4 and 40 Inch, at 0 and 7 cents.
Other mnk<cheap. Corkwood .''heeling at •; cents per yard, ;*
equally
the Lest trade offered.

LOCKWOOD

A Fool and his

Trip

round

and

at

do

iac‘8,

Mrs. Caroline M. Rice was called to Sullivan by telegram last week to care for
her daughter, Mrs. Addie Graham, who
was at the point of death of
consumption. Mrs. Graham died a few days later.
Mrs. Graham was about thirty years of
age. She leaves a husband to whom she
was married, last September, and a boy
of nine years by a former marriage.
Much sympathy is expressed for the be- j
reaved relatives and especially for the
widowed mother of the deceased. Addie
had been living at Sullivan since her first

marriage,

sale

this

During

for the

Infants

LNBLEACHED STANLEY

Hamburgs,

HKAYY ltlBBKD SHIRT- AND DRAW L Rs
worth $l.oo.
.V) Do/. -WIT/ CoNDF. SHIRTS \ND DRAW KRS
worth $1 no.
*
Ladle.-* Plain and Ribbed Pnderwear at 25, 37 V ami 4
Mi-.-c-’ an<» Children's rmlcr\n«r reduced to clo.-e.

25 Cents

for

*•

Hosiery.

ki cents.
M Do/.

Your correspondent
a
item from the Trenton correspondent to
A. I.. Chase, the dentist, is at E. F.
the Bar Harbor Record reading thus:
Clapham s fora few weeks.
The Trenton correspondent, “Roy”, says {
A special high school opened last Monin the Ellsworth American of last ;
week, that “Capt. Hemato C. Douglass and | day, taught by Mr. Hatch.
wife arrived home from Providence, ac- j
Nathan Bunker has moved into his
companied by their son, Willie, etc.” In
reality Capt.* Douglass was on his way new house, and was given a houseto New York at that time, and Willie had
warming lHst week.
Providence, but had been
never been in
The tirst new house to be built here this
working in New Haven. Persons wishing to r* ad nothing but corn t news w ill year is now going up. Flit* owner and
subscribe for the builder is
take warning and
Hervey L. Mureh.
Record.
Prof. L. C. Bateman delivered an interWe will admit an error in regard tu
His
course of lectures last week.
Capt. Douglass being at home. The in- esting
reformation came to us that he had arrived public and private examinations were

all grown.

9 and 10 4, best goods, at l
Bleach* d
4' Inch at n, lo and 12 cents.

1'. live eases of 150 do/ Men’s Pndcrwear. spec
We bought, D<
of the I'-ual
lally for this-ale. Wc.fferthe -ante at ab« nt One Half
-cllbiir Price. The goods are cheap enough t«. buy, e\m if not wanted
u-c
for immediate
-*** i>,,/. MK.VS (.RAY SHIRTS AND DR \WKK» at 25 cents, worth

|

December 10. Capt. John Stanley died
very suddenly, aged sixty-three years.
He left a wife, one son and two foster
children.
Both captains were very valuable citizens and will be missed very much.
Both
were natives of this place and had
spent
their whole lives here.

AMESRCRY at.qfocnl*
LEYELANI* at.T h
KIM IT at.HVrnu
LONSDALE CAMBRIC.10 cent*
(

4 4
4 4

pair.
bO BKDSPRF.ADS, regular $5 cent goods, at > cents.
In,000 YDS. >HKFTIN(. at price- ne\er heard of, or at loss than
W. .juotc prices on them
the Manufacturers’ Price-* to-day.
until January *2*», no longer.

an.

Dolly Bulger, aged eighty-four years,
died after a few weeks of much suffering.
The two last named were very much 1
loved and respected in town.
Both leave
large families.
In October a young son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Crosby, aged three months, died.
j
November 9—Capt. William P. Bunker,
aged sixty-five years, died very suddenly
of pneumonia. He left a wife and ten

BLEACHED 4 4

per

Crimmins is very ill.
\\ illiain 1'. Goodwin has recently added
large shed to his stable.

an

]|1
,1

HOUSEKEEPERS’ GOODS.

.-«igrm.

During the year just passed, although
there has been but comparatively little
sickness in town in comparison to that of
some
years, the death rate has been
unusually large, far above the average,
and exceeding the
birth rate.
Eight
deaths occurred among the residents here,
beside several of former residents who
markably correct.
had been from us so short a time that we home, and the item was sent to The
H. L>. G.
Jan. 29.
almost regarded them as residents still.
American in good faith, without intenJanuary 5— Capt. Edward S. Fernald. tion of falsehood. In regard to the loaged fifty-four years, whose active life cality where the young man worked, we West ltrooksville.
Mrs. Smith, of Brooksville, is visiting
was spent here, died quite suddenly leavhad been misinformed. The parties livMrs. Thomas Tapley.
ing a wife and one child.
ing some distance away, the writer did her mother,
Miss Bertha M. Flood, of Ellsworth
January 7—Mrs. Nancy Richardson, not see them personally, hence the errors.
The Record correspondent says that Falls, was the guest of Mrs. George H.
aged ninety-six years, the oldest person
in town, died very unexpectedly; a tine “persons wishing to read nothing but Tapley Saturday and Sunday.
old lady and much loved by all.
correct news, will take warning and subThe schooner “William Slater,” now at
February 24—Clara E., wife of Lewis E. ; scribe for the Record."" This is a plain Islesboro, will soon be brought to this
1
Ladd, aged thirty-five years, died of con- insinuation of the irresponsibility of the
place w here she w ill undergo extensive
sumption, in Boston, where she had gone writer in contributing news to The
repairs. Master Rufus Dodge will do the J
the fall previously in hopes to get help by American. It seems to us not strange
work.
the change; but, alas, death, which ever that writers of news to a paper should
The grammar school, taught by Miss ;
loves a shining mark, soon claimed her. fall into some errors in their comHattie E. Tapley, closed Friday, after a
Her remains were brought home by the munications.
Even the infallible (?)
Miss
bereaved husband, to the widowed and Trenton correspondent has been known successful term of nine weeks.
childless mother, and her two orphan to make errors. Not many months ago Tapley leaves, for Orange, Mass., next
children.
Wednesday, where she has engaged to
that correspondent sent an item to that
In July, Joseph Gilley, aged seventy- ! paper in regard to a lady of this place go- teach a long term.
Tomson.
Jan. 26.
six, died very suddenly, and in August, ing away with her husband on a coasting

children,

9
9

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.
cost.

day evening. All report a
E. C. Sargent, the famous chicken man.
had very good luck w it h his last setting,
hatc hing about 250.

AN ANSWER.

j

Winter

at

Charles

is

;
\

DRESS GOODS.

Thursgood time.

character.

J

are

number of friends at her home

universally

was

son

Miss Leah Sawyer, of Egg Rock, is
visiting Miss Jessie Bunker of this place.
entertained a
Miss
Sadie Sargent

tine qualities uf

her many

!

{

1

South tiouhlsboro.

The many friends hereof Mrs. Wesley
R. Haynes of West Kden, formerly of this
place, are pained to learn of her death;
which occurred at her home on Tuesday
afternoon. She leaves a husband and six
young children besides other relatives to

Rnocsea uu-r-

;

special

department

personally,

moment's notice.

Jan. 25.

by

.ueanaer n.

a

seminary.

the birthday of the bride, as
There was a supper and dance at Everthat of their daughter, making it ;
green Hall on Tuesday night of this week
The occasion was a
a triple anniversary.
for the benefit of the family of Princeton
most pleasant one.
McFarland who is ill. Receipts £18.
School in districts 1, 3 and 4 closed Jan.
The family of Howard Emery, the Oak
18, after very profitable terms of ten Point
high school teacher, have moved
weeks. School in district No. 2 will close
from Bar Harbor to this place and are
Jan 25, but the teacher, Mrs. Sarah M.
occupying the Alonzo Grindle cottage.
Rich, will immediately commence a
Princeton B. McFarland is seriously ill,
to
in
same
school
the
district,
private
requiring the constant attendance of
continue four weeks.
Dr. J. T. Mcfriends at his bedside.
Capt. and Mrs. Joseph Bunker celeDonald, of Ellsworth, is his attending
brated their golden wedding on New
Year’s Eve. They are the only couple, physician.
Mrs. John F. Smallidge, of Seal Harnow
living here, who were married at
this place half a century ago. Although bor, who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Mrs.
home.
the presents were
not
golden they Daniel Ladd, has returned
Ladd returned with her to visit relatives
were all very useful and much appreat Seal Cove.
ciated
both.
also

well

disappointed

all.’cut

of

of

The King's Daughters held a fair and
many years before coming here.
supper at Evergreen hall, Tuesday night
celeMr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Stover
j of last week. There was a large attendbrated their silver wedding recently. It

was

Young,

Rev. D. Smith of the Methodist church
Deer Isle and Mr. Knights drove to
Bucksport Wednesday to visit Mr.
Knights' sons who are attending the

sisters.

ance.

Mrs. A. W.

Clearing

ends and all surplus
\Ve oniv Announce Bargains or r Clearance Sale once a year, and this during January. All odds and
of cost. This year, this sale will be a moneyof Mock accumulated during the year, we dispose of during this sale, regardless
I
we
offer
at
reduced
hose who waited for
have
to
of
of
the
prices.
goods
large variety
sarina one to our customers, on account
lias a
bargain. If you are nf£ interested in
in what we offer. Every
this hhIc will not be
that
to a good way to
to
and pin them
your shopping memorandum;
out the ones that appeal to you
them
refresh your memory w hile at the store. It will also be found useful when you come to compare the goods themselves with
We recommend you, however, to bring the whole advertisement, as every item dcMTea at least
what we said about'them.

Sedgparents, John Haynes
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. Day
Pearl L. Leland ami wife went to Ells- wick,
Thursday on their return from pastors’
worth Thursday of last week on a short
conference at Ellsworth Wednesday.
visit to their cousins, Nahum Murch and
Rev. and

and wife.

by

j

On Wednesday evening. Jan. 23, the
was
drama “The Spy of Gettysburg-’
played here by members of the Bluehill
band. It w as highly appreciated.

last

Sale is looked forward to
all his Customers with a great deal of Interest.

M. Gallert's Annual

Miss Nellie Grindal.of Ellsworth,spent
a day here last week visiting and calling
©n friends and relatives before going to
Portland to spend the winter.

Miss Alma Newman, of Southwest Harbor. is here visiting her friend. Miss Fannie A. Haynes.

Mrs. Florence Joy is attending school
in district No. 2 for the study of bookkeeping and algebra. It is now eleven
years since she last attended school as a

miw IIEMH.

Nearly tifty scholars are attending the
high school this w inter.
1). A. McRea, of Boston, was v.siting
his sister. Mrs. Day, last Tuesday.

Asa M.

—"—

j

Surry.

West Trenton.

and is

We have Scattered to the Four Winds
all idea of Profit during our

Roy.

Jan. 24.

bereaved family.

tending Shaw’s business college.
Charley Bulger returned home from
Shaw's business college, Portland, three
weeks ago.

1

services were held at the hall on Wednesday, Jan. 23, Rev. A. B. Carter, of West
Temont, officiating. The sympathy of a
wide circle of friends is extended to the

Leslie.

journey,

ilDbfrtistnwnta.

trip, when in reality she went to New
Hampshire to visit a relative, and not on
at all. The Hrrurd cortwo daughters ami a sou survive her. a coasting trip
beam that is
Mrs. llodgdon was the daughter of Capt. respondent does not seethe
is quick to observe
J. B. Walls, of this place, and the greater in his ow n eye, but
the mote that is in his brother's eye.
part of her life was spent here. Funeral

ready and willing at the Master’s call, to
Iler husband,
filter into the higher life.

COI N TV NEWS.

C. B.
Main

St.,

PARTRIDGE,
Ellsworth.
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